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Commentary

and very recently the creation of a national college based block-release 
course and the placing of the national correspondence course in the 
hands of a professional correspondence Institute.

THE PAST AND THE FUTURE
In looking back on the history of development of any organisation 

is apt to attempt a summary in a single vivid phrase. Invariably such 
drastic condensations must be wrong, progress is seldom homogene
ous judgments are rarely unbiased and viewpoints depend upon one s 
standpoint. The film scriptwriter’s caption of ‘Fifty Glorious Years’ as 
a description of Queen Victoria’s reign would certainly not be the 

gment of the population at the height of her period of unpopularity. 
Neither would it echo the sentiments of social historians.

one
This broad account has of course omitted numerous minor develop

ments which have collectively played an important part in the operation 
of the Institute’s affairs and also the role of various local activities such 
as study circles and the London day-release course. The list of develop
ments has omitted reference to the way in which the Institute's influence 
has grown with its activities. It has also omitted the richly deserved 
tributes to the various members whose enthusiasm and hard work has 
contributed to the success of these various endeavours.

r
iud

How therefore, would one assess the past 50 years of the existence 
of the Institute of Baths Management and its predecessor the National 
Association of Baths Superintendents? To use the caption "Fifty Years 
of Progress” would conjure up a picture of constant improvement, but 
this has not been the case, although undoubtedly the Institute has 
accomplished great strides. How also does one assess success? By 
numerical strength? Financial standing? Degree of influence? By the 
quality or calibre of members, or by our public image? Certainly numeri
cal strength is meaningless without quality and unfortunately the false 
goal of seeking size in the Illusion that numbers will increase both 
finance and influence is very likely to be attained only at the price of a 
reduction in quality. In the case of a Trade Union the quest for numerical 
strength automatically pursues both finance and influence as the 
former comes from membership fees and the latter from the size of the 
block vote and the strength of bargaining power based upon threat of 
industrial action. The Institute however is not a Trade Union. Its maxi
mum potential size is limited by a factor largely outside its control, 
namely, the quantity of facilities. Its success therefore can only stem 
from the quality of its membership. Their calibre alone will determine 
both its influence and its public image.

It is of course important to pause and ask why? Does it matter if the 
Institute progresses or dies? What is its purpose and what is its value? 
Always the existence of any form of society, association, club or pro
fessional body evokes from some of its members a sort of chauvinism 
arising from loyalty to the group. Members begin to talk of the good of 
the club, association or Institute as if it was some separate entity with 
e life of its own. An entity to be fostered, protected and strengthened.

Of course, any such body is merely the membership at the time. The 
- Institute is merely a device to protect and foster the interests of its 
k members. In the case or any professional body these purposes emanate 
[ from the quality and standard of professional expertise which the body 
' creates. Furthermore, in times of continually rising standards of educa- 
i tion it is necessary for any professional body to continue to raise its 

standards otherwise by the act of merely standing still it will be left 
behind. The Institute has come a long way in this field but it has much 
further to go.

In the light of the above premises it is possible to review the first 
half century. Quite obviously there has not been continuing steady 

I progress but rather a series of quantitive changes giving way to periods 
; of qualitative changes followed by lengthy periods of digestion.

The main events are easy to isolate. The first annual conference. The 
f creation of an examination qualification. The introduction of a national 

ine 'Baths & Baths Engineering'. A considerable increase in 
both the scope and standard of the examination qualification in 1947 to 

n recognition from the National Joint Council for Local Authority 
Services of the Institute's Testamur as the appropriate qualification 
for a Baths Manager. The inauguration of a paid secretariat and separate 
office accommodation. The transfer of the post war version of Baths 
and Baths Engineering—i.e., Baths Service, from a professional pub
lisher with nominal control by the then Hon. General Secretary acting 
as the Editor to a member of the Institute with full editorial control. The 
introduction of an approved trainee scheme for potential baths mana- 

e % The publication of various books. The introduction of a national 
advisory service to local authorities, architects, consultants and others, 

lunching of a publicity campaign which led to an increase of over 
n the number of local authorities joining as corporate members, 

nation of a National Correspondence Course. The introduction 
binary academic standards allied to registration of students for 

s examinations. The opening of the Institute’s ranks to 
is as architects and consultants dealing with baths and 

centre projects and the Introduction of an affiliateship scheme 
s connected with the baths and recreational services. Finally

History, however, belongs to the past. Much more important, particu
larly to the younger members and those aspiring to membership are the 
prospects for the future. The Institute long since foresaw the now 
obvious trend towards the construction of multi-purpose sports centres 
incorporating swimming pools and in consequence several years ago 
the section of its examinations dealing with entertainments and recrea
tion based upon winter period baths halls was extended to incorporate 
the whole of indoor recreation in purpose designed facilities. It is now 
quite obvious that the future of many of its members will lie in this 
direction. The Institute also foresaw the emergence of comprehensive 
recreation departments and the need for a ‘new type of animal’, an 
officer equipped with knowledge concerning all types of recreation, 
both indoors and outdoors and possibly the arts as well. Consequently 
it initiated the foundation of the new Institute of Recreation Management. 
However, its prime objective is the creation of baths managers and the 
improvement of their professional competence, and this is the objective 
which should be assessed in the light of probable future events.

The most obvious conclusion is that any fears of the prospects of 
future requirements for qualified baths managers can be immediately 
discounted for two reasons. The emergence of Directors of Recreation 
need not be feared. The number of these posts will necessarily be limited 
and the larger and more comprehensive of these departments the greater 
will be the need of the Directors for the services of experts to run the 
specialised sections of their multi-purpose services. The loss of poten
tial chief officer appointments will be mourned but there will be the 
compensatory factor that in many cases the salaries as heads of the 
baths section of such services might be greater than if the department 
had been separate.

The impending reform of the structure of the local government system 
is now certain but again baths managers will have nothing to fear. In 
this respect they will indeed be very fortunate compared with most of 
their local government colleagues. Many of the local government pro
fessions with Chief Official or Head of Department status prospects 
will be hard hit by the inevitable drastic reduction in the number of local 
authorities. The hardest hit will be those who for statutory reasons are 
employed by every authority and the least affected will be those employed 
only by a minority of authorities who own particular facilities. Again, 
within the existing posts of both the above categories the hardest hit 
will be those with the highest percentage of appropriately qualified 
officers within their ranks. Undoubtedly, the scale of contraction in the 
number of separate authorities will be far greater than that experienced 
in the London reorganisation. Consequently, the great majority of all 
Clerks and Treasurers of the existing authorities will soon face the 
probability of enforced retirement or loss of status. Only approximately 
one sixth of all local authorities, however, now possess a baths depart
ment. Consequently the impending swinging reduction in the number 
of authorities will have a correspondingly reduced effect.

Further, the overwhelming majority of Clerks and Treasurers are 
appropriately qualified. Consequently the competition for the much 
smaller number of chief official appointments will be correspondingly 
fierce. On the other hand only one-third of all existing baths managers 
are qualified. The appointment of unqualified managers however has 
not generally been by choice but because of a substantial shortage of 
qualified officers. Undoubtedly as a result of contraction, and the 
advice of a Staff Commission, the preference of qualified members of 
the Institute should be assured.

Of course all members will not emerge from the maelstrom of reform 
unscathed. It is a comforting thought however that among all the local 
authority professions leading to head of department status qualified 
baths managers will probably suffer the least.
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More important, however, is that the reform will undoubtedly bring 
about an assured golden future for the younger Institute members The 
only reason that five sixths of all the existing local authorities have not 
possessed at least a public swimming pool is not because of lack of 
desire but simply due to lack of cash. One of the main reasons for the 
proposed amalgamations is to ensure greater financial resources. Un
doubtedly, one of the first consequences of merging groups of parish 
rural, urban and municipal borough authorities will be demand for new 
authorities to use their resources to provide for their areas the amenities 
which they now lack. New facilities will require new managers. A period 
of at least 20 years of continuing growth would appear to be assured as 
the 'without' authorities attempt to catch up with those ‘with’. Con
sequently there will be an expanding market of job opportunities. An 
exciting prospect indeed for any young man nowin or about to enter into 
the profession.

The growth in facilities should of course be paralleled with a growth 
in the size of the Institute's membership with a consequent beneficial 
effects on the Institute's finances. It will be in the task of the National 
Council of ihe Institute to ensure than an adequate sized intake is en
sured witho.it taking the easy course of lowering standards. Indeed, as 
previously 'fated standards must be continually increased. With 
combir.oliori of growth in size, increasing income, rising standards and 
conse.y y Improved quality, the prestige and standing of the Insti
tute rr- : , crease correspondingly. Consequently its progress during 
the r.e- : entury can be viewed with a considerable degree of con
fidence his Golden Jubilee year may well be looked back on in
retrotj ushering in the Golden Era in the Institute's affairs.

when non-members were appointed, which raises a completely different 
issue.

It may be, as the Scottish President, Ernest Glen, feels, that trained 
will not apply for the lower paid posts, thus leaving the door open 

to swimmers, head attendants, etc., ' getting a foot in the door'. This, 
too, is another issue.

men

I But to revert to trainees and their usefulness to local authorities. A 
list of former apprentices or trainees now occupying posts in charge 
of baths establishments or departments is not maintained but this list 
schedule makes interesting reading:

i
A. V. Wright(lslington), R. Holmes (Islington), W. H. Archer(Glouces- 

ter), R. Barlow (Bingham), D. J. Rolley (Burntwood), A. Fox (Coventry), 
M. Roddie (Grimsby), R. Lewis (Grimsby R.D.C.), J. C. Brooks (Notting
ham), R. C. Hutchins (Nottingham), F. B. Dutton (Nottingham), R. Auty 
(Nottingham), R. P. Brenton (Sheffield), K. G. Marshall (Tamworth), 
P. R. Hall (Cardiff), J. J. Hartley (Burnley), D. G. Fisher (Newtownards),
J. T. Leigh (Hetton), F. A. Botten (Amersham), D. J. Teall (Warley),
K. Gutteridge (Warley).
No doubtthe list is not complete and we expect we shall hear from those 
who have been omitted. But it does give some indication of the value 
of the trainee scheme.

s

1

1
a

I
An important point emerging from a scrutiny of the schedule is that 

some of those named received their training in departments perhaps 
with one or two establishments. So the excuse frequently used by 
managers who do not have a trainee on their establishment that their 
department is not big enough to give sufficient experience may not 
always stand up to close examination.

i

★ ★ ★
* ¥

THE VALUE OF TRAINEES
VOTING FOR NATIONAL COUNCIL

Members of the Southern branch have received from their President, 
‘ Jack' Fidgett, a letter urging members to support three branch col
leagues in the voting which will take place this month for four positions 
on the National Council of the Institute.

What would happen if other branches took similar action? It requires 
no stretch of imagination to visualise a repeat of the position of some 
years ago when a strong South v. North antagonism existed. In more 
recent years commonsense and visitation between branches has 
broken that feeling down and branch loyalties, one hopes, take second 
place.

Mr Fidgett draws attention to the Local Government Reform Bill and 
says 1 it is vital that our institute is represented on its National Council 
by the ablest men.' Surely this has always been the aim of members

What is a Southern branch member to do if he considers that candi
dates from other branches for the Council are more suitable than those 
from his own branch? Does he obey his President or does he vote for 
those he thinks are the ' ablest men ’?

Southern members have been faced with similar dilemmas in the 
past and a good deal of feeling was created by the exclusion or near 
exclusion of men who had served with distinction on the National 
Council.

There may be others than the three suggested by the President who 
would like to be nominated, or there may be those who would like to 
nominate other Southern branch members. This is permissible, of 
course, but how would they fare?

One can imagine the feeling which would be engendered: the Southern 
branch member(s) put forward might be regarded as rebels by their 
colleagues and possibly ostracised. Would anyone allow his name to 
go forward in these circumstances?

Until this year it has been compulsory to give the same number of 
votes as there were vacancies on the Council. This year, although there 
are four vacancies, members can give only one person a vote if they so 
wish, or two or three or four. How this will affect the voting cannot be 
foretold but it seems a pity that a system which has worked so well 
and given all round satisfaction should be changed on what is really a 
technicality.

In c ■
appoint :.
branch clary, queried 1... it would be most interesting to learn just 
how man-/ c uhorities have trainee managers, and what is equally important 
how successful they have been to the employing authority.'

From the general tone of his letter Mr Aird appeared doubtful if the 
number of trainees in branches other than his own (which has none 
at all) was of any consequence and by implication he had doubts as to 
their value to local authorities.

A list of authorities which have trainees appears below. This may no 
be completely accurate, as it was compiled some time ago, and mem
bers who do not agree with the information shown should inform the 
General Secretary in order to keep the record correct. Similarly, any 
manager not on the list who has a trainee on his staff could help by 
informing the Institute office.

Beeston and Stapleford U.D.C. (1), Blyth Borough (1), London Borough 
of Brent (1), Bristol (1), London Borough of Bromley (1), London Borough 
of Camden (1), Cardiff (1), Castleford Borough (1), Coventry (2), Crawley 
U.D.C. (1), London Borough of Croydon (1), Dartford R.D.C. (1), London 
Borough of Enfield (1), Gloucester (1), Grimsby (1), London Borough of 
Haringey (1), Hatfield R.D.C. (1), London Borough of Hillingdon (1), 
Borough of Hyde (1), London Borough of Islington (1), Leeds (2), Leicester 
(3), Borough of Leigh (1), London Borough of Lewisham (1), Lytham St. 
Anne's (1), Manchester (2), Mansfield (2), Morecambe and Hey sham (1), 
Nottingham (2), Portsmouth (1), Port Talbot (1), London Borough of 
Richmond upon Thames (1), Rotherham (1), Sheffield (3), Urmston U.D.C. 
(1), London Borough of Waltham Forest (1), London Borough of Wands
worth (2), Walsall (1), Warley (3), Watford (1), City of Westminster (1), 
Weston-super-Mare (1), Wolverhampton (1).
It will be seen that 43 authorities employ trainees and that the total 
number of men is 55. The South have 21; North 12 and Midlands 10; 
whilst the trainees are divided between the branches, 22, 16 and 17 
respectively.

Whether these numbers are enough to serve the purpose of ensuring
sufficient flow of young men trained to take up appointments as Baths 

managers is a matter of opinion. Scotland’s experience would suggest 
they are not. But that is not the whole story, of course: in some of the 
appointments in Scotland, Institute members were on the short list

letter about non-members of the Institute obtaining 
- as Baths managers in Scotland, George Aird, the Scottish
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Congratulations

SIR JOHN LANG,
deputy chairman of the Sports Council:

The handful of men of vision who got 
together 50 years ago to establish The 
Institute of Baths Management must be 
proud of the achievement of the body 
which they then set up, an organisation 
which has succeeded in establishing a high 
degree of professional standing among its 
members, and is recognised the world over 
as speaking with authority on all aspects of 
the administration and management of swim
ming baths, swimming pools and all the 
ancillary swimming or diving services that go 
with them. A lot of water has passed through 
a lot of baths since 1921.

much greater than in days gone by. It is 
for the Institute in making its way towards 
its centenary to ensure that the purpose of 
the Institute and the practice by which that 
purpose is achieved are kept up-to-date and 
effective. Excelsior!

The Sports Council wishes the Institute 
every success in the future.

even so the strength of such an organisation 
as yours derives from the members them
selves. Long may their interest and participa
tion be maintained at the present high level 
thus ensuring the continuing growth, develop
ment and strengthening of the Institute 
during the next 50 years os *” the past half 
century.

I ★ ★ ★ ★ ★★

ANCLIFFE PRINCE,
Managing Editor, ‘Power Laundry & 
Cleaning News’:

The year 1921 was noteworthy for a 
number of things including the signing of 
the Versailles peace treaty, which officially 
ended the first world war and unofficially 
set in train the events leading up to the 
second, the civil disturbances in Ireland, 
which are still having their repercussions 
today, and the finest British summer on 
record.

The effect of the formation of The Insti
tute of Baths Management in that year may 
have been far more circumscribed than that 
of these other events but so far as its own 
sphere of activity is concerned this was an 
event of considerable importance which is 
reflected both by the standing which the 
Institute has achieved between then and now 
by the benefits it has secured both for its 
members and for the British public in 
general thanks to the improved facilities 
now enjoyed in both hygienic and the recrea
tional aspects of baths operation.

Hating been privileged to attend a number 
of the Institute’s annual conferences (and, 
indeed, to speak at one of them) I can 
testify to the comprehensive nature of the 
programme arranged for these gatherings 
and to the keenness and interest with which 
the discussions are invested. Then, too, your 
admirable journal * Baths Service ’ renders 
the Institute great service in making its 
activities widely known among members and 
other readers.

Your excellent secretariat handles the 
Institute’s affairs with exemplary ability but

N. W. SARSFIELD,
Secretary, the Amateur 
Association:

The Amateur Swimming Association wish 
to convey their heartiest co \gratulations to 
The Institute of Baths Management on 
attaining their Golden Jubilee. With 102 
years behind them, the A.S.A. might be for
given for regarding the Institute as a mere 
lusty child of 50, but in fact wc do know 
that Baths Management came before the 
A.S.A. in that from the inception of the first

Jng

!

I

:

;

As Deputy Chairman of the Sports 
Council, I have been glad to have been 
associated with the Institute for several years 
and have learned to respect the enthusiasm 
which the Institute has shown and is show
ing for the continued development of the 
profession and the determination of its 
Council to ensure that its members are able 
to answer any calls that may be made upon 
them by the local authorities whom they 

Members of the Institute are dealing 
with perhaps the most complex form of 
sports equipment. They are bound to grow 
even more complicated and may well embrace 
facilities other than the water sports. The 
skill attd experience necessary to manage 

the installations of today efficiently arc

public swimming pool at Liverpool in 1828, 
swimming has always been indebted to the 
care, devotion and skill of members of your 
profession.

We are proud to have enjoyed a splendid 
liaison with you throughout your establish
ment and we look forward to continued co
operation.

In both our spheres, our aims are identical 
— ‘TO SERVE SWIMMING’.

We congratulate you on the manner in 
which you have carried this out in the last 50 
years.

*1

serve.

even
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KELVIN JUBA,
Editor, ‘ The Swimming Times

* The Swimming Times* would like to 
take the opportunity of congratulating The 
Institute of Baths Management on their

The record total last year of 139,208 life 
saving awards achieved is indicative of the 
growing ititerest in our aims. Much of the 
credit is due to the encouragement and 
co-operation displayed by Baths Managers 
which we appreciate immensely.

On a personal note I send my best wishes 
to your Editor, Mr William Francis, whom 
I knew well in my Staffordshire days. He 
was particularly helpful to us with the 
splendid facilities at his baths at Smethwick.

On behalf of the Royal Life Saving 
Society— United Kingdom—1 send a warm 
message to you all, not only on this rather 
special occasion but also for the many years 
ahead. You know you can rely on our utmost 
support at all times.

Swimming Liaison Council, its advice has 
always been sought.

I am quite sure that the Institute has an 
important role to play, within the field of 
research and I am sure that the general 
public and kindred professions which use 
swimming baths can look forward to more 
interesting and exciting swimming baths of 
the future under the guidance of The Institute 
of Baths Management.

★ ★ ★

VERA BRYANT,
Secretary, RoSPA National Water Safety 
Committee:

The Institute of Baths Management is a 
vital member of this committee for, ideally, 
its aim is that everybody should be taught 
to swim and life save. For this the public 
depends on adequate swimming facilities and 
instruction.

I

Golden Jubilee. We hope that the next 50 
years wili be as prosperous and successful as 
the last.

★ ★ ★

RAY CLEMENTS,
Secretary, Swimming Teachers’ Association:

The council and members of the S.T.A. 
offer to all members of the Institute their 
warmest congratulations on this, the Golden 
Jubilee of the Institute. So many of our own 
members arc members of the Institute that 
a bond has been forged between the two 
bodies. In particular, I have watched with 
interest the progress made within the past 
10 years of the IJB.M.; bigger and better

★ ★ ★
i S. E. PECK,

President of the Royal Life Saving 
Society — United Kingdom Branch:

It is a great privilege to have been selected 
to join the many well wishers who will be 
offering sincere congratulations to The 
Institute of Baths Management on achieving 
its Golden Jubilee.

j

i

Before the National Water Safety Com
mittee was formed in 1962 the Institute was 
already playing its part along with the 
A.S.A., S.T-A., E.S.S.A., and C.C.P.R. in 
educating a nation of which it was estintared 
less than half could swim. The culmination 
of these activities has been that there is 
greater recognition by parents, teachers and 
the general public that the ability to swim 
and life save is important for survival as 
well as for fitness and enjoyment. So, 
deservedly, congratulations to the I.B.M. on 
the occasion of its golden jubilee, its support 
for the National Water Safety Campaign is 
greatly appreciated as will be its continued 
support especially for Learn to Swim 1972.

T

1

I
conferences, full-time officers and staff, 
increase in membership and higher standards 
of entry and examination, all of which have 
no doubt enhanced the reputation of the 
Institute within the field of Local Govern
ment and its relationships with kindred 
bodies. Never too busy to take active par
ticipation in the affairs of the National

The Royal Life Saving Society is very 
conscious of the warm relationship existing 
between its members and Baths Managers, 
many of whom arc active area organisers in 
the Society.

I
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A Message from the President of 

The Institute of Baths Management
H. T. Hitchin, FJnst.B.M., D.P.A., M.Inst.R.M.,
General Manager, Baths and Laundries Department, 
Manchester.

This is the Institute’s Golden Jubilee Conference. In just half a century the Institute as it is today has developed from 
a small group of like-minded Baths Managers who formally associated themselves under the title of the National Association 
of Baths Superintendents which was mainly concerned with the day-to-day operation of swimming pools. In the organisation 
of today the members are deeply involved in management, not only of swimming pools and the more traditional baths 
services, but also of all forms of associated indoor recreational facilities.

The Institute’s final examination qualification covers all the relevant aspects of local government administration and 
law, finance and management functions, the philosophy of recreation and leisure, the organisation of entc :: vnments and 
catering, the design and management of swimming pools, public halls, sports halls and indoor recreation a .. v and all the 
associated technical aspects of heating and ventilation, water treatment, laundering and therapeutic baths, etc 
in this technological age, there is a continuing need to improve examination standards and in consequent 
fully qualified Institute members is only adequate to manage about one-third of all local authority Baths L 
the other hand almost every major Baths Department in the country is managed by an Institute member an mpending 
reorganisation of the local government system with its inevitable consequence of a drastic reduction in the : ber of local 
authorities will eliminate the scarcity of fully qualified personnel available to manage the much smaller r- . 
vidually larger local authority baths departments.

In addition to the Institute’s Baths Manager members there are now over 70 Associates. These are :st entirely 
highly qualified consultant architects and engineers specialising in the design of swimming pools and spor e ' -ltres. This 
marriage of expertise between design and management is obviously of the greatest advantage to both sides avd ;o the local 
authorities who have to meet the cost of building new recreation facilities. Similarly, there are now over 100 Trade Affiliate 
Members. These are firms who specialise in the manufacture of plant and equipment for recreational buildings and the 
supply of specialist materials and goods. While the Articles of the Institute debar trade representatives from attending its 
professional meetings, the special relationship is valuable to both sides in that Institute members can make representations 
to the specialist firms as to their needs and the design of equipment and materials which they supply. Also the firms 
consult Institute members as to the design and/or testing of their new products.

Finally there are just over 280 Corporate Affiliates. These are local authorities who support the Institute’s work by 
paying an annual subscription for which they can call on the expertise of the Institute’s Advisory Service, enlist the help 
of the Institute’s Research Committee, receive the Institute’s publications and advertise in them at reduced fees.

Apart from the various advantages of Institute membership there are the services performed to local authorities in 
general by the Institute’s training and education programmes and the knowledge disseminated at local symposia and branch 
meetings. The Institute’s journal Baths Service is nationally acknowledged as a high quality magazine dealing with every 
aspect of baths and indoor recreational services and the organisation of the Institute’s National Conference, open to every 
baths authority, whether they employ a qualified member or not, provides a common meeting ground for the interchange of 
experience and ideas, a focal point for the display of plant, equipment and goods and is the stimulus which induces experts 
of all kinds to publish their knowledge in the form of conference papers for the benefit of all. It is thereforejwith great 
pleasure and confidence in the knowledge that your time will be well spent, that I give you a warm welcome to our Golden 
Jubilee Conference in this famous northern seaside resort.
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Greetings from the President 

of the International Aquatic Board
Rudolf Hanauer, President

The Institute of Baths Management can look back to 50 years of successful activities. We are pleased to be able to 
congratulate our friends in the United Kingdom on this special event and at the same time to convey our thanks for the 
the co-operation with our Board which has existed for some years now.

During the world congress in Baden near Vienna many friendly contacts were made with members of The Institute of 
Baths Management; since then a valuable exchange of views with your Institute has taken place, the increased significance 
of which becomes all the more important considering the many great problems which will have to be solved in the sphere 
of leisure and recreation organisation. Our mutual efforts are devoted to the erection of recreation establishments for the
c-vn-'.unity.

ur wishes go to our British friends for a continued success in their extensive and wide activities for the benefit of 
fellow men.

.lay the co-operation between The Institute of Baths Management and the International Aquatic Board remain as 
ily and successful in the future as it has been in the past.

*
(Hudolf Hanauer) 
./’rasident:

Munich, 7th July, 1971
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The Rt. Hon. Peter Walker,
M.B.E., M.P.

Secretary of State for the Environment who will open 
the conference at Blackpool on the morning of 
Tuesday, 28th September, 1971.

Mr. Peter Walker was appointed Minister of Housing and Local Government when Mr. Heath formed his Cabinet 
in June, 1970, and at the same time was created a Privy Councillor. The following October the Government announced a 
reorganisation and re-grouping of various Ministries, with Mr. Walker as Secretary of State for the Enviror ment, head of a 
department merging three former Ministries — Housing and Local Government, Transport, and Public Bui'' and Works.

Mr. Walker has been Conservative Member of Parliament for Worcester since 1961, and in April 195 :' appointed 
a member of the Shadow Cabinet (the Consultative Committee of the Leader of the Opposition). When t!
Party was previously in power he was from 1963 to 1964 Parliamentary Private Secretary to the Rt. Hon. S' . i Lloyd, at 
that time Lord Privy Seal and Leader of the House of Commons; and before joining the Shadow Cabine ;ad already
been a spokesman for the Opposition front bench — its youngest member at the time of his appointment in . aiary 1965. 
For the Shadow Cabinet he led on Transport, and more recently on Housing, Local Government and Land, ad-. Transport 
to his responsibilities again in October 1969.

nservative

Peter Edward Walker was bom on 25th March, 1932, and was educated at Latymer Upper School. As a schoolboy he 
was a founder member of the Harrow West Young Conservatives, later became the Young Conservatives’ National Chairman, 
and was elected President in 1968. He is well known in the City of London, where he was a pioneer of the unit trust move
ment and before his ministerial appointment had also a number of other business interests including chairmanship of a 
firm of Lloyd’s insurance brokers.

. .

He is a former member of the National Executive of the National Union of Conservative and Unionist Associations 
and of its Advisory Committee on Policy as well as of its committees concerned with publicity and speaking. He himself has 
often appeared on sound radio and television.

Mr. Walker’s home is at Wamdon in Worcestershire; his recreations include walking, good conversation^and collecting 
rare books. He married Miss Tessa Pout in February 1969, and has a son.
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A message from Mr Eldon Griffiths, M.P.

Parliamentary Under Secretary of State Department of the Environment

Any Golden Jubilee is a cause for cele
bration. It is generally a proof of the 50 
year old’s continuing health and vigour; is 
always an occasion for congratulations and 
good wishes for the future.

As an enthusiastic swimmer, I count 
myself one of the beneficiaries of the activi
ties of The Institute of Baths Management. 
So I am particularly happy to have this 
chance of rtiding my congratulations to the 
Institute cr. its 50th birthday and to join 
with Berks Service readers in wishing the 
Institute v U.

It is • cry from the pioneering days 
when i.: - baths service existed mainly to 
provide- ’ ' -te baths, wash-tubs and mangles 
for pc nfortunate enough to be living 
in tov ' ises lacking these basic ameni
ties. bough that need is not as crucial
as it v .. fa century ago, it still exists in 
some f. ■ • • most densely built-up areas.

The 1. .bs service has made tremendous

advances in those 50 years. In addition to 
swimming, still very much the prime in
terest, baths facilities are either transformed 
in the winter season, or are linked with 
adjoining premises, to cater all-the-year- 
round for other kinds of activity — archery, 
badminton, cricket practice, dances, exhi
bitions and so on, right through the recrea
tional alphabet.

In all this the Institute and the sheer 
professionalism of its members have played

a considerable part. The Institute can be 
proud of its record. But I know that the 
I.B.M. is not content simply to look back. Its 
concern in this Jubilee year must be with 
the 50 years ahead. The challenge of the 
future lies in the growing need for multi
purpose centres catering for all recreational 
demands. This is a challenge which I am 
sure the Institute not only appreciates but 
will meet with all the imagination, initiative 
and skill so clearly demonstrated in the past.

New Sports Council to continue grants
money than piecemeal efforts. The Sports 
Council will also consider grants for projects 
of purely local significance where special 
circumstances make this appropriate; but it 
is for the Sports Council itself to determine 
its own criteria for making such exceptions 
within the Goverment’s general policy that 
projects of purely local significance should 
normally be financed locally rather than 
nationally.

Discussions with the chairman-designate 
took into account that these areas of the 
Sports Council’s work will take time to build 
up, as will adequate participation of local 
sources in the financing of local clubs. The 
following arrangements for the transition 
period have therefore been agreed.

1. When the new council meets this 
autumn, it will consider what share of its 
first year’s budget to make available for 
grants towards the cost of local capital 
projects; that is, grants broadly of the kind

hitherto made by the department to local 
clubs.

2. Within these limits, a further round 
of grant making will begin, on behalf of 
the new council, in anticipation of its 
assumption of full executive responsibility, 
the target date for which is the beginning 
of the financial year 1972/73. This new 
round will be based, according to the estab
lished practice, on advice obtained from the 
regional sports councils.

3. Applications now in the pipeline will 
first be so dealt with (meanwhile, the process
ing of cases on which commitments have 
already been made by the department will, 
of course, proceed). Later, the same process 
will be applied to submissions which clubs 
will be able to send in during the coming 
months; but the phasing-out will continue 
and it must be envisaged that the provision 
for grants to local clubs will progressively 
decline until they are the exception to the 
general rule.’

The new Sports Council is to concentrate 
its grant-making activities on assistance 
towards national sports organisations, national 
and regional facilities, while purely local 
projects should be financed locally.

This was announced in Parliament in a 
written reply by Mr Eldon Griffiths, Parlia
mentary Under Secretary of State for the 
Environment with Special Responsibility for 
Sport.

Mr Griffiths said: ‘The Government’s 
policy is that the Sports Council should 
concentrate
assistance towards national sports organisa
tions, national and regional facilities and 
multi-purpose schemes to serve larger than 
local areas. Additionally, the Sports Council 
will be able to grant-aid specialist facilities, 
including those for the disabled, and multi
purpose projects where pump-priming would 
enable local clubs, local authorities and 
private enterprise to co-operate in providing 
facilities giving better overall value for

T

its grant-making activities on
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Swimming - French style
/
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These prints of a bygone age in France were loaned to us 
by * Piscines the well-known French magazine devoted to 

swimming pools.
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Berkhamsted, 
England, 1924
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Golden Jubilee Year
International Conference and Exhibition

Winter Gardens, Blackpool, 28th September -1st October, 1971

TUESDAY, 28th SEPTEMBER,

Welcome to delegates by The Worshipful the Mayor of Blackpool, Alderman Horace S. A. Ward.
Official opening of the Conference by The Rt. Hon. Peter Walker, M.B.E., M.P., Secretary of State for the 
Environment.

Presidential Address by Mr. H. T. Hitchin, F.Inst.B.M., D.P.A., A.M.B.I.M., M.Inst.R.M., General Manager, 
Baths & Laundries Dept., Manchester.
‘International Forum’ with speakers from overseas.

This session will be devoted to the Exhibition.

a.m.

5

V NESDAY, 29th SEPTEMBER

‘Convertible Swimming Pools, including the use of Retractable Roofs’, by Dr. D. Fabian, Vice President of the 
International Aquatic Board.
‘New Aspects of Design, Erection and Operation of Water Engineering in Swimming Pools’, by Herr E. Gansloser, 
Consulting Engineer, Hanover.

: Elected Members’ Meeting and
Annual General Meeting of The Institute of Baths Management.

p.m.

THURSDAY, 30th SEPTEMBER

‘Modern Management—its International and National Significance’, by John Marsh, Esq., C.B.E., D.Sc., Director 
General, British Institute of Management.

‘Fuels in the Seventies’, with speakers from the Electricity Council, Gas Council, National Coal Board and 
Shell-Mex and B.P. Ltd.

a.m.

p.m.

r

FRIDAY, 1st OCTOBER

‘Automatic Catering in the Seventies’, by Mr. R. S. Lawrence, F.C.F.A., M.H.C.I., M.M.G.I., Senior Catering 
Adviser, GKN Sankey Ltd., Automatic Catering Division.

Closure of conference and exhibition.

a.m.

The exhibition will be open from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily, except Wednesday when it will close at 2 p.m.
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International flavour at Blackpool Conference
Dr. Dietrich Fabian, the distinguished German author of many books, including ‘ Modern Swimming Pools of the World 

will head a team of international speakers at the Blackpool Golden Jubilee conference in this month.

all- in Abadan he returned to the United King
dom to work as technical assistant at Slough 
Gas Co.

In 1949 he joined Powell Duffryn Research 
Laboratories to lead the research 
investigating Empire and Commonwealth 
coals. In 1951 he went to A.S.P. Chemical 
Co. and carried out research work on 
vegetable wastes.

He joined the National Industrial Fuel 
Efficiency Service in 1956 where his duties 
involved carrying out heat and power surveys 
on boilers, furnaces, kilns and chemical 
works.

In 1959 Mr Cartwright took up an 
appointment as a fuel technologist with the 
National Coal Board, becoming chief fuel 
technologist in 1963. In this capacity he is 
head of the Board j T chnical Service and 
is primarily concv. 
utilisation of coal.

The paper begi;1 n some observations 
on recent trends i; 3.’ -.olid fuel and solid 
fuel appliance inev. . This is followed 
by a brief review r,' :A fuel plant suitable 
for swimming bath \ • emphasis being on
recent designs anc V sting innovations.

Finally, Mr Cari.v: ; ‘ i gives examples of 
actual installations v. .• some of this equip
ment is installed.

A 1 convertible pool ’ is really an 
weather pool ’ and the enclosure for this type 
of pool can be removed at any time within 
a few minutes. There are also ‘ retractable 
roof pools \ This particular pool enclosure 
is retracted in the spring and replaced in the 
autumn. All-weather pools owe their con
siderable attraction to the very favourable 
experiences obtained from open-air pools now 
operating throughout the year. This experi
ence is gained from actual swimming attend
ances in open-air and converted pools. 
Besides the attraction of these pools, the 
capital and running costs are of utmost 
interest. The costs of convertible pools are 
favourable although there is as yet insuffi
cient information.

Instead of having to erect two pools, an 
open-air and a covered one, or even having 
to build a combined open-air and covered 
one, only one pool, one changing block and 
one technical plant is needed for a convertible 
pool. There will therefore be considerable 
savings with regard to sites and parking 
areas together with the cost of building and 
staffing. The different types and construction 
of these pools will be described and compared 
with the help of slides.

Finally, views on the future possible 
development of such pools will be submitted.

All-weather Swimming Pools
Dr. Dietrich Fabian is 51 years old. He 

was bom in Halle, Saxonia.
Before he had even finished his medical 

studies, during which he also read archi
tecture, he had gained a diploma as a 
gymnastics and sports instructor.

After clinical training and hospital practice 
as medical superintendent, he settled in 
private practice as an ophthalmic surgeon at 
Bremen.

Already in the 1930s he was an active 
diver, ice hockey and handball player, and 
also a coach in sports schools.

He is the initiator of the International 
Aquatic Board and rice-president since its 
formation. He is chairman of the Swimming 
Establishment Council of the German Swim
ming Association and a prominent member 
of F.I.N.A.

I team

1

with the industrial. i.

★ ★ ★
★ * ★

Solid Fuel Plant
A paper on Solid Fuel Plant will be given 

by N. C. Cartwright, M.Inst.F., Chief Fuel 
Technologist, National Coal Board.

Mr Cartwright began his career in the 
laboratories of the Bath Gas Co., and

Water Engineering
Emil Gansloser was bom at Mannheim 

on the Rhine, Federal German Republic, in 
1907.

Dr. Dictnch Fabian

Besides his medical practice, he acts as an 
honorary consultant for the design and 
erection of aquatic and sports establishments 
at home and abroad.

He is the author of many books, ‘ Modem 
Swimming Pools of the World ’, now in its 
sixth edition, which was translated into 
English and edited in America, ‘ Swimming 
at Home ’, the ‘ Manual on Aquatic Build
ings ’
publisher and principal editor of ‘ Sport und 
Baderbauten ’ (Sports and Aquatic Estab
lishments). One of his latest papers was 
‘ Water Hygiene in Swimming Pools ’ at the 
Second Medico-Scientific Conference of 
F.I.N.A. in Dublin.

Dr. Fabian’s paper deals with all-weather 
swimming pools in Germany.

1960 and 1970 editions. He is

N. C. Cartwright

I returned there briefly after spending the war 
years as a pilot in the R.A.F. Following 
experience with the Anglo-Iranian Oil Co.,I Emil Gansloser
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He studied civil engineering at the Tech
nical University, Munich, and graduated 
there.

After further studies he became adviser 
for health engineering in the State Ministry 
for Building and Works, where he remained 
until 1948, retiring in the position of a State 
Councillor for Building. At Hanover he 
started his own professional practice as a 
consulting engineer for development and 
erection of technical plants. He is consultant 
and technical expert to the judiciary. A 
number of German and foreign patents 
relating to process technological inventions 
on the subjects air and water are held by 
him.

years as the chief executive of three manage
ment organisations, namely the Institute of 
Personnel Management (1947/49), the In
dustrial (Welfare) Society (1950/61) and the 
British Institute of Management (1961 to 
date) has given him the role of catalyst or 
activator through which he has made 
significant contribution to the introduction 
and use of the management arts and sciences 
in industrial and commercial enterprises both 
in the United Kingdom and overseas. In 
certain functional areas however he is him
self an acknowledged authority and has made 
a direct contribution, notably in the field of 
personnel policies; his personal advice on 
questions of management education and 
development in particular has been sought 
by many organisations in industry, in both 
the private and public sectors, at home and 
abroad.

In both a personal and an official capacity 
Mr Marsh takes an active part in public 
affairs; he has served and continues to serve 
on the Boards or Councils of many organis
ations and from time to time his advice has 
been sought in the setting up and develop
ment of management bodies both in the 
United Kingdom and overseas.

He has studied management and has 
lectured extensively in nearly 40 countries 
including the United States, Japan, Western 
Europe, Rumania, Australia, India, Nigeria, 
Kenya, Zambia, Turkey, Iran and Venezuela. 
In addition, in his role as a communicator, he 
has given some hundred talks to universities, 
technical colleges, schools, professional insti
tutions and learned societies, trade associ
ations, chambers of commerce and manage
ment conferences and has contributed largely 
to in-company education programmes.

In 1967 John Marsh was awarded the 
Queen’s honour of the C.B.E. in recognition 
of his work in the management field. In 1968 
he received the distinction of a Doctorate of 
Science (honoris causa) from the University 
of Bradford. He was elected a Fellow of the 
British Institute of Management in 1967.

John Marsh was bom in China in 1913. 
His education started there at the China 
Inland Mission School, Chefoo, and con
tinued in England at the Queen Elizabeth 
Grammar School, Wimbome. On returning 
to his family business in China, he worked 
for two years as a commercial apprentice and 
subsequently returned to England to serve an 
engineering apprenticeship with the Austin 
Motor Co., also taking a four year course of 
study at the Birmingham Central Technical 
College. His career, which started as an 
apprentice supervisor with the same company, 
was interrupted by the second world war. 
During the war Mr Marsh served with 
distinction in the Royal Army Service Corps; 
he was in the British Expeditionary Force 
in France in 1940 and took part in the

Dunkirk operation. He subsequendy served 
in Malaya and Singapore. He was taken 
prisoner by the Japanese in 1942 and 
remained in a Japanese prisoner of war 
camp in Thailand until the end of the war.

Mr Marsh is married, with two sons and 
two daughters; he lives in Dulwich, South 
London.

a

★ ★ ★

Mr Gansloscr’s paper will deal with new 
aspects of water engineering in swimming 
pools.

Catering
Ronald S. Lawrence, F.C.F.A., M.H.C.I., 

M.M.G.I., senior catering adviser, GKN 
Sankey Ltd., Automatic Vending Division, 
was appointed catering adviser to GKN 
Sankey Ltd., Automatic Vending Division, 
in April 1968, and now heads an ever 
expanding department, deeply involved in the 
field of automatic catering.

Since leaving the Army Catering Corps, 
he has been closely identified with the 
advance of new techniques in food prepar
ation, including the development, promotion 
and use of microwave for all types of cater-

★★

Management
John M:\rh, C.B.E., D.Sc., who is giving 

a paper L. Blackpool, is Director-General of 
the British institute of Management, the

Ronald S. LawrenceJohn Marsh

ing. Recently he was invested as a Member 
of the International Masters of Microwave 
Association and became only the sixtieth 
person world wide to be so honoured.

central national organisation for the pro
motion and study of management in the 
United Kingdom, to which he was appointed 
in 1961. His working experience over 22!
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Highlights of 50 years

on 4 Water in Public Baths a copy of which was sent to 
every Superintendent in England and Wales. The late 
H. R. Austin later said of the presentation of the report 
to the Ministry 4 If the Association had never done any
thing else, I think that work would have given good reason 
for its foundation and existence.’

The Association was the first to advocate the removal 
of dressing boxes, with all their attendant disadvantages, 
from the surrounds of swimming baths.

In 1926 the secretary reported 4 it is interesting to note 
that the Scottish Association have communicated with us 
several times . . . and we hope to see them represented at 
the next conference.’

The first conference had been held at Leeds in 1925 
when the President, H. R. Austin, gave the first paper

After two unsuccessful attempts to form an association 
in August, 1920, a circular letter, addressed by J. H. T. 
Jowett, Ealing, to the Baths Superintendents in the 
London area, obtained 27 favourable replies.

Eighteen attended a meeting on 6th December, 1920, at 
which F. A. Burch, Islington, was elected chairman, and 
it was unanimously resolved that4 an Association of Bath 
Superintendents be formed.’

The first general meeting was held on 20th January, 
1921, at Pitfield Street Baths, Shoreditch. Mr Burch was 
elected the first President, Mr Richardson, Shoreditch, 
vice-president, and Mr Hope, Poplar, hon secretary and 
treasurer. It was also decided to extend the sphere of the 
Association to the whole of the United Kingdom.

At a meeting on 15th December, 1921, it was reported 
that nearly 600 letters had been sent to all Bath Superin
tendents in the United Kingdom; only four replies were 
received! These were from Mr Swarbrick, Blackpool, 
Mr Mainprize, Derby, Mr Tootell, Burnley, and Mr Wilson, 
Swinton.

A scale of salaries submitted to NALGO was the 
only one which gave entire satisfaction and it was recom
mended to other societies as a model to work upon. This 
was particularly gratifying as ours was the youngest 
association affiliated to NALGO. At the end of the first 
year the number of members was 37.

In 1923 the position of hon. secretary became separated 
from that of hon. treasurer; Mr Jowett continued in the 
former post while J. H. Derbyshire became the first 
treasurer.

During the same year the question of filtration of swim
ming pool water figured largely in discussions; most baths 
were still on the 4 fill and empty ’ system. Mr Burch took a 
leading part in the possibilities of filtration.

A further invitation to all Superintendents in England 
and Wales, 594 in all, resulted in 20 new members joining 
the Association, making in 1923 a total of 59.

All the Superintendents in Leeds joined and Mr Sowary, 
who was in charge of the Leeds department, asked for 
permission to arrange a meeting for members in the north 
of England with a view to forming a branch. As a result 
27 members were transferred to the new branch from the 
parent body.

Mr Sowary was elected the first branch president. 
Meetings were successfully held at Blackpool, Sheffield 
and Nottingham; the last named town was later transferred 
to the Midland branch.

When the Association was a young unheard of body 
only five years old, it had the temerity to present a report 
to the Ministry of Health asking that the principle of 
filtration and purification of water in swimming baths be 
generally adopted. This followed the publishing of a report

!

I

8

The old emblem.

entitled ' Public Baths and Public Health’. The second 
conference was held in Nottingham in 1926 and during it 
Alderman Pendleton, Nottingham, suggested the name 
4 Association ' should be dropped and altered to ‘ Insti
tute ’. The change then advocated took place 36 years later!

The setting up of the Association’s own secretariat was 
advocated in 1928 by Councillor E. Purser of Nottingham 
but this did not fully materialise until 37 years later.

The Midland branch was formed in 1929, with W. H. Hare, 
Mansfield, as President, and F. Fletcher as hon. secretary 
and treasurer.

I

!
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The hopes of the secretary that members of the Scottish 
Association would attend conferences were realised when 
in 1927, two Scots, D. Brown, Hamilton, and R. R. Mc- 
Gibbon, Paisley, did so. By 1929 the number had risen to 10.

The Southern Branch was formed in January, 1930, with 
F. M. F. Hampton, Battersea, as president.

The Scottish branch came into print in the Associa
tion's affairs for the first time in 1931; all previous mention 
referred to the Scottish Association. It is known that the 
Scots had their own organisation as early as 1925.

The Association became Incorporated in 1931. This 
followed a great deal of very hard work in compiling the

articles and by-laws. In this work the Association were 
greatly assisted by Mr Emrys Evans, their Hon. Solicitor.

The first visit of a delegate from abroad took place in 
1931 when Herr Ernst Hoppenberg of Bremen gave a paper 
entitled ‘ Public Baths in Germany.’

Mr Burch, who had been appointed the first President 
on the formation of the Association in 1921, was again 
elected to that position in 1931 to commemorate the 
Incorporation.

This honour has only been received by two other mem
bers—H. R. Austin, 1925 and 1926, and R. A. Ashton, 
1959 and 1969.

I
i

Companies Act 1929.

i
i

COMPANY LIMITED BY GUARANTEE AND NOT HAVING 
A SHARE CAPITAL.

WE, the several perion* whose name* and addresses are subscribed, are desirous of being formed into a 
Company in pursuance of this Memorandum of Association.

■flfkmoranbum of Hssociatton
NAMES. ADDRESSES AND DESCRIPTIONS OF SUBSCRIBERS.

OF

he National Association of Bath 

Superintendents (Incorporated).
Central Baths, Yorke Street, Burnley.R. Tootelc Manager.

Frank A. Burch Gen. Supt. and Engineer.
Islington Baths and Washhouses.
Head Office : 260. Homscy Road, London. N.7.

■

Chief Superintendent.
Public Baths and Washhouses. 241 a. Roman Road. Bow. E.3.

L Jf.fff.rson Hopf.1. The name of the Company (hereinafter called “ the Association") is “The NATIONAL 
Association of Bath Superintendents (Incorporated)."

2. The registered office of the Association will be situate in England.

3. The objects for which the Association is established.are.—

(*) To take over the undertaking and all or any of the assets and liabilities of the unintorporated 
Association known as the “ Association of Bath Superintendents," which may lawfully 
be acquired or taken over by the Association.

(b) To promote the improvement of public and private bathing and washhouse and similar
establishments, and of the conditions prevailing in such establishments.

(c) To bring together and to provide a central organization for Bath and Washhouse Superintendents
and other officers and persons in charge ol or employed in public or private bathnlg or wash
house or similar establishments, and generally to promote the interests and improve the 
status ol such Superintendents, olheers and persons, and to promote co-operation and 
mutual assistance between them.

(d) To encourage the study of technical and other questions connected with bathing and wash
house and similar establishments and the construction, management and improvement 
thereof in rcfaUon to public health and otherwise, and to improve the standard ol technical 
knowledge and general education ol bathing and washhouse superintendents and other 
officers and persons in charge of or employed or contemplating employment in bathing or 
washhouse or similar establishments.

Superintendent and Engineer. 
Public Bath*. 38. Balaam Street, West Ham. E.I3.

J. D. Sutton

Gen. Supt. and Engineer.E. Shutt

Central Baths. Grange Road. Bermondsey. S.E.L

Superintendent.J. H. Derbyshire

Public Baths, 42. Lime Grove. Shepherds Bush, W.12.

Municipal Buildings, Calvery Street. Leeds. Superintendent.Charles Burgess

Public Baths. Noel Street. Nottingham. Superintendent.J. Marson

38. Lloyd Street, Manchester. Gen. Superintendent.A. Teasdalf.r
of instruction and other educational facilities, technical and(e) To provide lectures and courses

general, lor bath and washhouse superintendents and other olncers and peisons in charge 
of or employed or about to be employed in public or private bathing or washhouse or 
similar establishments and to hold examinations and to grant diplomas and certificates 
of proficiency and to award prizes to those successful in such examinations. Provided 
that no diploma or certificate shall be issued by the Association which does not 
state clearly on the face of it that it is not issued by or under the Authority of any 
government department or Authority but is issued by the authority of the Associ
ation only.

Superintendent and Engineer.F. M. F. Hampton :
Public Baths Department.
Latchmere Road. Battersea. S.W.l I.

Superintendent and Engineer. 
Central Baths, Lower Clapton Road. London. E.5.

A. W. Stapleton

!
(f) To arrange, convene and hold periodical meetings and conferences lor discussing subjects 

relating to or bearing upon bathing or washhouse or similar establishments or the construction 
management or improvement thereof in relation to public health or otherwise. Dated this 3rd day of December, 1930.

(c) To establish a reading-room or library or other facilities for the collection and study of books, 
papers, periodicals and other literature relating to or bearing upon bathing or wash
house or similar establishments or the construction, management or improvement thereof 
in relation to public health or otherwise for the purposes of research or for supplying 
information or otherwise,

Witness to the above signatures—

H. R. Austin - Superintendent.
The Baths, 24, Beckenham Road. Beckenham. Kent.
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Salary plus emoluments 
£150 or less 

over £150 to £250 
over £250 to £350 
over £350 to £500 
over £500

Annual subscription 
10s. 6d.
15s. Od.

£1 1s. Od.
£1 11s. 6d.
£2 2s. Od.

Advisory Committee
The Advisory Committee, which has been of inestimable 

value to many local authorities, architects, engineers and 
surveyors in planning matters particularly, and indeed in 
all aspects of baths, was set up in 1931 and has continued 
ever since.

The first printed annual report was prepared for the 
annual general meeting on 26th February, 1932. All annual 
meetings of the Association were held in London in the 
early months of the year until 1937 when it was arranged 
that the A.G.M. should be held on the night before the 
official start of the conference. That was at Scarborough 
and there was such an increase in the attendance and so 
much interest created that the annual meeting has been 
held in conjunction with the conference ever since, except 
of course, during the war years.

The 1931 report stated ‘ Four Branches have been 
established and the area of activity of each defined.' These 
areas have remained untouched since then.

The price of the conference dinner ticket in 1931 was 
10s. 6d. Total expenditure in the same year was £446 and 
total assets £168. Members’ subscriptions totalled £176.

First Trade Exhibition

The first trade exhibition in conjunction with the con
ference was in 1932 when the venue was the city of Man
chester. The exhibition was in the City Hall and about one- 
fifth of the floor space was taken up with displays by 
Corporation departments, Baths and Laundries, Trans
port, Parks, Gas and Cleansing all being represented.

The first attempt by the Association to have its own 
journal took place in 1931 with a publication entitled 
Baths but this was superseded by Baths & Baths 
Engineering in 1934. This ceased publication in April 
1941, but in the same year a Bulletin, largely the work of 
H. R. Austin, the Secretary, and F. R. Botham, was pub
lished and made periodic appearances until April 1949, 
when Baths Service came on the scene. The journal was 
published by Kelsey Blackman Ltd., who had also been 
responsible for Baths & Baths Engineering. This arrange
ment held until January, 1966, when the Institute took 
over the publication of Baths Service.

The first examinations for membership of the Associa
tion were held in Sheffield in 1934 when candidates travel
led from London, Manchester, Nottingham and Falkirk.

The Ministry of Health in 1934 invited the Association to 
submit evidence with respect to bath buildings and a 
memorandum was submitted in September. Each branch 
played a part in this document and Messrs. G. & A. 
Warnett & Sons Accountants were appointed auditors to 
the Association in 1934 and the association with this firm 
has continued since.

An entrance fee was introduced in 1934; in 1935 the 
following subscriptions were agreed.

i
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The first overseas member is recorded as having joined 
in 1935.

Classes were organised in the Southern branch on 
chemical and bacteriology examination of swimming pool 
water and a similar class was held in Manchester prior to 
the outbreak of the second world war. Mainly at the instiga
tion of Mr Burch, a library was started by the Association.

Mr Burch was also primarily responsible for the forma
tion of a benevolent fund which remained in being for 
many years; the need for such a fund did net seem great 
as few claims were received and it was closed a few years 
ago.

Lord Southwood presented a medal tc she /Association 
and this was awarded annually for the boot r/oposal sub
mitted to the annual conference for imp: nent of the
public baths service.

In 1937 a model scale of salaries wa.; y. wished; this 
had a mixed reception. In the same y*-v he Council 
adopted standing orders for conduct of business and 
these were also used by some of the bran bus.

A paper dealing with the anomaly o? buth attendants 
being classed as domestic servants was presented at the 
1937 conference by J. H. Hollingworth; as such they 
were ineligible for unemployment benefit. During 1938 
they became included in the scheme for insurance against 
unemployment.

The Ministry of Health asked the Association for ob
servations on their publication, Purification of the Water 
of Swimming Baths when it was published in 1937.

During the war soap rationing was necessary and the 
Association provided a scheme which was welcomed and 
approved by the responsible Ministry.

Probably because of the war and the difficulty of travel
ling a local group of the Association was formed in 
Liverpool and continued for some time before becoming 
defunct. Groups were later formed, one in the North East 
in 1947, which is still in being, and a South Wales and 
West Group in 1965. There had been an earlier group for 
South Wales but it did not last long.

A memorandum on School Baths was published in 1945 
and a copy was issued to every member of the Association.

H. R. Austin, who has been described as the father of the 
Association, resigned as Secretary of the Association in 
1946, having held that position with one short break from 
1930. During his service he had seen the membership 
grow from the original 18 to close on 500.

|
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Mr Austin was succeeded by L. F. James who held the 
position for the following 17 years. During his service he 
saw the assets grow from £1,380 in 1946 to £19,309 in the 
last full year of his service. Following the death of Mr 
James in 1963 N. Tams became hon. secretary until 1966 
when the Council appointed P. M. Cox as the first full 
time secretary with our own offices and staff.

The Association’s Associate Membership Certificate 
examination was approved by the Local Government 
Examination Board and by the National Joint Council in 
1947.

The first interchange of visits with colleagues in Holland 
took place in June 1948 when five members of the Associa
tion were guests of the Netherlands. A return visit from 
the Dutch followed in August of the same year.

Membership topped 500 for the first time in 1949. In the 
s .me year Baths Management written for the Associa- 
t: : n by the late John A. Davenport, was published. This 

. ":ame a students’ text book for a number of years.

A real step forward in the relationship between associa- 
:is using public baths was made in 1949 by the formation 
a liaison committee comprising not only our own 

..ociation but also the Amateur Swimming Association 
d the Swimming Teachers' Association, with other 

. dies, including the Royal Life Saving Society, joining

An attempt to change the name of the association to 
the 1 British Baths Association ’ in 1950 was not success
ful. In 1961, however, the title was changed to the present 
one ‘ The Institute of Baths Management.'

Representations to the National Joint Council in 1956 
resulted in a new designation of Pool Supervisor being 
established. This was not what the Association had hoped 
for but it did help staffing in some areas.

Members’ annual subscription to the Association be
came allowable against income tax in 1958.

The standby of all examination candidates, and many 
men in charge, too, perhaps, the Students' Manual made 
its appearance in 1964. In the same year the postal study 
course, with R. A. Ashton in charge, was launched and 
operated until it was taken over by NALGO this year.

F. R. Botham retired from the position of treasurer in 
September, 1968, after having held the post with great 
distinction for 21 years. In 1967 the Institute was admitted 
by the Charity Commission as a registered charity.

In 1966 the grade of Associateship was opened to 
architects, engineers and other consultants engaged in 
the design and construction of swimming pools and 
plant, and in the same year Trade Affiliation was granted 
to companies concerned with the design or provision of 
plant or equipment in the baths service.•er.t:.

A war-time meeting 

of the Midland branch

AJ; •»*

i

A war-time photograph of a Midland 
branch meeting, taken on the steps out
side Northa?nptons public baths. George 
Richards, a fonner national president, 
who was manager at Northampton for 
many years, is in the centre of the group.

i". ----r-A-
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A few of the stalwarts
The Institute of Baths Management is conscious of the debt it owes to many of the early stalwarts in its ranks. Equally it is 

conscious of the risk of omitting names of men who made a significant contribution to 
names of some of these personalities will evoke memories.

progress over the last 50 years. The

no advantages and quite a number of dis
advantages.

Despite being so busy Mr. Austin found 
time to encourage young members and it was 
not unusual for them, when receiving an offi
cially typed letter, to have enclosed a hand 
written note on a personal basis.

On his retiral from the Beckenham post 
he carried on as Secretary with a small salary 
and thus became General Secretary, not 
Honorary Secretary. The Association affairs 
continued to be run from his home.

When the journal Baths and Baths Engi
neering ceased publication he issued Baths 
Bul/crin during the war and kept members 
informed of various activities and problems; 
he listed members on active service and wrote 
individually to many nerving abroad.

At one pre-war conference Mr. Austin 
said he had statistics v'i'.ich showed the aver
age life of a Baths '...ycr after retiral was

and who knows this may have helped their 
standing in local government.

Charles Burgess died in 1950. His son 
Alex followed his father in baths manage
ment and is in charge of the baths depart
ment in Cardiff.

Charles Burgess, Leeds
Charles Burgess could perhaps have 

claimed he was the first of many as he 
crossed the border from Scotland to England 
as a Baths Manager in the early twenties to 
be followed over the years by a succession of 
his countrymen.

After some years as a plumber and heating 
engineer in his native town of Paisley, where 
he was actively engaged in the affairs of the 
local swimming club (at that time a power 
in the swimming world) he was appointed to 
take charge of the Baths Department there, 
a position he held until appointed to Leeds.

He was an enthusiastic member of the 
Association in its early days, a member of 
the National Council for many years, and 
prominent in the Northern Branch at a time 
when that branch was notable for the 
strength and quality of its members. He was 
President of the Association in 1934.

★ ★ ★

H. R. Austin, Beckenham
Although not actually the first secretary of 

the National Association of Baths Super
intendents, Harry Austin is generally thought 
of as being so. This is because of the impact 
he had on the early growth of the Association 
as well as his length of service as secretary.

A fitting epitaph to the early founders of 
the Association could be ‘ they builded better 
then they knew ’ and to none of them would 
this apply more aptly than Harry Austin.

A native of the Isle of Wight he was for 
many years in charge of the Beckenham 
Baths where, with his wife, he helped make 
the local ladies’ swimming club famous.

Not much support was evident when moves 
to form an Association were first made and 
it was only the persistence of a few like- 
minded individuals to Mr. Austin which 
made for success.

For years the Association office was situ
ated in Mr. Austin's home and what clerical 
assistance he had came only from his wife. 
Despite this some outstanding work was 
done: for example, annual conferences were 
run successfully; the Ministry of Health was 
urged to publish Standards of Swimming 
Bath Water, with considerable help from the 
Association; the Association became an Incor
porated company, an involved and lengthy 
proceeding, and NALGO held the scale of 
salaries issued by the Association as an 
example to be followed by other professions. 
In addition entrance examinations were intro
duced and trade exhibitions were arranged to 
coincide with the conferences.

It will require no stretch of imagination to 
realise the amount of work involved in all 
this. To carry out this work on a full time 
basis would have been difficult enough but 
to have it as an addition to a full time job 
was a Herculean task. Nevertheless it was 
done and done well enough to excite envy 
and admiration from other professional 
bodies.

The secretary’s task was not made more 
easy by the attitude of certain Council mem
bers who saw the Association as a North 
versus South battle, nor was his task helped 
by the size of the Council, which in the 
initial stages numbered 24, made up of 16 
elected members and two representatives from 
each of four branches. Inevitably in a body 
of this size there was much dead wood with
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A great advocate of the power of advertis
ing he supplied posters, through his depart
ment, to colleagues in many parts of the 
country, and it was this initiative that led 
to the Institute’s now considerable activity in 
the sale and distribution of posters.

Charles was also responsible for having the 
designation of his post changed to that of 
Director, and he had hoped that his example 
would be followed by other towns throughout 
the country generally. This hope was not 
realised and the title has since lapsed in 
Leeds. The Institute of Parks, however, has 
used the title for its members with success

2\ years. When he came to hand over the 
reins of office to his successor the Council 
allowed him a small but well deserved pension 
and he must have upset the statistics con
siderably by happily going on drawing it 
until he was 95 years of age.

After retiral Mr. Austin continued to 
attend Council meetings in an advisory 
capacity and his knowledge was of great 
assistance. He continued also to write to 
members despite failing eyesight and bodily 
health and his letters were always full of 
concern for the future of the organisation to 
which he had so devoted himself.
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L. F. James, Hackney
Leslie Francis James, known to 

as ‘ Jimmy ’ James, started his baths 
at Bristol but it was as the man in charge 
at Hackney that he was widely known. He 
was Hon. Secretary of the Institute from 
1945 to 1963.

Our affairs up to the time of Mr James’s 
appointment had been run from the home of 
Harry Austin, with no clerical help, apart 
from that given by Mrs Austin.

The accession of L. F. James to the post 
of Hon. Secretary brought a complete change 
of policy. With the sanction of Hackney 
Council our offices were located in the Hack
ney Baths with their staff operating for the 
Association, as it was known in those days.

An expansion in all directions might well 
A-.ve been anticipated after five fallow war

he saw to it each year that the space avail
able for exhibitors was sufficient despite all 
obstacles.

Baths and Baths Engineering the pre
war monthly with which the Association was 
identified, had ceased publication during the 
war; in its place Baths Service though not 
in its present form, appeared with Mr. James 
as Hon. Editor.

Although these changes of policy, accepted 
by the National Council were ostensibly 
aimed at furthering the Association’s affairs, 
‘Jimmy* made no secret of the fact that he 
wanted a nest egg of sufficient size to allow 
the Association to set up its own offices with 
its own paid staff; this objective was achieved, 
although he did not live to see it accom
plished.

The work done over so many years can
not possibly be described here but there is no 
doubt that if the first group of members laid 
sound foundations the second group, under 
the guidance of * L.F.J.’ built a fine edifice 
upon them.

In everything he did ‘ Jimmy ’ demanded 
the very best; this applied to dress and ap
pearance. He was always immaculate, he 
liked good food, indeed he was something of 
a gourmet, and he lived well. High standards 
were also applied to his work and it was not 
surprising that after his death Hackney 
Council chose to commemorate his work for 
them by the erection of a special plaque in 
Hackney Baths.

He was not above using the Nclsoti eye if 
he thought this was necessary. On one occa
sion he proposed publishing a desk diary; this 
was turned down by Council because they 
wanted to examine the implications further. 
But with every other member they received 
their copies through the post at the appro
priate time!

The shores of our own country were no 
boundaries so far as he was concerned. 
Although contact with continental bath 
managers had. been established prior to the 
war he expanded this and arranged for visits 
to our conference in 1957. This was the first 
of many such contacts by our continental 
friends and these were returned by official 
visits by the Institute. Such was the progress 
made that moves were made by Mr James 
in his official capacity to form an inter
national body, with headquarters in this 
country, but owing to difficulties on the 
Continent this did not materialise.

* Jimmy * had wide interests and led a busy 
social life. One sporting activity which he 
found absorbing was football and he travelled 
all over the country with Leyton Orient of 
which club he was almost an official director. 
During a game he would sit, pipe in mouth, 
completely engrossed.

Truly a versatile man and one whose like 
is not found often. The Institute has much 
to be grateful to him and his name should 
never be forgotten by members.

everyone 
career

★ ★ ★

F. R. Botham, Manchester
Most present day members, when they 

hear the name of Frank Botham, think of 
him as the long serving treasurer of th< 
Institute or as the former General Manager 
of the Manchester Baths and Laundries 
Department. He did of course hold both 
these important appointments but he also 
served the Institute almost equally as long 
before doing so.

He left his native Chesterfield, where he 
started his career, in 1927, and, until he 
went to Manchester just after the war, 
worked solely in the south, finishing there as

years but there is no doubt that under the 
forceful leadership of its new secretary the 
Association’s affairs blossomed in a manner 
which did credit to him and his organisation.

It was at the first post-war conference 
which * Jimmy ’ chose to make an impact on 
local and national government. Practically all 
pre-war conference papers had been given 
by Association members but a complete 
change of policy for the 1946 conference 
resulted in a list of speakers from outside the 
association heated by the late Lord Horder.

An expansion of the conference exhibition 
was also of first importance to Mr James and

the man in charge at Leyton, where the 
principal establishment was quite a show
piece.

His service in the Southern branch included 
a spell as Hon. Secretary whilst he also 
acted as Assistant General Secretary to the 
national body from 1939 to 1947. During 
this period it would be true to say that, along 
with Harry Austin, he kept the wheels turn
ing at a most difficult time.

He gave three conferences papers and for 
one, at Hastings in 1939, he was chosen to 
receive the Lord Southwood medal. It is a 
fitting tribute to him that an annual award
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the experimenting carried out by him played 
a most significant part; Liverpool schools, as 
well as the country generally, benefited 
thereby.

He made an excellent President of the 
Institute and there was much of importance 
carried out during his year in office, not 
least being the appointment of a General 
Secretary. No one present is likely to forget 
his Presidential address at the Torquay con
ference which he gave without reference to 
a single note, although he was far from well 
at the time.

The papers he has presented at con
ferences have all been thought-provoking 
and given in a way which is now regarded 
as typically Bland, although not always in 
the meaning of that word.

Altogether it was a tragedy for the In
stitute and perhaps for themselves when 
Liverpool corporation lis. enc • to the advice 
of an American-based of business
consultants and so rear.’-' their affairs
that Ron Bland was praeul: severed from 
the department he had i -' . y made world
famous but which he hr-. .ed Liverpool 
citizens so well for a qur :. of a century.

The National Association of Baths Super
intendents with NALGO had just been 
successful in preventing a move to have the 
department absorbed in the water depart
ment and were naturally very interested 
in the person to be appointed. Any 
fears they might have had were soon 
put to rest by the very active part Ron 
Bland played in the affairs of the then 
Association. Staff training figured high on 
the list of his schemes and the study classes 
he formed are perhaps the oldest in the 
country. One result of the classes has meant 
that Liverpool for many years has been the 
town with the highest number of qualified 
bath managers in the country. His interest 
in staff training has not been confined to his 
own city, however, as for well over 20 years 
he served on the board of examiners and 
during that time must have marked many

bearing his name now replaces that medal 
each year and is presented to a member for 
meritorious service.

Early in his Manchester service he started 
a study circle which was most successful 
and which was eventually run in conjunction 
with the Manchester Education Department, 
with pupils attending from a very wide area. 
His influence on the Northern branch was 
profound; he was a regular attender, as he 
had been of the Southern branch, and 
served a term as President of both. He had 
the honour of being chosen as the man to 
preside over the delegates to the first post
war conference in 1946 and the only one 
ever to have been held in London.

Appointed as treasurer of the Institute in 
1947 he held the post for 21 years. Largely 
because of his wise counsel he saw the funds 
rise from a very low figure to one which 
could afford the cost of having our own 
offices and staff.

His influence during the difficult period 
which followed the death of L. F. James, 
the Hon. General Secretary, in 1963, was 
of inestimable value to the Institute, as was 
his sound advice and experience in the 
setting up of our own paid administrators in 
1966.

He took a leading part in broadening the 
interest of the Institute in overseas affairs as 
long ago as 1948, and this was happily 
recalled by our oldest member from Holland, 
Dr. Bierenbroodspot when, with a delegation 
from that country, he specially attended the 
Portsmouth conference to make Mr Botham 
a presentation on his retirement as treasurer.

His interest in the affairs of the Institute 
still continues from his retreat in Devon 
where he plays a leading part in his village 
activities. His memory for names, dates and 
figures has always been remarkable and has 
been the envy of men, very much his junior, 
on many occasions.

Few men have a record of service to the 
Institute comparable with F. R. Botham, 
and it is doubtful if any will be able to 
equal it in future. Truly one of the greats 
of the Institute.
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H. T. Hitchin, Mancht^-r
The first indication that there was a young 

man of outstanding ability in the west was a 
series of articles in Balks Scrince on the 
value of the D.M.A. to Baths Managers. Such 
was the initiation of Harry Hitchin, now 
President of the Institute in its Golden 
Jubilee year; from then on he has brightened 
the sphere of branch meetings, conferences 
and the pages of professional journals alike.

From Bristol, where he served as assistant 
to John Hancock, he moved to Hammersmith 
and it was in that London Borough that the 
first real impact of his personality was felt. 
A conference paper on the mechanisation of 
public laundries emphasised that here was 
someone with original thoughts who knew 
how to express himself and was not afraid to 
do so. Another conference paper on pre-coat 
filters had world-wide repercussions. There is 
no doubt that the first paper had a marked 
effect upon public laundries throughout the 
country and had a great influence on laundry 
machinery manufacturers too. Similarly the 
conference publicity undoubtedly led to 
increased usage of pre-coat filtration.

A further indication of his foresight was 
his ideas on hall use; here he had a public 
hall in use to maximum availability at 
minimum labour costs.

It was no surprise to learn of his appoint
ment as the man in charge of Manchester’s

!

thousands of examination papers as well as 
setting them. His influence on the standard 
of the exams has been immense and on many 
occasions he has been solely responsible for 
two sections out of four for the * finals

Under his management Liverpool became 
a ‘ Mecca ’ for baths committees and man
agers. He revolutionised the public laundry 
business and his interest in economic use of 
boiler plant resulted in this side of baths 
work assuming a greater importance in the 
minds of managers throughout the country 
than previously.

He has not been afraid to try new ideas, 
taking the view that if a city the size of 
Liverpool could not do so experiment would 
never take place. As a result pre-coat filters 
figured early in his work and their progress 
owes much to his advocacy and tests. School 
pools are now commonplace and here again

i ★★ ★

R. D. Bland, B.Sc., (Eng.) 
Liverpool

i

Towards the end of the last war a naval 
officer travelled to Liverpool from one of His 
Majesty’s warships located in the north of 
Scotland for a successful interview for the 
appointment of Engineer and Manager of 
the baths and laundries department of the 
city. This was the introduction of R. D. 
Bland to the work of local government.
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baths and laundries. Here again he brought 
into use many original ideas.

In Institute affairs it is doubtful if any 
man has compressed so much effort into such 
a comparatively short time. His work on 
educational matters has had an appreciable 
effect upon entrance and examinations, argu
ing strongly as he has for improved methods 
of questioning and marking.

‘ Design Guide No. 1 the Institute’s pub
lication, owes much to his ideas and persis
tence, whilst he played a major part in sub
mitting the Institute’s case for the Mallaby 
Report, as well as for the Maud Report.

In all he has given five papers at conferences 
of the Institute and many more at other con
ferences. He has appeared on the Institute’s 
behalf on many deputations to Ministries and 
municipalities and a strong advocate he has 
proved to be; whilst he was a unanimous

y'ce as the Institute’s first official rep
resentative to the U.S.A.

Very prominent in Sports Council affairs 
r.c '.us long been a staunch supporter of the 
c'r.j for sports centres and to the consterna
te of many influential people he formed 

now lusty body, the Institute of Recrea- 
t: Management. The influence this Institute 
vn.\ have has yet to be determined but there 
cun be no doubt it should be of great value 
to officers of our own and other Institutes.

It is a mystery how this human dynamo 
finds the time to accomplish all the tasks he 
undertakes as he leads an active life in other 
directions, being an active badminton and 
tennis player. But members of the National 
Council solved the puzzle many years ago 
when they met well into the night on one 
occasion. To the astonishment of everyone 
Harry produced a voluminous report next 
morning. But the secret was out — Harry is 
one of the fortunate (unfortunate?) people 
who only need a few hours sleep. He had 
done the report on this occasion at 4 a.m.

Men of the calibre of Harry Hitchin are 
few in number — how fitting it is that he 
should preside over our Golden Jubilee 
celebrations.

the 50 years the Institute has been in 
existence. On his first term in the national 
chair he took office without having previously 
attended a national council meeting, some
thing which can no longer occur due to the 
new appointment of Vice-President. In the 
occupation at Leeds he was known as

T. D. Anderson, Leicester
Prior to the war a major reshuffle at 

Leicester resulted in the appointment of 
three young bath managers. One of these 
was Thomas Dunsmore Anderson, who came 
from Airdrie baths, previous to which he 
worked with a chemical firm.

Tom is now the man in charge of all the 
Leicester establishments but from his days 
as a branch manager he had many years 
service as the chief of the baths department 
in Burnley, where he went in 1946. He 
returned to Leicester via Derby.

i

Whilst in Burnley he was a very active 
member of the Northern branch but it was 
as the organiser of a study circle based in 
Burnley that he became best known and 
many young men in and around Lancashire 
have much to be grateful to him for the 
help they received in surmounting their 
exam hurdles. On his return to the Midland 
branch he started a study circle in Leicester 
and these classes have become a most im
portant part of the Institute’s activities. 
Students are now drawn from many parts 
of the country and the results reflect the 
success of the course.

Tom has been a very active secretary of the 
Midland branch and also served on the 
national council. These and many other 
associated activities brought their toll and 
his many friends were distressed when a 
heart attack precluded him from accepting the 
Presidency of the Institute in its Jubilee year. 
Fortunately he has made a good recovery and 
members look forward to him taking up this 
high office in 1972-73.

Director, a title which disappeared on his 
retiral and which for many years was 
exclusive for a baths appointment to Leeds.

His career, too, was unusual for a senior 
baths manager in that it was served with 
only one authority. He followed another 
Institute stalwart, Charles Burgess, at Leeds 
in 1946, having previously been deputy.

Education and training have always 
figured high in his activities. He operated 
with success the official postal study course 
for a number of years; the examiners’ board 
has found him a very active chairman and 
in that capacity he has played a major part 
in modernising the Institute examinations.

In his first presidential address he referred 
to the need for a National Plan and whilst 
this has never been officially acknowledged 
there is no doubt the suggestion influenced 
national policy restricting the number of 
‘ super ’ pools.

Unusual too for a baths manager is his 
active participation as an administrator of 
Amateur Swimming Association affairs. 
Many of his colleagues help swimming in a 
variety of ways but few can compare with 
the unflagging service which Dick has 
rendered to the North East district of the 
A.S.A. over many years.

★★★

★ ★ ★
R. A. Ashton, Leeds

Dick Ashton has a number of claims to 
the unusual. He was President of both a 
Branch and the national body at the same 
time — a distinction not previously held by 
any Institute member. He has been national 
President on two occasions, an honour held 
by only two others (Burch and Austin) in

Charles Bond, Bournemouth
Charles Bond was probably the youngest 

man ever to have held the position of national 
President of the Institute. He was in charge 
at Wolverhampton when he was nominated 
by the Midlands and was that Branch’s first-

I
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organisation of these events had untold bene
fits in relations between the officials of the 
Institute and the A.S.A.

His secretaryship of the Northern Branch 
was a lengthy and memorable one and his 
public relations efforts did a great deal to 
improve the standing of the Institute in 
many northern towns.

It is unlikely that anyone will come near 
to equalling his record of service on the 
National Council where his outward appear
ance of always being jocular and fun loving 
gave way to sound sense and, when neces
sary, forthright speech.

Perhaps the greatest of his many contribu
tions to the Baths Service was his short 
paper at the 1937 conference when he drew 
attention to the plight of baths attendants 
who were at that time classed as domestic 
servants and as such precluded from con
tributing to or benefiting from the national 
insurance scheme, an anomaly later rectified.

Always ready at a moment’s notice to show 
visiting colleagues round the department of 
which he was so proud he will be remem
bered by the children — now grown up — 
who accompanied their parents, for always 
producing sweets from his desk at a time 
when these were scarce and valued.

slump. Characteristically he did not give way 
to despair but set about making it good by 
the time he retired at 65 by becoming a 
director of a building society.

Following retirement Dick continued as a 
director of the building society and also 
became a member of the Bricrfield R.D.C., 
serving for a term as its chairman.

Not a tall man, but thickset, he had a 
very upright carriage even in his eighties.

His son George, also deceased, was at one 
time in charge of the baths at Shipley before 
his appointment at Kingston upon Hull.

ever candidate for the post. The record, how
ever, shows him as being at Bournemouth 
when he held office in 1937. The Midlands 
had a similar experience with their next 
nominee, Grange Talbot, in 1943, when he 
moved to Bradford from Coventry.

Automatic VmSlsg 
Association of i itainThe influence of Bond’s paper at the 1938 

Conference at Bournemouth on the all
electric building at the Pier Approach Baths 

) would have been considerable had it not been 
for the outbreak of war in 1939.

He was quick to see the possibilities of 
what had hitherto been individual exhibitions 
by professional divers, etc., at open-air pools, 
and the result was the aqua shows which 
have become a prominent feature of Bourne
mouth’s summer entertainment and which 
have also proved so popular in other towns.

A very long serving member of the 
national council of the Institute he was par
ticularly involved in the educational field and 
for many years was chairman of the Examin
ation Board where he was insistent on 
qualifying entrance standards to the pro
fession.

An early exponent of the need to recruit 
and train young men, he was a pioneer 
advocate of training schemes.

The Automatic Vending Association of 
Britain is the trade assocj.r ion for the auto
matic vending industry nnd, in its present 
form, has been functioning since 1967. Its 
antecedents go back to iZ'.'S, however, when 
the Coin Operated Machine Association was 
formed and which was later renamed the 
Automatic Vending Machine Association.

From 45 founder members in 1967, 
A.V.A.B. is now supported by 133 subscrib
ing firms engaged in all aspects of vending 
— professional operators, machine manu
facturers, commodity manufacturers and sup
pliers, machine distributors and component 
manufacturers. Membership is increasing 
rapidly as the industry progresses and 
becomes aware of the need for higher 
standards of professionalism.

The Association is as concerned with safe
guarding the interests of users of vending 
machines as it is with promoting the attributes 
of automatic vending and, to this end, an 
approval scheme for machines has recently 
been introduced. All members are required 
to sign and agree to abide by a code of 
ethics which has been drawn up to ensure 
machine reliability and product acceptability. 
This code is rigidly enforced, and it is the 
aim of A.V.A.B. that every company in 
this fast expanding industry shall become 
members and abide by the code.

In addition to producing publications on 
such important subjects as vending hygiene, 
the Automatic Vending Association of 
Britain organises conferences and seminars, 
sponsors a major biennial exhibition, provides 
articles and general information for news
papers and journals, liaises with government 
and official bodies, collates and disseminates 
statistics and generally acts as ‘ watchdog 
and spokesman’ for the vending industry.
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Dick Tootell, Burnley
The name of Richard Tootell, Burnley, ap

pears on the printed articles of the National 
Association of Bath Superintendents when 
the early pioneers discussed incorporation 
under the Companies Act.

Dick was one of the early stalwarts of the 
Association and played a large part in foster
ing it in the North. He was a Branch 
President and National President in 1930.

i
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For many years manager of the Burnley 
department he established a reputation, well- 
deserved in the opinion of many of his col
leagues, for having the cleanest buildings of 
any baths department in the country.

Having been a cabinet maker before enter
ing the baths service, which he did through 
his swimming activities, he had a knowledge 
and love of good wood which was evident 
in the choice and appearance of all the wood 
work in the buildings of which he had charge.

He had an extraordinary loud voice when 
he wanted to use it and because of this was 
in regular demand as M.C. at swimming 
galas.

When around 60 years old he had the 
misfortune to lose all his savings in a cotton

Jack Hollingworth, Blackpool
Jack Hollingworth and Blackpool are 

synonymous in the minds of most Institute 
members but the volatile John started his 
career at the Northern Baths, Nottingham. 
He then went to Arnold and after a short 
spell in the south moved to Blackpool to suc
ceed R. L. Swarbrick, who had himself 
played a most active part in the affairs of the 
Institute.

Jack’s greatest monument is undoubtedly 
the Derby Bath building on North Shore 
which, although opened before the start of 
the second world war in 1939 is still a 
centre for international events and A.S.A. 
championships in particular. His part in the

:
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A ‘new’ method for teaching swimming
A man whose modest career has been horses, this it was that gave the professor having learnt • land drill ’thisnient,

mostly passed in our own area (the magazine 
emanated from Normandy originally) today 
gives proof of the maximum of achievement

all he needed to be the inspiration for his thoroughly, they were able to swim as soon
complete system. The simplicity of the con- as they moved on in to the water, and to the
struction equalled, in this case, the sim- great surprise of the men themselves, who

of a grand desire to serve humanity, 
sustained by a strong will and great per
severance. Whenever a ship runs into distress

plicity of the idea. would have said, the night before, that they
Imagine, indeed, one of these merry-go- doubted if they would have been able to

rounds set up in a suitable space. Fit it up swim even after two good lessons. This is
off Le Havre, as happens only too often, 
calling out the bravest and most dedicated

with a number of spokes, wooden spokes vouched for in a report from the Prcfet
passing through the hub of the wheel, so Maritime of Cherbourg to the Minister of

men to help, at their head was sure to be that on the outer circumference, and at each Marine, stating in the most fulsome terms
found M. le Chevalier, as a result of which end of each spoke, would be fitted a tray the success both of the professor and of his
efforts he has been decorated with support ready to take a man lying horizon- system, so happy and simple.many
medals for lifesaving, few having tally on this said tray. That, in brief, is the So now, what more does M. 1c Chevalierever
merited such recognition more fully. system. The details originated from himself. desire? It is to realise a wish often expressed,

But throughout his experiences in so many At a given signal, the pupils, lying on their but so far in vain, by the heads of our forces
storms, one thought constantly nagged M. trays balancing about on their middles, move on land and on sea: which is that every
le Chevalier : it was that by far the majority their arms and legs in the horizontal plane; man should learn an art so easy but so
of deaths by drowning in shipwrecks essential as a part of their training, and ofthis movement combines to give the machine
occurred more because the people could not the necessary power so that it begins tum- which they cannot be in ignorance without
save themselves by swimming, than from the ing on its axis, and the lesson continues until being a trouble to their service and a danger
circumstances of the shipwrecks themselves. to themselves: for it must be clearly under-the pupils have become familiarised, by this

It seemed to him that some mechanical air-swim, with the movements they will be stood that, be it to the service’s eternal
shame, hardly any of our sailors know howcalled upon to make in the water.was necessary in order that largemeans
to swim. Well, how can this be broughtnumbers might receive instruction in rela- This preliminary exercise, as one per-
about — that such a necessary art be learnt?lively short time — whole groups, composed ceives, is but a preparation. It is in the sea
What is required is an Order, some modestthat the experience really counts, and sinceof so many individuals. But where was such
aids, some organisation. The trials have beenall swimming demands that the movementsa machine to be found?
carried out, the results excellent, and it maybe made in the horizontal plane, the resultAfter much painful research, many fruit-

of M. le Chevalier’s way of teaching appren- not seem to be asking too much of theless attempts to find a design, many com-
tices (novices) is that they are able to feel, Government to hope that it will not delaybleated structures, our inventor finally hit

in putting into operation the opportunitybefore actually entering the water, that theyon the solution so long sought for his
offered it to show its interest in inventions,already know how to swim.blem, in the simplicity of a machine
in new ideas, and in those of its subjects toProof of this fact, which seem more ofxv '.ch he had so often seen working before his
whom it owes its power, its greatness anda paradox than of a truth, comes in; eyes, never thinking that it would one

the example recently when M. le Chevalier its glory.cny become the greatest source of satisfaction
put between two and 300 young MarinesC'- r\ key to his success. A merry-go-round,

Extract from * L’Illustration *, Journaland soldiers through their paces for severalcr:e of those popular fairground pieces of
Universel, France, 25th June, 1853.hours, so that to everyone’s astonish-: paratus sometimes referred to as wooden

\Mateur-le Chevalier. — Appareil pour apprendre a nager.



Development of the Public Baths Service 

in Great Britain
'

These notes formed the basis of a talk to an American audience by Ian Wright, M.Inst.B.M., General Manager, Newcastle 
upon Tyne, when he toured the United States on behalf of the Institute.

had built baths prior to this Act. Liverpool 
built covered swimming baths in 1828, but 
as the Corporation had no legal powers to 
operate these baths; they were hired out to 
a lessee on an annual rental basis. On the 
passing of the 1846 Act the Corporation 
immediately terminated the lease and took 
control of the establishment, appointing one 
of the first Baths Managers in the country. 
A covered swimming pool opened by Liver
pool in 1851 is still in regular use by the 
public and there are swimming pools over 
100 years old in many parts of England.

The Act of 1878 had many restrictions, 
but it was possible to floor over the indoor 
baths from November to March for use as a 
gymnasia. An amendment to the Act in 1899 
permitted the use of Baths Halls for music 
and dancing.

The limit of charges was abolished by the 
Public Health Act of 1925 and this also 
removed the prohibition of mixed bathing, 
but many authorities had winked a blind eye 
to this prohibition for some years prior to 
1925.

The Public Health Act of 1936 is the 
most recent legislation on baths and wash
houses and sets out the limit of operation of 
the present day Baths service. It will be 
apparent that the roots of the Baths service 
in Britain are therefore firmly entrenched in 
health and welfare of the working classes, 
and for many years was regarded as a neces
sary evil similar to the provision of work 
houses and lunatic asylums. Expenditure of 
money on these services was begrudged, and 
consequently the aesthetics of the buildings 
left a great deal to be desired, and can only 
be described as institutional in the worst 
possible way. This philosophy on the part of 
local legislators obtained strongly until the 
early 1930s and only at that time did we 
see a deviation from the stark provisions 
towards buildings to fulfil a recreational need, 
rather than a very basic cleansing need 
helped by advent of water filtration. Un- 
tunately, many of these 1930 buildings 
included wash-houses and private baths and

so the old aura remained to some extent, and 
this really was the situation until the end of 
the second world war. During the 1920s 
and 1930s many of the swimming pools were 
emptied and floored over tor various uses 
during the winter season, Or cber to March, 
and were extremely popular as dance halls, 
concert halls and meeting pieces of various 
descriptions.

The practice of closing 
the winter continued ur.ti: about 1944, but 
then the demand from the public and the 
competitive swimmer for winter facilities was 
so great, coupled with the far.* that new dance 
halls and meetings halls were being con
structed, that the practice of closure fell into 
disuse, and by the late 1950s very few swim
ming pools were used as Winter Public Halls. 
The post-war building programme, because of 
claims on capital money by more needy ser
vices, i.e. houses, hospitals and the like, was 
very slow to get off the ground, and indeed 
the first post-war swimming pool was not 
opened until 1957. This was a thorn in the 
side of the recreationalists, since between the 
end of the war and 1957 it was estimated 
that the vanquished Germany had provided 
something in the order of 500 covered swim
ming pools by 1957. However, the building 
programme slowly got into gear and it is now 
estimated that approximately 200 new swim
ming pools have been built in Britain since 
the war and a further 400 or 500 are at 
present in the pipeline. The policy on build
ing is a somewhat stop-go effort and is a 
fairly accurate barometer of the topsy turvy 
state of the British economy at the present 
time. Hope must always spring eternal and 
in spite of frustrating delays in obtaining 
cash allocations the recreationalists feel that 
at last we are making inroads into the con
siderable backlog. It must be pointed out, 
however, that the building of the new pools 
is largely in areas previously lacking in swim
ming facilities and hence we still have the 
ludicrous situation in which large cities are 
using buildings 80 or more years old to cope 
with the recreational needs of their popu
lation. It is interesting to note that the old

The Romans are believed to be the first to 
introduce organised bathing into Britain and 
one of the oldest baths was in the ancient 
city of Bath. This dates from the first cen
tury A.D. and is still both water-tight and 
fed by natural springs that need neither filtra
tion nor heat, but it is, of course, now a 
historical monument and no longer used for 
public bathing. This is one of the few open- 
air pools we have in this country; approxi
mately 95 per cent are covered swimming 
pools.

With the decline of the Roman Empire the 
public baths of that period died a natural 
death. A rerival of sea bathing during the 
latter part of the 18th century inevitably 
created a demand for sw'imming baths and 
the Industrial Revolution, bringing with it 
overcrowding and dirt due to dust and the 
smoke nuisance created unprecedented condi
tions which made a new’ movement in favour 
of cleansing facilities inevitable.

From 1842 onwards several reports were 
published on * the sanitary conditions of the 
working classes *. These revelations, coupled 
with further outbreaks of cholera led to a 
general awakening of public opinion. As a 
result a Bill was introduced into Parliament 
in August 1846 which became the first ‘ Act 
to encourage establishment of public baths 
and wash-houses and open bathing facilities \ 
This Act of 1846 was ‘adoptive* which 
meant that Local Authorities could, if they 
wished, provide the facilities, but there was 
no compulsion for them to do so. A schedule 
appended to this Act laid down a scale of 
maximum charges, quoting a cold bath 
at Id. and a warm bath at 2d. The 
schedule also laid down that for ‘ open bath
ing places where several persons bathed in 
the same water, the charge should be one half 
penny \ From these charges it is evident that 
this, the oldest form of municipal trading, 

looked upon as a philanthropic rather 
than a commercially successful enterprise.

The Baths and Wash-houses Act of 1878 
empowered Local Authorities to provide 
covered swimming baths. Several Authorities
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The George Formby era

attitudes towards swimming pools are dis
appearing and some very fine recreational 
complexes are appearing. It is also strange 
to relate that the smaller authorities are in 
the forefront of this recreational development 
which leads one to think that the ingrained 
' ;ng of the past dies harder in the large 
cities, who were closer to the original pro
vision of facilities to wash the great un
washed.

Th« advent of the coin-op laundry has to 
a very large extent sounded the death knell 
of the public wash-house/public laundry 
service, and the ambitious re-housing pro
gramme at present under way is making itself 
felt in the private bath side of our business 
to such an extent that this part of the service 
is closing down gradually.

One remnant of the past that is still with 
us is that of the very great reluctance of the 
politicians to view admission charges real
istically. The history of our service over the 
last 100 years has been one of rate-aided 
provision to which the electorate and the 
legislator alike are accustomed, and hence 
it could be many years before realistic charges 
are levied for what is now an excellent ser
vice. The power of the electorate at the poll
ing station will probably prevent a common- 
sense development in the admission charges. 
In the provision of new swimming pools the 
trend is now away from piecemeal develop
ment of single swimming pool establishments 
towards the creation of recreational centres 
in which the swimming pool will be a facet 
of a more complete indoor recreational ser
vice. A number of these complexes have 
already been provided and a very fine example 
exists at Billingham where a million pound 
complex embraces swimming pool, ice skating 
rink, indoor bowling rink, table tennis, small 
bore shooting, golf driving range, indoor 
cricket nets, a large indoor sports hall, a 
theatre, and various restaurants, licensed bars, 
etc. Obviously it will be some time before 
provision on this scale become commonplace 
but programmed development of such centres 
will become increasingly common.

‘ Living-it-up Blackpool, 1923.

Blackpool, 1971
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By way of contrast, a view of the south shore open-air pool, Blackpool, this summer.
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Swimming booms: 

more pools needed

by Lord Leatherland, O.B.E., J.P., D.L.f

Swimming is booming in Britain today as it has never boomed before. Why is it so popular? Maybe the cos
tumes are more attractive than they used to be — but this would be too light-hearted an explanation. The real 
reason is that more and more people — working in crowded offices or on monotonous production lines — are 
demanding more joy in life, a chance to spend their increasing leisure in an active, happy and health-giving 
recreation.

!
I

They may not all consciously say to themselves 1 Swimming 
will do me good.’ They just like it. They find it physically bene
ficial and socially enjoyable. The whole family takes part; mothers 
with toddlers; husbands with wives; young men with young 
ladies; old age pensioners with their cronies.

But do we give them enough facilities? Some of our new pools 
are among the best in the world. But far too many are relics from 
the last century. And there are not enough of them.

I recall the Duke of Edinburgh saying a few years ago ‘ Swim
ming pools and sailing clubs are getting crowded, and recrea
tional users of water are beginning to run into each other.' The 
position is better today, but not good enough. We lag behind 
Germany, which opened over 1,000 indoor pools (as well as over 
700 open-air pools) in the first seven years of its Golden Plan for 
Sport. We are behind France, which has shown the same kind of 
enterprise.

Money has had a lot to do with it. Whitehall has restricted our 
local authorities, in recent years, to an average £5 million a year 
for building pools. Far too little. The need for economy is the 
explanation given. But the new pools that have been held up will 
cost more and more for every year of delay.

Although we let Germany and France race ahead of us, we 
| now have the Sports Council — better late than never. Of just 

over the thousand pools our councils own — about 150 of them 
out of doors — nearly 400 were built before 1920, and 232 of these 
between 1800 and 1900. We have built only about 120 municipal 
pools since the war. Who knows? Would we have had as many 
young hooligans and skinheads around today if we had given 
them healthier outlets for their energies?

True, things may soon improve. Local authorities are now to 
have more freedom in their capital spending. So the building of 
pools may have a chance to be speeded up. Hundreds of schemes 
are in various stages of construction or preparation. And to make 
better use of existing resources, education authorities are being 
encouraged to switch some of their 6,000 pools to general public 
use at weekends, in the evenings and during holidays. But the 
condition of many of these school pools is well below what a 
professional manager would insist on, and The Institute of Baths 
Management has for years been urging more expert supervision. 
On its initiative a Pool Plant Operators’ Certificate is being in
augurated for school caretakers and similar people, and training 
schemes are being organised. Medical Officers have too fre
quently been denouncing the impure state of water in some of 
these school pools.

But let me stop complaining. Some of our new public baths

are magnificent establishments. They include comprehensive 
recreation centres, with a central swimming pool or pools, 
surrounded by a whole complex of facilities for indoor and outdoor 
recreation. They have become the leading social centres in their 
communities. Three-quarters of the people who attend them go 
into the water.

Look at just one of them —the Afan Lido. Architecturally 
exciting, it stands in its own open grounds and hr.r. four separate 
sections — Baths, Sports, Entertainments and Catering —all 
merged into one great leisure centre. The main s virnming pool 
is Olympic sized; novices have a special pool; for
spectators there is a thousand-seat balcony; tha.vo: > a swimming 
club, with water polo and life-saving sections, nr-d .’•is has over 
1,500 active members. The much-used sauna txCvs for men and 
women can accommodate around 20 people. Machine and hand 
massage are provided.

The hall for dances, conferences and exhibitions; can accom
modate 400 couples at the teenage dances. Tnere are three 
licensed bars; 250 meals at a time can be served by waiters in the 
top floor restaurant; on the ground floor is a cafeteria; on the 
first floor a large sun bathing area; below the sun terrace a 
public house. Top calibre entertainers regularly appear. First 
class boxing contests are held. A thousand meals at one of these 
were served at the ringside.

Tennis, basketball, ladies’ keep fit classes, trampolines, fenc
ing, badminton, indoor cricket, judo and five-a-side football are 
all available in the sports section. Sixty teams have competed in 
a week at five-a-side soccer.

Such palaces of recreation may be too ambitious for many 
communities. But they show what can be done. And several 
towns have already done it.

Now for an obvious question. Do the baths pay for themselves 
or does money have to come from the rates? The answer: there 
is a general call on the rates, just as for the parks and playing 
fields, the roads, the museums and the schools. But Baths 
Managers do, through laundries and buffets and other activities, 
raise acceptable sums towards the costs. One city’s laundry has 
recently made £25,000 profit in a year. The real question is: are 
the baths worth paying for? There can be no argument about this. 
They certainly are. Otherwise how would millions of people learn 
to swim? What would they think about losing one of the joys of 
their lives? What sense is there in depriving people of a healthy 
recreation in which they are active participants — and not mere 
sedentary spectators?

But it is not all fun and adventure at the baths. Medical and

!
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remedial baths are a rapidly growing feature. Over 100 sauna 
baths are now operated by local authorities; the number is 
rapidly increasing; and they are so popular that they often pay 
off their capital cost in 18 months. One council which expected 
to deal with 140 sauna baths a week now has 500. There are 
Turkish baths, Russian vapour baths, sunray baths and foam 
baths — all eagerly used. And two more examples: a midland 
town has special classes for polio victims, with a physiotherapist 
in attendance. A Welsh town is operating a school bath for 
visually handicapped children.

The main aim, however, is to give people the chance to learn 
to swim. This is something about which Baths Managers know a 
good deal. They don't all profess to be champions. They are 
engineers and men of business, with managerial and administra
tive responsibility. But far too many people are drowned each 
year in our lakes and rivers and round the coasts —about 600 
of them —and with the growth of sailing, ability to swim is 
becoming more important than ever.

In many sports, the learner has to ' pick it up as he goes along 
That need not be the case with swimming. Increasing numbers

l

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BATH SUPERINTENDENTS
(INCORPORATED)

MODEL SCALE OF SALARIES, 1943

Minimum commencing Salaries with suggested increments recommended by the Association
l.

Salary of Wife of 
Superintendent if required 

to act as Matron.
Salary and Increments.Particulars of Office.

Grade C. 
£200 p.a. 

increasing by 
£12 10s. Od p.a. 

to £250.

Grade D. 
£250 p.a. 

increasing by 
£25 p.a. 
to £350.
Grade E.
£350 p.a. 

increasing by 
£25 p.a. 
to £500.

£100 p.a. increasing 
by £6 5s. Od. p.a. 

to £125.

Superintendent responsible for the supervision 
of a small establishment ...............

£125 p.a. increasing 
by £10 p.a. 

to £175.

Superintendent responsible for the manage
ment of a Swimming Bath, Slipper 
Baths, and/or a Wash-house ...

£175 p.a. increasing 
by £12 10s. Od. p.a. 

to £250.

Superintendent in charge of a large establish
ment ....................................................

Grade F.
> £750Superintendent with special qualifications and 

responsibility of administration of 
Department ........................................

NOTE.__If Superintendent or Superintendent and Matron are required to live on the baths
premises, the estimated value of the apartments is to be added to the above as 
recompense for the additional services imposed on them.

and
upwards.

20. 6. ’35. 
19. 1. ’38. 

6. 5. *43.
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Furthermore, over 250 local authorities with swimming pools 
public laundries and allied recreation services are linked as 
Corporate Affiliates. These councils enjoy many benefits from 
their close association. One is a reduced charge for advertising 
staff vacancies in the Institute’s journal, a free copy of which 
they receive each month. (This magazine, Baths Service, is one 
of the best professional journals I have seen. It is almost a bible 
for anyone connected with the baths service — councillors, 
officials, manufacturers, swimming clubs and everyone who has 
a link with baths and associated recreational services.)

The local authorities also have free use of the Institute's very 
valuable National Advisory Service, which embodies the fruits 
of considerable technical and administrative research and ex
perience. It often saves them the trouble and expense of a good 
deal of individual experiment. More councils are afriiiating every 
year, and inquiries by towns building new bath.-: or improving 
old ones are rapidly increasing. By taking ccsvantage of the 
service councils save money for their ratepayer and improve the 
service they give.

One thing which councils are learning is to apps?"* their Baths 
Manager well in advance. He sees the plant and Lulling grow up, 
and the suggestions he is able to make during c :.truction can 
save the ratepayers big money. One city was ab!n if, make modi
fications which will save over £25,000 in the busing's lifetime, 
along with a further £1,000 a year on cleaning and decoration. 
This is not all. As the manager knows every inch of his building, 
mishaps during repairs are less likely to occur. And as he gets 
to know local swimmers and club officials before the bath is 
opened he is able to assess their needs and the bath can have a 
smoothly organised pattern of life from the first formal inaugural 
dive.

No one can become a member of the Institute without passing 
a stringent examination. He must combine many of the qualities 
of an engineer, chemist and administrator. There are two examin
ations—intermediate and final —fully recognised by the Local 
Government Examinations Board. When a candidate has passed 
both examinations (and has reached the age of 24 with five years' 
whole time employment in the baths service) he becomes an 
Associate Member (A.M.Inst.B.M.); later a Full Member 
(M.lnst.B.M.); and after 21 years a Fellow (F.lnst.B.M.) if he has 
rendered exceptional service to the Institute. All these qualified 
Members may use the style ' Incorporated Baths Manager'.

By the time he passes the final examination, the Member must 
reach a high standard in hydrostatics and hydraulics, chemistry 
and bacteriology, baths management, heating and ventilation 
engineering, catering, laundering and remedial baths: and also 
in local government administration and recreation management.

Great advances in baths technology are being made —new 
baths of very modern design are being constructed — old build
ings are being modernised and drastically overhauled; and the 
Institute believes that to secure the efficient management and 
administration of this expanding baths service there must be an 
adequate supply of properly trained and qualified personnel.

of baths have special learners’ pools. Instructors — amateur and 
professional — are often available; and The Institute of Baths 
Management —by close liaison with the Royal Life Saving 
Society, the Amateur Swimming Association and the Swimming 
Teachers' Association — realises how vital proper instruction 
can be. See what one town did last year. Swimmers at its baths 
training classes obtained 560 life saving awards; several hundred 
Amateur Swimming Association awards were also gained.

One sure thing about our public swimming pools is that their 
hygienic standard is as high as any in the world —and higher 
than many. Enormous improvements in filtration and chlorination 
plants have taken place in recent years, and in bringing this 
better state about the Institute has played a leading part. When 
we think about our polluted seas and rivers, the water purity of 
our pools is something to be thankful for. The reputation of our 
filtration and chlorination engineers is so high that their plants 
can be found all over the world.

Our local authority pools are often kept busy from nine in the 
morning till nine at night; some open earlier than this and stay 
open later. School swimming classes frequently occupy much of 
the daytime. Special periods are often set aside for swimming, 
life saving and water polo clubs; while local arrangements can 
cater for housewives’ swimming associations, for mothers and 

i toddlers and other special needs. We could keep hundreds of 
more pools busy.

We can welcome, therefore, what Mr Eldon Griffiths, the 
Minister for Sport, said last year about ' promoting maximum 
participation in ordinary sport and encouraging recreation among 
the masses \ This is exactly what the Institute wants. But the 
facilities must also be provided. In this connection the Minister 
foreshadowed the possibility of future low-cost pools with 
standard features, but he was critical of the cost of some of the 
fittings and refinements in a number of the larger modern pools. 
So we shall have to wait and see what happens. But with his 
sentiment of 1 pressing towards our goal of providing more and 
better swimming facilities ' there will be warm agreement.

He was not too keen, he said, on too many Olympic-sized pools, 
but a number of our populous districts are already making a 
great success of these —to the benefit of Britain’s swimming 
status generally. They are now in active use in Blackpool, Coven- 

I try, Edinburgh, Wigan, Cardiff, Leeds, Port Talbot, East Kilbride 
and in the great London recreation centre at Crystal Palace.

Now what about the men who manage our baths, the members 
of The Institute of Baths Management? This is not a trade union, 
but a professional organisation, with the official aim of ‘ fostering 
study of technique and designs; operating swimming pools, 
public laundries, recreational facilities and allied amenities'. It 
works in close alliance with architects, engineers and builders 
involved in baths construction. About 70 of these pro
fessional experts have been admitted as Associates of the 
Institute and are able to attend and take part in all meetings. In 
addition, over a hundred companies who design or provide baths 
and recreational equipment have been enrolled as Trade Affiliates,
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So it has set up its own Trainee Scheme, which caters for 
young people between 16 and 19 who have four G.C.E. ‘O' 
levels, and pilots them towards the two examinations. It likes local 
authorities to co-operate in exchanging these trainees to broaden 
their experience, but more willingness on the parts of the councils 
would be welcome. A 12-week full-time block-release course for 
the examinations is provided by the S.E. London Technical 
College, and evening and day study circles are held in a number 
of towns. National correspondence courses are available through 
NALGO to candidates who cannot attend these classes. There

are now nearly 300 candidates with the status of Registered 
Students.

The Institute has over 600 members — apart from all the 
Registered Students, Associates, Corporate Affiliates and Trade 
Affiliates. They are organised in four branches — Midland, 
Northern, Scottish and Southern— where they meet several 
times a year to discuss technical and other aspects of their 
profession.

Membership is rising each year, and the annual conference — 
combined with an exhibition of equipment, designs and materials —

A conference dinner memory



conference. In 1934 examinations for membership were intro
duced; evidence on baths buildings and equipment was submitted 
at the invitation of the Ministry of Health; protests were made 
about advertisements for Joint Superintendents and Matrons.

Activity still increased. Further attempts to improve water 
conditions were made; classes were held in chemical and bac
teriological examination of water in the baths; the first overseas 
member was enrolled; and in 1936 55 candidates sat the Institute's 
examination. In the following year my old friend and former 
employer, Lord Southwood, presented a medal, to be awarded 
annually during the rest of his life, for the best proposal to improve 
the baths service. In the same year Whitehall sought the Asso
ciation's views on the purification of swimming baths water.

When war came, the work of the Association .-v : t on, despite 
difficulties, and in 1946 the first post-war con?; -. a was appro
priately held in London, centre of the Commc:..v; ’.th. It was an 
historic springboard conference. Branches w**v ■•.rowing bigger, 
the examination syllabus was revised and s : - circles were 
organised. Two years later a delegation visit*?:. ;; nd, a Dutch 
delegation was received in return, and the-, 
contact between British and Dutch baths suy ■ .ndents was 
established. By 1949 membership had reached i'-/.' :.:nd a Liaison 
Committee with swimming associations ar -j ?he Royal Life 
Saving Society was set up.

But no organisation can expect the sun to shine all the time, 
and in 1953 Whitehall drastically slashed the money to be spent 
on baths and laundries. This was only the first biow of the axe; 
baths have since been victims of all successive ‘ economy' 
waves. However, the campaign for more and better baths was 
kept up. In 1954 the Association attempted to form an International 
Baths Association. It did not succeed. But visits to Holland, 
Belgium and Germany did much to encourage the happy relation
ships which exist today between British and Continental baths 
managers. The Institute either has members, or a useful liaison 
with similar organisations, in Belgium, Holland, West Germany, 
U.S.A., Australia, South Africa, Norway and New Zealand.

The work went on, and in 1958 the Ministry of Town and Country 
Planning was pressed to remedy the lack of bathing facilities in 
the country.

The importance of the Association was becoming more evident, 
and in 1961 this importance was emphasised when it became The 
Institute of Baths Management. By 1966 it had its own offices, had 
started employing its own staff, had introduced its Student 
Manuals and a Postal Study Group.

Today it is a more important body than ever before. Important 
in the eyes of its members; important in its relations with local 
authorities; important in its influence on Whitehall thinking. And 
it is likely to grow more important and more highly respected 
with every year that comes.

Note: This article was specially written by Lord Leatherland for 
general circulation during the Golden Jubilee year of the Institute.

is an imposing occasion. Not only the Baths Managers attend; 
there are councillors from almost every Baths Authority, ministers 
and officials from Government Departments, representatives of 
swimming associations, parks and recreation administrators, 
architects, engineers and senior members of firms which con
struct and equip baths and pools. Expert papers are vigorously 
discussed, and these range —often in a pioneering way — over 
all aspects of the management, design and hygiene of pools and 
over the provision of leisure and recreational facilities 
generally.

This last feature is of increasing importance, for it was on the 
Institute’s initiative that the Institute of Recreation Management 
was recently established. This was a natural development, for by 
his specialised knowledge and administrative experience, and his 
ability to deal with large numbers of the public, the Baths Manager 
is often the outstanding man to control a comprehensive leisure 
and recreation centre.

Institutions like the I.B.M. do not grow up of their own accord. 
Somebody needs enterprise to start them; others have to sacrifice 
time and effort to nurture them to fruition. And now, in this 
Golden Jubilee Year, it is worth glancing back at the work of the 
pioneers.

Fifty years is a long time. Those were the days before bikinis. 
The man then in charge of the local baths was often in an insular 
job. He knew less than he wanted to know about the baths outside 

f his own town. Opportunities for exercising his vision were often 
limited. So a few forward-looking men felt it was time they got 
together.

The first attempt to form an Association failed. So did the 
second. But in August 1920 Mr J. H. T. Jowett, the Ealing Super
intendent, finally managed to set things moving by writing to all 
his London colleagues. Twenty-seven replied saying ‘Yes’; 18 
attending a meeting in December that year and passed a resolu
tion * That an Association of Baths Superintendents be formed 
Mr F. A. Burch, of Islington, chairman of that meeting, was 
elected President a month later, and among other things it was 
decided to link up with NALGO for purposes of salary 
negotiation.

Explorers always set their sights on the horizon; why should 
the Association be restricted to London? So 600 letters went out 
to all parts of the country. Only four people replied. But the 
founding fathers fought on; at the end of their first year the mem
bership had grown to 37; two years later it was 59; by 1926 it had 
risen to 153.

Small though it was, the Association was lively and active. 
Repeated efforts were made to improve the condition of water 
in baths, strong pressure was put on the Ministry of Health, and 
many of today’s high standards are directly due to the Associa
tion's persistent campaigning.

By 1931, when Association expenditure was a modest £446, the 
first foreign delegate— from Germany —attended the annual
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Harry Hyde looks back

It is 50 years since those men of foresight in our profession launched the vessel of their dreams, an independent 
* Association ’ to foster the interests of local government servants who were involved in looking after baths services.

A small ship this, but of stout design. It 
hardly caused a ripple on this sea of local 
government affairs when first it set forth. But, 
with the same acumen as their forebears, other 
men have added their own efforts to aid pro
pulsion and the ship sails on; a liner now of 
greater significance than probably ever visual
ised by those early pioneers.

There are many names that thrust them
selves upon our memories. Names too numer
ous to mention individually. Names of those 
whose active participation in the affairs of our 
profession would have qualified them to leave 
a mark on any way of life. Names of many 
who became personal friends because of the 
natural inclination of men with similar in
ter:...;, and someone could like in any cir- 
c.■■ mces. Names of those who were only 
n. ~ ' :>n a register of members, whose contri- 
c •v.s in debate or in writing were little or 

. <ut who all ‘belonged’, and to their 
. and steadfast support this Institute 

great debt of gratitude. It is from their 
r that the ‘ great ones ’ spring. Names
c and now ‘ two women ’ and — perhaps 
ir . ■

‘Fill and empty’ days; the pools were 
emptied twice a week and cleaned by hand 
with deck scrubbers, lime pads and wire wool 
and filled again. Cheap days were those when 
the water was ready to empty and very dirty. 
Filtration has been in existence longer than 
we have, but the installation was not generally 
developed until well into the thirties. Indeed, 
I knew of several pools that were converted 
after the last war. And in the field of filtration 
and sterilisation there have been several signifi
cant changes and developments.

How can anyone become involved and not 
feel proud and grateful for the opportunity to 
have been a part of the organisation that has 
proved its worth over these past 50 years.

And, if I may be permitted a look ahead, I 
think that it is certain that there will always 
be a need for ‘ baths management ’; but can 
we expect that a small town of less than 30,000 
population and a small return on a penny rate, 
will embrace recreation as a service? And, if 
they do, would they be likely to put such a ser
vice in the charge of their baths manager who is 
concerned with a small establishment, and who 
in their eyes would appear to be a minor official?

The answer could depend on the personality 
of the man on the spot, but it is more than 
likely to fall within the scope of some chief 
officer. There is an unfortunate tendency these 
days for the creation of larger departments and

fewer committees. Many baths departments, 
who have been independent up to now, may 
find, as their chief retires, the baths depart
ment will become a section in a larger concern. 
I deprecate this very much, for I believe that 
responsibility that comes with independence 
cultivates keenness in officers and pride in 
their particular service. This raises the stand
ard of the service offered to the public.

How much have we contributed towards 
this end? Were we wise to pursue recreation as 
a large umbrella service? Could we have 
avoided it? I do not think it could have been 
avoided; other departments such as Children’s 
and Welfare have suffered the same fate. I 
believe we were right in our stand on recrea
tion but only on the grounds of the philosophy 
which states * if you can’t beat ’em — join ’em ’ 
and since it is very much Central Government 
initiated we certainly could not have avoided 
such changes and it would be futile to try to 
resist.

c
Since my early schooldays in an orphanage, 

I have always had a feeling for the underdog; 
the small men of the world; those who have 
had little say in what is transpiring; though 
often they themselves are not too interested. 
It has been said that I was always a rebel and 
had a * chip on my shoulder ’. So be it, if I 
had; and I make no apologies for raising the 
issue again.

What would an Institute of Recreation 
Management have to offer to them? Will there 
be a place for the man who is only interested, 
or is only capable of managing a baths service, 
large or small? It is possible to make a place 
with good organisation, using different levels 
of membership according to work or qualifica
tion; always providing that a man could qualify 
for recreation management by examination, 
even if engaged on other work within the 
ambit of the complex to which the label 
‘ recreation ’ is applied.

I would hate to see a ‘ juggernaut ’ created 
by the enthusiastic few, which in its forward 
progress would crush the many who are unable 
to get out of the way. They must all be in the 
‘ crew ’, provided they have deserved it by the 
effort to qualify; no passengers; no victims; 
no fuel for the machine.

road has been long and often rough. 
Tv.-: were times when the ‘ gloomy’ among 
us -recast the end, or at least obscurity. But 
sii-’ we live on and flourish. Always the need 
ha:; found the men and with them a stay of 
execution. I have no worry that the Institute 
will survive, for there are still those men of 
calibre around today and there will still be 
more of them — and perhaps women — 
tomorrow.

The conferences have given great stimulus 
throughout the years, as well as giving the 
opportunity to gain valuable knowledge and 
contacts, all with the object of efficiency and 
progress in the service.

Thirty-six years ago, I read that the Asso
ciation had decided to have an examination 
that would seek to ask men to qualify in ‘ Baths 
Management’. This provided me personally 
with a key to open the door on a new career, 
when depression had lowered the hopes of 
many men. The 4 hungry thirties ’ gave no 
quarter to anyone; even men with great skills 
were joining the ever lengthening dole queues. 
This to me was a straw in a flood, which 
became a 4 life raft I shall always be grateful 
to those men of vision and courage who began 
the Association.

A change of name resuscitated interest and 
put new life to the machine. Later, the setting 
up of our own offices and professional staff 
gave a much needed transfusion of energy 
and — perhaps vitamins. I wonder if the 
injection from the hypodermic syringe of 
‘ recreation 5 will be a stimulant or a drug.

I began by looking over my shoulder and 
progressed to looking forward more than back. 
Perhaps this is just as well, the degree of 
nostalgia one expresses often signifies ‘ age ’; 
I will not accept this label, I intend to keep 
looking ahead and hope I may be forgiven, for 
what is, in me, a natural lapse.

Like Sinatra, I like to think 41 did it my 
way.’Harry Hyde
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A leisure pool for Whitley Bay
Following the article in the May issue by this year’s President on * Fun Pools of the Future Peter Sargent, an Associate of 

the Institute, who is in charge of the Leisure Development Unit of Gillinson Barnett and Partners (Architects and Engineers), 
describes one swimming pool development which could be the first of many.

i

day. There he can experience waves, moving 
water, shallow water for toddlers and 
learners, deeper water for swimmers, plenty 
of room to sit and watch, with a promenade 
behind to provide eats, drinks and deck 
chairs.

A leisure pool should be designed to 
provide all the above, plus shelter from the 
rain and the wind, guaranteed temperature 
all year round, clean water, specialist tuition 
for children and learners, diving, sliding, 
waterfalls, better changing, etc. The only 
thing missing is the sun to give you a tan, 
but even that can be simulated by including 
a remedial suite complete with sunbathing 
rooms.

The Japanese have gone some way towards 
the leisure pool concept at Summerland, near 
Tokyo. On my visit there last year I was

sport of swimming This pressure has 
produced a new situation in the early 70s. 
There are now enough 50-metre Olympic 
pools in this country. Due to the careful 
control of the sports councils there will be 
within a few years from now enough 33- and 
25-metre pools scattered within each region 
to make all the competitive swimmers and 
divers perfeedy happy. But that will not be 
satisfactory to the general public who wish to 
swim for pleasure. They will require small 
neighbourhood pools within easy travelling 
distance of their home. They will occasion
ally wish to use the pool for competition 
reasons but they will also demand more 
variation in water activities in more attractive 
surroundings.

The ideal situation for leisure swimmers 
is the beach at a holiday resort on a sunny

Most Sports Council members would 
admit now that we have enough Olympic 
sized swimming pools in this country. Twenty 
years ago this was the first priority for pool 
provision. Similarly there are now either in 
use or planned many 25-metre and 33-metre 
pools, perhaps not enough to satisfy the need 
for all swimmers, but certainly enough for 
the truly competitive swimmers. Maybe we 
can now concentrate on the vast majority 
of the swimming public — the leisure 
swimmers.

Pools built in the early years of this 
century were of assorted sizes and were 
mostly of the Victorian * thou shalt take thy 
leisure seriously ’ variety. Then, post-war, 
the A.S.A. quite rightly applied pressure to 
design pools of standard lengths to facilitate 
the swimming of equal distances i.e. the
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most impressed by their enormous building, 
very much larger than the neighbourhood 
pools discussed in this article. They also pay 
a little more than we arc used to: 600 yen 
(70p) adults’ entrance charge. This building 
was described in a recent article in Baths 
Service by the President of the Institute, Mr 
Hitchin, so I will not deal with it in any 
detail. The Japanese, the Germans, and to 
a lesser extent the Americans, are all begin
ning to realise the value of leisure pools.

We were recently retained by Whitley Bay 
(population 38,000) to design their new 
swimming pool and after an analysis of their 
requirements, a leisure pool seemed to be an 
ideal solution. Blyth, a few miles to the 
north has an existing 33-metre pool and 
Tvnemouth a few miles south has a new 
pc '; 'inder construction. These pools, there
for-, or.tcr for the serious competition swim- 
nr ;:, and divers. We therefore provided a 
rr.vV. pool which could accommodate either 
a ;*.dard rectangular 33-metre pool with 
tii - and learners’ pool, or a free shaped 
tV ool with learners’ pool and diving pool, 
bo 1 :ypes within the same overall area. The 
c0.0.a! chose the leisure pool and their 
de:.:'.i-n was endorsed first of all by the 
NcEast Sports Council and then by the 
public of Whitley Bay. An exhibition of

models, artists’ impressions and drawings was 
mounted in the main library and the visitors 
were requested to complete a questionnaire. 
This resulted in an 80 per cent majority 
vote in favour of the leisure pool design.

The pool is to have a so called ‘ free * 
shape which, upon examination, is far from 
free but carefully controlled to appear more 
interesting and natural but at the same time 
incorporating, two parallel sides 25 metres 
apart, which by the addition of lane markers, 
satisfies the occasional gala use. On one flat 
side will be a wave maker producing waves 
which will gently lap on to a shallow curved 
beach on the opposite side and which will 
die away in the shallow end of the pool. 
There will be therefore two orthodox shallow 
ends together with a long beach sloping out 
to nothing. The slightly difficult steeper slope 
in the pool bottom at the junction of the 
beach and the shallow ends will be pro
tected and marked by inflatable anchored 
rocks upon which children can play without 
being hurt. As is usual with wave machines, 
actual use will be confined to 10 minutes 
each half hour.

The unusual amount of shallow water 
allows more people to use the pool at one 
time and thereby increases its viability. The 
learners’ pool is separated by a wall from

the main pool so that teaching can be un
disturbed but this wall has a connecting arch
way to enable simultaneous supervision of 
both pools at slack periods.

There is an oval shaped diving pool which 
is placed at a higher level than the main 
pool and connected to it by a ramp. This 
pool has a one-metre diving board and under
water viewing windows at the lower level. It 
also is connected into the main pool by a 
waterfall in which you can play or under 
which you can walk — another water 
experience.

From one of the surrounding terraces runs 
a three-lane fibreglass slide which discharges 
into the main pool but which can be winched 
up to the roof structure during galas.

The beach area has dry and wet sitting 
areas. The latter will have warm seats and 
fountains while the dry area is for friends 
and relations who do not want to change so 
that (as on a real beach) they can still join 
in the fun of the water at close quarters. 
This area will be separated from the pool 
side by foot baths and rails so that foot 
hygiene can be maintained. There will be 
deck chairs, umbrellas, palm trees and easy 
access to the cafe areas at higher level with 
views out into the park.

At another high level point will be a

An artist’s impression of a typical leisure pool.



Board appointment 
at Sabloc

Baths Manager. There has to be more free
dom to the individual to enjoy himself and 
there will certainly be no room for the 
standard notice ‘ will patrons kindly refrain 
from .. .’ It may be necessary to have more 
supervision on popular days than a con
ventional pool but if the changing areas are 
designed large and flexible enough to handle 
peak loads, then the through-put because of 
the extra shallow water areas, should make 
for greatly increased pool income.

In our management study of the Whitley 
Bay example, after all running costs of staff, 
overheads, fuel and loan repayments had 
been deducted; and after only conservative 
attendance figures had been estimated the 
adult entrance charge to reach break-even 
point would have been less than 25p. The 
council can decide whether its policy will be 
to charge this figure or to bear some cost on 
the rates. We feel certain that this type of 
pool design will become increasingly popular 
over the next few years as the needs of the 
leisure swimmer become recognised.

control bubble containing sound equipment 
for background music, public announcements, 
session control and pool supervision, and 
during galas temporary seats can be placed 
on all the adjoining high levels.

Glare is still a problem in many modem 
pools and in this case it is to be avoided 
by a totally glazed roof area which still 
provides a sufficient insulation value to con
trol condensation problems.

Pools of this kind can be planned as at 
Whitley Bay with a remedial suite and sports 
hall or they can form the nucleus of much 
larger leisure centres with theatres, cinemas, 
games rooms, bars, discotheques, etc. Another 
alternative, is to increase the size of pool 
and surround as at Summerland or our Hun
stanton project and to include restaurants, 
bars, shopping areas, etc. But the main point 
should be the new emphasis on the leisure 
swimmer — not at the expense of the com
petition swimmer but parallel with his 
needs.

Such pools will produce problems for the

Security Auto Box Co. Ltd., manufac
turers of Sabloc stainless steel security locker 
systems for swimming baths, announce the 
appointment of Geoffrey Kayser as Manag
ing Director.

After reading engineering at Cambridge 
Mr Kayser joined the Gillette Company, 
where he spent six years in selling and 
marketing, latterly as resident executive in 
Beirut. A period spent in marketing

■
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sultancy with particular emphasis on technical 
marketing research preceded his appointment 
to Security Auto Box where, for the past 
six years, he has acted as executive deputy 
to the Managing Dire- . Mr Roy Caplan.

Roy Caplan has rchy ;• from the Board 
order to devoteof Security Auto Bo: 

himself fully to his cA . .is chairman of 
the associated compary, .bloc Automatic 
Systems Ltd., manufac::. x of ticket issuing 
and fare collecting raa,’ i wry. His services 
are retained by Security Auto Box on a 
consultancy basis.

‘Deep End’

SHI:::» 'W

«

Jane Asher, star of e Deep End \ the film 
which is currently running in the West End 
of London. Most of the ‘shots’ were taken 
in the old Cathall Road Baths, Leyton.

METERS
LEISURE POOL PLAN

FEET
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Harry Hitchin, Golden Jubilee Year President
Harry Hitchin left school in the 30’s armed with two matriculation 

certificates with credits and distinctions in 10 different subjects. 
Realising the insecurity of the pre-war aircraft industry he sought 
the then golden pastures of local government and was selected out 
of nearly 100 candidates for the post of trainee assistant to the 
chief superintendant and engineer of the Bristol baths department.

In this post he was directly responsible to the now retired John 
Hancock, and had responsibility thrust on him at an early age. 
This fact, plus the size of the Bristol department proved to be 
excellent training, although a bit like being thrown in at the deep 
end to learn to swim.

After over four-and-a-half years in the Middle East he returned to 
England and with the war still on he started to study for the 
NALGO examination which embodied substantial sections of law 
and local government. Subsequently, after being demobbed, he won 
a national scholarship competition for a thesis on the ‘ Future of 
Local Government ’ and the prize money paid his fees for two years 
part-time attendance at Bristol University, where he took his D.P.A. 
Between times he studied for three other examinations simultaneously 
(boilerhousc management, laundry practice and the I.B.M. final) by 
working from 5 a.m. to 8 a.m. on one, from 6 p.m. onwards for 
another, and at weekends for a third. He succeeded at all three and 
obtained first place in the final testamur examination of 1947.

In 1953 he obtained the post of baths manager with the Met
ropolian Borough of Hammersmith. Within a month of appoint- 
mcir h;* asked his committee for at least £100,000 as a matter of 
ur-. r:' • *o deal with the serious condition of the engineering services. 
E:..*~'-T-:! months later, during the heat of the first credit squeeze

and after a public enquiry, he settled for £180,000. The scheme 
had by then grown to include the heating of two other major 
buildings, electronic control of the temperature of two swimming 
pools, the world’s first fully automatic coin operated public laundry, 
diatomite filter plant and a number of electronically-controlled plenum 
systems.

At the end of 1961 he obtained the post of general manager at 
Manchester, again being one of the youngest on the short list, and 
has set out to prove that in the baths world ‘ What Manchester 
does today, the rest of the world will do tomorrow ’. A massive 
redevelopment plan, incorporating eight or nine indoor recreational 
centres and up to 100 small swimming pools has already been started.

His wife, Iris, like all ‘ baths wives ’ is now inured to the vicis
situdes of the baths service. She has also become accustomed to a 
husband who may disappear from the marital bed to be found 
downstairs in the middle of the night either reading a book or 
writing an article. They have three children.

Harry Hitchin is a familiar figure at conferences, having pro
vided many stimulating papers on a variety of subjects. He serves on 
numerous committees and is secretary of the newly instituted Institute 
of Recreation Management.

He has always been interested in sport but in playing not watching, 
and may be classified 1 a sporting Jack-of-all-Trades ’. His other 
interests are reading and handicrafts. He is an enthusiastic ‘ Do-it- 
Yourselfer ’ with a continually growing workshop.

The baths world, past and present, has always provided characters 
and Harry Hitchin certainly qualifies for today’s list and he has 
become a legend in his own lifetime.

-
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Stiendtd by F. A. BlICH, Eeq:, Pat President.
Reply by Thz Loid Match (Councillor 

C G. Gibson).
Vote of Thinks to the President of the Aiaodiaao.

Prepaid by R. Tootill, Esq., Vitx-Prendml 
of the Allocution

Stceoded by A. A. Bald, Esq, Pat President 
of the Auocuaon.

GRIFFIN HOTELHeadquinm of the Aiaocisrion during 
Conference.First Annual 

CONFERENCE
WEDNESDAY, MAY 6tA.

i. O pm. President usd Members of Executive Committee will 
recore and welcome the Delegates mending the 
Conference, it the Griffin Hotel.

7. 0 pm. A Social Evening will tike plsce.

THURSDAY, MAY jib.
FrxiT Annual CoKraxNa will be held in the 
Council Chamber, Town Hall, Leeds, by courtesy of 
the Lord Mayor and the Chairman and Members of 
the Property Committee of the Leeds Corporation.

Opening of Conference by an Address of Welcome by
the Loid Mato* or Lcan (Councillor C G. Gibson) 

On behalf of the Baths Committee, Councillor A. E. 
Wilkinson trill welcome the Members to the Con
ference.

Reply to the Lord Mayor by the Pusimnt or TNI 
Association (H. R. Austin, Esq.).

Paper : " Public Baths and Public Health,” by ibe 
Phsisdtt (H. R. Austin, Esq.).

Piper : “ Open-Air Baths," by R. L. Swauucx, Esq., 
President of the Northern District Bruch of the 
Assodirioa.

I. 0 p.m. Adjourn to the Lord Mayor's Rooms, where the Right 
Honourable The Lord Mayor, will entertain the 
Delegates to Lunch.

545 pm. Oosc of Conference about 545 pm.

7. O pm. Adjourn to the Griffin Hotel, where Dinner trill be 
served at 7.0 p.m.. when the Lord Major (Coun
cillor C G. Gibson) tad the Chairman and Mcmbcn 
of the Property Committee will be the guests of the10. o am.

FRIDAY, MAY If*.!
9.30 am. Delegates aril] meet at the Cookndgc Street Baths, 

anil be conveyed in can 
vided by the Property Committee to view other

and after viewing
pro
Bathing Establishments,
Roundhay Park and Templeoewsim.

Held in LEEDS, 
May 7th, 1925.

I. o pm. Return to the Griffin Hotel.

♦

AO Cmrmpemdmu 'dnm, *• d- Cmfamit Ml kr UtnuM m —
A. R. Sow ait. Esq,

Cookrvdge Street Baiba, Lceda

__ I

that occasion was H. R. Austin, Beckenham.A record of the first annual conference held at Leeds, May 1925. The president
Some of the names mentioned will stir the memories of our retired members.

on
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The ‘Fill and Empty’ Days . .
It is perhaps as well in these days of the stress and strain of so-called progress to pause and look back 

and endeavour to see just how far we have advanced and where we are going.
whereby the bath was filled with fresh water 
usually at the beginning of the week.

At those establishments with only one 
plunge clean water day was first class, the 
next day second class and, if the water after 
two days did not appear dirty enough to 
warrant throwing away, then second class 
was continued. Where there were two plunge 
baths, one would be designated first class 
and the other second class. The first class 
was reserved for those who could afford to 
pay a higher admission fee for which they 
generally got good value, larger and more 
commodious dressing boxes, two or more 
towels, one large turkish or diaper and one 
crush or linen. These towels were under the 
control of and issued by the attendant and 
for an occasional 3d. tip a bather would be 
allowed to just help himself. In addition 
there was the more important privilege — 
the exclusion of those dirty rough children 
from the local board schools who didn't even 
wear bathing drawers and who thought 
nothing of splashing your clothing when you 
were leaving the bath — horrid children. Of 
course girls from the local high school were 
permitted to use the first class plunge. This 
plunge was reserved one day per week for 
ladies, and the second class plunge two days 
per week for girls. At these establishments 
it was customary for one plunge to be 
emptied each night including Saturdays and 
Sundays during the summer season. When 
the bathing was heavy then the first class 
plunge had to take precedence for clean water 
and the second class had to be kept another 
day. The rule of thumb for emptying the 
second class plunge was whether you could 
see the bottom at the deep end. If the 
answer was ‘Yes’ and a quiet day was

anticipated for the following day, well you 
just did not empty. Such a decision often 
led to many anxious moments, especially if 
the day turned fine with the bathing heavier 
than expected and on occasions it would be 
necessary to place an extra attendant at the 
deep end to see that all those who dived in 
came up again. During my 50 years there 
was one occasion when a body was found on 
the bottom of the bath after closing time but 
possibly there may have been others through
out the country which may have had some 
influence on the Ministry of Health and led 
to the publication of its 1925 report.
A chore removed

The constant filling and emptying of the 
plunge bath created extra work for the 
attendants who, when all the bathers had 
left the water, had to open the main out
let valve to the drain and then chivvy the 
bathers out of the dressing boxes while they 
waited for the water to recede sufficiently for 
them to walk on the bottom of the bath at 
the shallow end. All the l:)cs on the bottom 
and walls had then to '■>: tabbed with deck 
brushes and chloride o" particular atten
tion being paid to the ‘ t .' vline ’ and then 
the whole of the bath h.:r -o be hosed down. 
This cleaning process i e-Oy took about an 
hour for the large plu p d approximately 
45 minutes for the ■.<: plunge which 
meant that when the 'icket was 8.30 
p.m. you rarely got r.vr.y before 10 p.m. 
This is certainly one chor-; ; :cw removed for 
which attendants shouiri be grateful to the 
continuous filtration pJsr.'. However, even 
with the best filtration plant and the latest 
surface scum removal systems, it is still 
necessary for the attendant to clean the tide
line which he now does every day by bend
ing over from the bathsidc but it can be 
done in the morning before the bath opens 
rather than late at night when everybody else 
has gone home.

Another chore of the fill and empty system 
was the regular night duty for the stoker who 
had to manhandle anything from 10 to 20 
tons of fuel per week heating the plunges 
by direct steam injection ready for opening 
time next day. No wonder those were the 
spartan days of water temperatures in the 
order of 76 °F. September to April, 74 °F. 
May and August, and 72 °F. in June and 
July. At the present time temperatures 
exceeding 80 °F. are quite regular. In this 
connection however far greater attention is 
now paid ot the temperature of the plunge 
hall than in the ’30s when a shivering bather 
left the building much quicker. The new 
comfortable conditions have, of course, led 
to considerably increased attendances.

The Ministry of Health publication led to 
the installation of many chlorination and 
continuous filtration plants and from 1931 
to 1936 17 such plants were installed in the 
Liverpool baths, six of these were in open- 
air baths and the period of turnover averaged 
four hours. Today it varies from 2-J to four 
hours according to circumstances.

Apart from wages and working conditions 
which have changed considerably over the 
past 50 years, I wonder what would be the 
answer to the question 4 What do you 
consider to be the greatest “ break-through ” 
or advance in the Baths Service during the 
past half-century?’ The answers no doubt 
would be many and varied but many will 
agree with me when I say that it was the 
application of continuous filtration and 
chlorination to swimming baths throughout 
the country which was introduced generally 
in the late 1920s and early 1930s.

This is not meant to imply that there were 
no continuous filtration plants in swimming 
baths prior to 1920, in fact a number of 
authorities had these in operation. The first 
in Liverpool was installed in 1909 but 
although Liverpool Baths Committee built 
four covered swimming baths between 1906 
and 1909, only the last one had such a plant, 
a Royles, with the Aerator fitted on the roof, 
w’hich was a source of wonder not only to us 
4 kids ’ attending the baths, but to many 
others w'ho had no idea what it was. At this 
establishment the two plunge baths were 
filled with fresh water at the beginning of the 
season and to this was added seven tons of 
brine salt. These salt water baths then oper
ated on the continuous filtration system and 
were emptied only at the end of the summer 
season when the small bath was closed for the 
winter and the large bath was converted to a 
public hall for dancing, lectures, etc.

Prior to the publication of the 4 Report on 
the Purification of Water of Swimming Baths ’ 
by the Ministry of Health in 1925, most 
swimming baths operated on the ‘ Fill and 
Empty ’ system. All those in the Baths Ser
vice in the ’30s are wrell aware of this method
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A ladies' swimming ream of the early twentieth century.
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The continuous chlorination and filtration 
system produces bath water which is always 
safe and attractive in appearance and a 
plunge bath may not have to be completely 
emptied for several years unless there are 
essential repairs to be carried out. The 
millions of gallons of water which have been 
saved by the continuous filtration system 
must run into astronomical figures and those 
authorities who pay by the 1,000 gallons 
metered must have recovered the cost of the 
plants several times over. As the Liverpool 
Baths Committee does not pay directly for 
the water consumed or metered in its estab
lishments then it could quite reasonably be 
expected that the water committee should 
have contributed to the cost of these plants. 
It is understood that this suggestion was put 
to the water department unofficially but 
the reply privately was not suitable for 
publication.

In the immediate post war (second world 
war) period came the introduction of break

point chlorination which was a major advance 
in the method of water sterilisation enabling 
plunge bath water to conform to class one 
drinking water standard.

The next great change, whether this is 
termed progress or is just natural evolution 
of mankind, following the emancipation of 
women which began nearly 100 years ago, 
is in female bathing. Most baths establish
ments built in the 19th century and some 
built early in the 20th century had separate 
entrances for ‘ men ’ and ‘ women ’. One bath 
built in Liverpool in 1906 had the entrance 
for women way down the side street, the 
segregation of the sexes being a strict 
Victorian rule. In Liverpool it was not until 
early 1914 that, after much committee 
discussion and argument, family bathing was 
permitted. Regulations controlling admission 
during these periods were strictly applied, 
males had to be accompanied by females, 
young boys and girls with their mothers and 
fathers. This rule, of course, led to the

* adoption ’ of many children at the baths 
entrance.

Males were restricted to entering or leav
ing the water only on one side of the bath 
and women on the other side, and heaven 
help the poor unfortunate male caught
attempting to get out of the bath on the 
wrong side; he would be told to get dressed 
and leave the building immediately — he was 
a bounder who was up to no good.

Following the first world war many of 
these restrictions became just farcical and 
were ignored, until about 1925 when mixed 
bathing became a regular feature at those 
establishments where there were two plunge 
baths, one plunge being retained for use by 
males on four days per week and females on 
two days per week. Now of course mixed 
bathing is the order of the day in all baths.

The bathing attire of 50 years ago, and 
even 25 years ago, with costumes from neck 
to knee, contrasts greatly with the present 
two pocket handkerchiefs.

I
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One for the history book —the official opening of Radford Baths, Nottingham, opened in 1880. It's still going strong!
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Past and present personalities

F. R. Botham reminisces from his Devon retreat
Fifty years on and we can look back, first of all, to those Baths Officers in the London area who met together 

in response to an exploratory letter sent out by Mr J. H. T. Jowett of Ealing, and decided to form an Association 
of Baths Superintendents in 1921. It was agreed that those present at this first meeting should be designated 
‘ Founder Members 1 and, for the record here are their names and employing authorities.

Others in those first 10 years who occupied themselves 
most actively were J. D. Sutton (West Ham), Hon. 
Treasurer for 14 years until his retirement in 1947, L. 
Jeffersen Hope (Poplar) and Ernest Shutt (Bermondsey), 
both served as Hon. Sec., the first named being Founder 
Hon. Sec. Like H. R. Austin, Jeffersen Hope gave a paper 
at each of the first two conferences and again in 1928, his 
subject being baths engineering and equipment. Ernest 
Shutt presented conference papers in 1930 and 1933 on 
baths construction and materials tc be used. Two 
Yorkshiremen who were never at a loss to call a spade a 
spade, and on occasions even more pun^ntfy.

H. R. Austin (Beckenham)
F. A. Burch (Islington)
H. Shea (Caledonian Rd., Islington)
L. Jefferson Hope (Poplar)
O. B. Richardson (Shoreditch)
J. T. Cleary (Barking)
C. E. Halstead (Croydon)
J. H. T. Jowett (Ealing)
G. W. Simmons (Holborn)
J. D. Sutton (West Ham)
R. Burrell (Acton)
G. Johns (Essex Rd., Islington)
G. Mash (Hornsey Rd., Islington)
R. W. Crawford (East India Dock Rd., Poplar)
A. C. Smith (Shoreditch)
J. H. Derbyshire (Hammersmith)
A. Jagger (Paddington)
J. T. Lervis (Tottenham)
A. W. Stapleton (Hackney)

Later in the same year (1921) further members from the 
London area, and also from the provinces joined. These 
were:

J. A. Chadwick (Southwark), J. E. Andersen (East 
Ham), A. A. Baker (Fulham), F. M. F. Hampton 
(Battersea), S. A. Poulsen (Levington Str., South
wark), H. L. W. Stanley (Leyton), R. L. Swarbrick 
(Blackpool), R. Tootel (Burnley), A. E. Read (Brad
ford), W. Wilson (Swinton-Manchester), J. J. 
Mainprize (Derby). These last named, however, were 
not designated founder members.

And so the Association (now Institute) was launched 
and in its first 10 years many of these men played significant 
parts in establishing a local government professional body.

Of all of them priority must go to Mr H. R. Austin (Becken
ham), who was the outstanding member in the first 25 years, 
on the Council at the start and still there when he retired from 
Association duties. Held the following offices — Hon. Asst. 
Sec. 1927-30. Hon. Sec. 1930-31 and Secretary from 1934 to 
1946. President in 1925 and 1926. Presided at first two con
ferences and gave a paper at each, this included the opening 
one in 1925. And for good measure, so to speak, presented 
further conference papers in 1930 and 1932. It was both just 
and fitting that he should be the first recipient of the Lord 
Southwood medal in 1937-38 given for outstanding services 
to the Association. Up to his death in May, 1964, at the 
advanced age of 95, he continued to take a lively interest in 
the organisation's affairs.
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J. D. Sutton

Frank A. Burch (Islington), Founder President and 
President again, 10 years later at our incorporation, a 
most imposing figure, standing over six feet in height and 
broad at that. Always immaculately dressed it was truth
fully said of him no member more adequately occupied the 
chair. Started the original Benevolent Fund and first to 
suggest the setting up of our own library, which was 
abandoned as a result of the events of 1939 and onwards.

A mention must be made of J. H. T. Jowett and J. H. 
Derbyshire, the former Hon. Sec. 1923-1930 and the later 
Hon. Treasurer 1923-1931, each in his own sphere doing 
much to get things going and keep them moving.
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So much then for the ' originators ' who did so much in 

those early years; let us now look to the 15 years 1931 to 
1946, when many outstanding personalities played a great 
part in our advancement. Chas. Burgess (Leeds) greatly 
interested in Baths publicity and a wise counsellor right 
up to his retiral in 1946. C. M. Bond (Wolverhampton to 
1937 then Bournemouth) first Chairman of the first Board 
of Examiners, and active in this sphere for many years, 
established himself with an excellent Conference paper at 
Manchester in 1932, and at that time the youngest member 
to present a paper, followed by others both before and 
after she war.

It r difficult to know where to stop in a review of the 
first ■ ;f*rs of our existence but mention must be made 
even ;gh briefly of the following members.

Th< .. c. Mogg (Woolwich), assistant Hon. Sec. 1933- 
1939., ■: sident 1939-40. Member of Council for many
years ..ad papers at 1934 and 1937 conferences.

ArW; - £. Read (Greenwich), President 1933. Gave papers 
at ccn* -rences in 1927-1932 and 1938, awarded Lord 
South wood medal for 1938 paper. For many years a keen 
worker on the Council.

J. Wright (Bingley), President 1941 and J. H. Holling- 
worth, President 1950, both long service members of the 
Council and readers of papers at various conferences 
are worthy of mention; as also is Grange Talbot 
(ex Bradford), President 1943 and another long serving 
Council member. To these must also be added the name 
of Dick Swarbrick (Blackpool) the first man outside the 
London area to join, President in 1928; like other 
distinguished members read papers at the first two 
conferences 1925 and 1926.

An outstanding character in the name of E. H. Whittle 
(Holborn) cannot be forgotten, notable almost as soon as 
he joined in 1932. A prolific writer of conference papers, 
he gave five in all, three before the war and two afterwards. 
Never afraid to stand up and speak and to argue his point — 
or yours for that matter. Another outstanding figure was 
Frank Brownlee (Islington), President 1955, a steel fist in 
velvet glove fellow, Hon. Asst. Sec. 1951-1954 and 1955— 
1958, over 30 years on the Council and and read a most 
interesting paper at Hastings in 1935.

One could go on for a long time picking those who had 
made major contributions but space must be left for the 
second half of our 50 years -1946-1971 and here one 
must travel very warily indeed and perhaps, following the 
old maxim of' the least said the better ’ might be advisable.

However the job has to be tackled and in mentioning 
names the first two must be Hugh Francis (Nottingham) 
and the late L. F. James (Hackney). Mr Francis (President 
1968) presented four conference papers 1939, 1951, 1962 
and 1966 plus participating in the ‘For or Against' series at 
certain conferences. Joined the Council in 1946 and stayed 
uninterruptedly until his own retiral in 1969. During this 
long period he took leading parts in almost every activity 
of the organisation, served on most sub-committees with 
an active role in Examinations and Advisory services to 
local authorities, great—in fact —the leader in the field 
of training the younger members to take charge; the

t
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Hugh Francis

photograph taken at the time of the Portsmouth Con
ference 1968 with all those who had passed through his 
hands and had obtained preferment, the number was such 
that it looked almost like a Branch meeting! As the late 
H. R. Austin was the man of the first 25 years, it could be 
claimed that Hugh Francis occupied the same role in the 
second 25 years.

L. F. James, Hon. Sec. 1947-1963 played the major 
part in advancing the work so ably started by his pre
decessors; the scope of conferences were widely extended 
and the exhibition became an outstanding annual event. 
His death at the age of 60 in 1963 was mourned by all. He 
was President in 1949 and played a great part in making 
contact with kindred organisations on the continent.

I!
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Some of the ‘pioneers’
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The Turkish bath — a tribute to Charles Bartholomew

Re-establishment of the Turkish bath in England is described in this article by Leonard Park, formerly of Worcester, a retired 
member of the Institute, who tells a remarkable story about one man, Charles Bartholomew.

[

when they took Constantinople, came to 
appreciate and value thermal bathing from 
a health standpoint and at the time of re
establishment in England — mid-nineteenth 
century — this form of bathing was more 
popular in Turkey than anywhere else, hence 
the name ‘ Turkish ’ bath.

Re-establishment in England can be 
attributed chiefly to the enterprise of one 
man, Charles Bartholomew. Interesting and 
fascinating is the record of his life and 
work. A distinct loss that his autobiography 
failed to appear. My late father, who learnt

The practice of hot-air bathing dates to 
the early centuries. The Romans viewed the 
bath as a national institution and many of 
these bathing parlours were capable of 
accommodating hundreds of bathers at a 
time. Unfortunately the baths became centres 
of licence and with the growth of Christianity 
came into disrepute and disuse and for a 
period extending over many centuries little 
was heard of the bath. Remains of many of 
the old Roman baths were discovered in 
later years in Italy, Germany, France, 
England, etc. The Greeks and later the Turks

bath work at the Ben Rhydding Hydro, Nr. 
Ilkley, Yorks., entered Bartholomew’s service 
in 1886. The incidents in connection with 
Bartholomew’s life as recorded in my article 
are the result of talks about this remarkable 
man and I have no reason whatever to 
question their authenticity.

Three events of paramount importance 
stand out in Charles Bartholomew’s life:
1. His decision to leave home at an early 

age.
2. His association with David Urquhart.
3. His invitation to the doctors at Bristol 

to a two evening debate on Turkish bath 
and hydrotherapy.

Bartholomew left f?rv*V/ '•nd home through 
the ‘blackmail* of ir' ; : .'*h vicar, who 

o leaving the 
‘ ‘rung up with 

another religious scci : / -. -.at had held a 
mission in the village, 
boy Charles, then to 
(in the vicar’s view a 
to no avail, Charles c.v'ng he was ‘old 
enough to know his ov.-: mind ’ and didn’t 
intend reversing his dedc'the vicar went 
to the estate agent to the Marquis of Ayles
bury, for whom Mr Bartholomew worked, 
and told the agent to want Bartholomew that 
if he didn’t stop his son associating with 
the ‘ Ranters ’ he would be out of his job 
and cottage. The ultimatum, when delivered, 
naturally caused Bartholomew senior distress 
and Charles, finding his father distraught, 
when told the reason, prepared and packed 
a few sandwiches and with half-a-crown in 
his pocket walked to Bristol to find work, 
first in a baker’s shop, later in a chemist, 
and it was whilst at the chemist that the 
second incident took place, Bartholomew 
made contact with David Urquhart, the man 
who was to play an important role in 
Charles’ future life in the development of 
hot-air bathing in England.

Urquhart, a man of position and culture, 
had practised hot-air bathing when holding 
a government appointment at the court of 
Constantinople. Indeed he claimed that he 
had obtained relief of an attack of sunstroke 
by hot-air baths. Bartholomew would, by 
his association with Urquhart, learn of his 
experience whilst in office in Turkey and 
became interested in the subject of hot-air 
bathing and to further his knowledge 
Urquhart allowed Bartholomew the use of 
his private library and also secured access 
to the library at Oxford. With the build-up 
of knowledge of hot-air bathing as a result 
of study and personal discussion with

Bartholomew's Turkish Baths, Edgar Buildings (Top 
•of Milsom Street), Bath. Proprietor, Mr. Tapp.—The various forms of 
hydropathic treatment which Bath abundantly provides are appropriately 
and admirably complemented by Bartholomew’s Turkish Baths, which 
occupy a convenient and commanding position. The rise and progress of the 
Turkish hath in England is indissolubly associated with the name of Mr. 
Bartholomew, whose establishments in London, Manchester, Birming
ham, Worcester, Eastbourne, &c., are all well known for their high tem
peratures and perfect ventilation, and as models of convenient arrange
ment and luxurious appointment. The Bath establishment was founded 
in 1881. The premises and the valuable business connection which Mr. 
Bartholomew created were purchased in 1890 by Mr. Tapp, the present 
proprietor, who thoroughly maintains the prestige of the institution, and 
is constantly increasing the sphere of its usefulness. The elegantly 
fitted premises comprise two perfectly-ventilated hot-rooms, measuring 
each twenty feet square and twelve feet in height, with-a radiating-room. 
The floors are of handsome encaustic tiles, and the walls of white glazed 
bricks. The temperatures of the rooms are, respectively, 260, 180, and 
160 degrees Fahr.; but, on account of the perfect ventilation and the abso
lute purity of the air, bathers can remain in these temperatures for 
long time with perfect comfort. A staff of highly expert shampooers 
are in attendance, both for ladies and for gentlemen, who have their 
respectively appointed days. The cooling-room is a large apartment 
forty-five feet by twenty, and -twelve feet in height, the walls and ceil
ings of the entire suite of apartments being covered with painted glass. 
The cooling-room is provided with luxurious lounges, and every conveni
ence, including private dreBsing-boxes. Refreshments and cigars of the 
highest class are supplied lo bathers as required. The special treatment 
of invalids and others requiring particular attention is under the imme
diate supervision of the proprietor, and Mrs. Tapp discharges similar 
useful offices in the case of ladies. This special treatment includes Har
rogate sulphur baths, electric baths, medicated baths, pine oil baths, pine 
oil fomentations, exygen inhalations, and brine baths. The establishment 
is open daily from 7 a.m. till 9.30 p.m.
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Urquhart, Bartholomew put theory into 
practice and had a room heated up to test 
out the action of heat on the body, and was 
so impressed that he wrote to his friend 
Urquhart, who was undergoing treatment at 
a hydro in Ireland, giving a descriptive 
account of the bath, and Urquhart gave the 
letter to the proprietor of the hydro, who, 
after perusing the letter, suggested to 
Urquhart that he write back and invite 
Bartholomew over to Ireland to supervise 
the building of a Turkish Bath, for which 
service he would be rewarded handsomely. A 
figure of £500 was mentioned. Bartholomew 
accepted the ' hallenge and on his return to 
Bristol, U.-q’'hart suggested and no doubt 
influenced !?• holomew to start in business 
in his ow.. ount, Urquhart declaring 1 No 
man in tf . -.miry so well qualified for the 
task/

Following the debate, one or two of the 
Bristol doctors sent patients to Bartholomew 
for treatment, and laboratory tests and 
progress reports were kept and later pub
lished in a pamphlet of a lecture which 
Bartholomew gave to the Balloon Society at 
Oxford.

With this expansion of business, Bar
tholomew’s horizons widened. He commenced 
his building programme with establishments 
at Bath, Birmingham, Manchester, London, 
Eastbourne and Worcester, personally ap
pointed his managers and systematically 
visited each establishment. Press announce
ments of these visits and consultations 
booked at a fee of 5s. By personal initiative 
and enterprise Bartholomew built up a 
prosperous bath business. He left home in 
his teens with half-a-crown in his pocket 
and passed away in 1890, approximately 60 
years later, age early 70s, his estate proved 
in excess of £70,000. By current value? 
ONE MILLION plus!

Patrons of Bartholomew’s baths — pro
fessional, business and spare time, were 
unanimous in the opinion that for heating, 
ventilation and administration, they were 
unsurpassed. A feature was the incorpor
ation of the ‘ Star and Crescent ’ (emblem 
of the ensign), and his monogram C/B — 
principally in glass and tiles.

A genius and without doubt the greatest 
authority on hot-air bathing this country 
has known.

Unfortunately, with the passing of time 
and changing habits of the populace, Bar
tholomew’s empire has more or less vanished, 
but municipalities that have built Turkish 
baths greatly benefited as a result of 
Bartholomew’s labours.

Tracing the fate of the various Bartholo
mew baths has proved interesting and I am 
indebted to anyone who has assisted in this 
piece of research. Position to date in order 
of closures, etc.:
BIRMINGHAM — Closed 1915/16 and 

premises adapted to making soldiers 
uniforms (1914/18 war).

LONDON — Leicester Square Baths burnt 
down 1927. Arson suspected but case not 
proved. Odeon Theatres built theatre on 
site.

BRISTOL — Headquarters, College Place. 
Property and business acquired from 
Bartholomew’s trustees by a Bristol doctor 
who, with his son, continued the Hydro
pathic bath treatments until 1948. Sold 
by Dr. Spoor to property developer.

BATH — A Mr Tapp had property from 
Bartholomew’s trustees and leased to Mr 
Hunt — deputy to my father 1890. This 
establishment continued to function until 
1961/62 when the premises were adapted 
to a Sauna Bath Unit.

WORCESTER — The only establishment 
still in service and will cease when the

I .

r

Oppositio
The p;-. !, as one might expect, met 

with op? on and prejudice and Bar
tholomew perienced difficulty in making 
any real ; jress, but he continued for a 
period tro-1 g patients and regular bathers, 
but too I- / io make the venture profitable 
and was c-: :he point of giving up when a 
change of pian in siting of the railway into 
Bristol brought the offer of the extensive 
premises in College Place on a lease at a low 
rental, and with Urquhart and one or two 
of his business associates, Bartholomew took 
the plunge and made a fresh start and it was 
soon after this that the third and perhaps 
the most important and momentous decision 
and incident of his career took place in the 
challenge he issued to the Bristol doctors to 
a debate on Turkish Baths and Hydrotherapy. 
The debate took place in the Colston Hall 
before a live audience and Bartholomew
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brought patients from Somerset and sur
rounding counties who had received benefit 
from his treatment. They gave their testi
monies and, most important, the debate was 
given press coverage in Bristol and national 
newspapers and from that day the success 
of Bartholomew's enterprise was assured.

si- i»ji' 1' —----------------

LETTERS ARE OPENED EXCEPT THOSE MARKED " PR IVAT E'

~ / 4'.

-----------------------------■'----------------------------------------------------

Enquiries came in from all over Great 
Britain, a private secretary and additional 
staff engaged and soon the Hydro at Bristol, 
capable of accommodating 80 to a 100 
patients, was fully booked. Additional board
ing facilities at Clevcdon and Bath were 
taken and patients transported to and from 
the Bristol baths. Bartholomew’s secretary 
told my father that at one time Bartholomew 
was treating 400 patients each week at 
Bristol baths.

fleet.
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Myself when young by Logan A. Affleck

1 Eventually my great worth was recognised 
and promotion followed in rapid stages. 
Second chargehand, first chargehand, then 
joy oh joy, after only 16 short years, 
Superintendent. As first chargehand my 
wage was £5 5s. 6d., white jacket, blue 
alls and clogs thrown in. As Superintendent, 
bless you, I received an extra three bob, had 
to wear a hat, dark suit and travel to my new 
establishment by train.

In the meantime another youngster, by the 
name of NABS, who came into baths service 
in 1921, was beginning to make his presence 
felt. ‘ Aye, aye ’, I thought, ‘ I had better 
join forces with this bloke in case his influ
ence might be of help to me sometime.’ It 
was too, for with his help I eventually made 
the top as Head of Department with direct 
responsibility to a local authority. Some years 
ago he changed his name by deed poll to 
I.B.M., something to do with coming into 
money, I believe. Whatever the reason it did 
him a power of good. He now presents a 
much better public image, wears a very 
efficient look, speaks authoritatively and mixes 
in very influential circles. His ‘ At Home ’ 
event held each year rt different parts of the 
country is now regarded i**. the professional 
calendar as a ‘wing ding* do.

Another thing I’ve is how much
younger his circle of c appears. They 
are a sharp looking lot ' :clays, probably 
because it now take.- to make the
grade. Naturally I agt-?., ■ at a time when
advanced management ' ; rue is the thing
that counts, the man v.. c ::ic good educa
tional background is :::: "v>e who matters. 
That’s why the young?: n.c.n are getting to 
the top sooner. But dcr. • trunk I let them 
get away with it. Not likely! Every time 
I’m in their company I keep them in their 
place by saying, e You kids don't know you're 
born, I remember ... ’

When I came into Baths Service in 1931 
one of the binds of my young life was to 
have to listen to the old men yammering on 
about how hard they had to work in the 
days of their youth and how money had lost 
its value. I was at that time employed in 
the repairs section of the Department and 
labourer to a 64 year old plumber who drove 
me round the bend telling me how he used to 
get half an ounce of ‘ baccy pint of beer, 
night at the variety and a bag of chips, all 
for a bob. ‘ Oh, belt up, dad,’ I used to think 
putting on my face of bright interest for the 
umpteenth telling of the tale, * those were the 
bad old days.’

Having quite easily mastered all the trades 
of engineer, plumber, joiner, bricklayer and 
slater in my two years with the * black squad 5 
I transferred to one of the branch baths as 
attendant, better known perhaps as a white 
slave. This in the main because we wore 
white jackets, but principally because the 
gross pay was £2 10s. Od. for a 48 hour 
week, including Sunday! Overtime, enhanced 
rates? Never heard of them. Payment for 
life-saving awards, first aid, stoker’s cer
tificate? You must be joking. The busiest day 
of our week was Wednesdays when the mis
guided Corporation allowed the unemployed 
to bathe free instead of looking for work. I 
tell you, mate, there were thousands of those 
layabouts just passing time while I was ready 
to drop from exhaustion. To further my 
education I had to do a stint in a public 
wash-house — which place was considered to 
be a finishing school for young gentlemen. 
Dead right, too. You were certainly no 
gentleman when those harpies finished with 
you. I also had a go at swimming instruction, 
but I soon got the heave from that cushy 
number when the boss found out that I spent 
more time chatting up the young mothers 
than teaching their little brats to swim.

'

over-

new baths in course of erection are opened 
1971/72.

MANCHESTER — All efforts to check fate 
of this bath have proved abortive. 

EASTBOURNE — Bartholomew’s Turkish 
Baths occupied premises at 8 & 9 Grand 
Hotel Buildings from 1890- 1895. The 
Turkish Baths continued to be used until 
1925, at first as the Grand Hotel Turkish 
Baths, then simply as Turkish Baths. 
Finally, I would like to conclude the 

article with an incident which took place 
during the period of hardship which Bar
tholomew experienced and perhaps reveals 
more than anything I have written the great 
character and worth of Charles Bartholomew.

The incident, i.e. massaging a regular 
patron, Bartholomew felt faint and asked to 
be excused. After a brief rest returned to 
complete the massage, etc., and put client to 
rest in cooling room. The bather, feeling 
keenly for Bartholomew, suggested that 
* Baths were killing him ’ and ‘ it was time 
to pack up Further, he offered Bar
tholomew a position in his chemical works 
at a handsome salary. Bartholomew asked 
for time to consider the offer, to which the 
client replied ‘ in same weekday, same time 
next week, think carefully the offer—no 
hurry ’.

The day, the time and the client turned 
up when Bartholomew expressed apprecia
tion of the gesture but declared he must 
decline. Why? Because he believed he had 
one of the grandest works ever allotted to 
man to do, to re-establish this system of 
hot-air bathing in this country. He believed 
that to be his life work — adding so far as 
‘ the baths killing him ’ nothing could be 
farther from the truth. The reason for feel
ing queer was due to lack of food. Not 
having sufficient capital to purchase fuel by 
the ton, cash had to be sent out from the 
box office as it came in to buy cwts. of 
coke, and this even to denying himself food. 
Rather, said Bartholomew, ‘ than disappoint 
a single customer ’. His client, about to take 
his leave said, 4 Bartholomew, I admire your 
pluck and spirit,’ slipped a £5 note into his 
hand and said ‘ Perhaps this will help you 
to get on.’ The bather did see Bartholomew’s 
better days. Reward for his zeal, his dogged 
spirit, perseverance and the realisation of 
his ambition — re-establishment of Turkish 
baths in England.

f
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She was European diving champion
Recognise the lady here? She is Belle 

White, full name Isabella Mary White, bom 
1st September, 1894, a well-known diver

from the Ilford and later Hammersmith ladies 
clubs. She was the A.S.A. ladies high diving 
champion from the institution of the cham
pionship in 1924 to 1929.

There were no ladies events in the Olympic 
Games until 1912 at Stockholm, when Belle 
White won the bronze medal in the high 
diving event, being beaten by two Swedes — 
G. Johannsson and L. Rignell. At that time 
the Swedes led the world in diving. She was 
fourth in Antwerp in 1920 when Eileen Arm
strong (Mermaid S.C.) won the silver medal. 
Belle was sixth in the 1924 Paris Games, and 
was unplaced in 1928 at Amsterdam. Four 
Olympic Games ranging over 16 years! In 
1927 at Bologna, Italy, when our ladies team 
won the team race and the present Bologna 
Trophy, Belle won the European Highboard 
Championship.

She is still very interested in the sport and 
is a regular attender at the annual general 
meeting of the A.S.A. with ‘ Auntie ’ Alice 
Derbyshire, widow of ‘ Rob ’ Derbyshire.

Note: The photograph shows Belle with her 
coach, the late Walter Birketl.

;•

It's a fantastic story, but it's true. Had 
the I.B.M. been in existence in Bartholo
mew's day he would have been given a 
Fellowship or Honorary Degree, for such a 
character is deserting of the highest award 
for his great contribution to Baths service. 
1 am happy to have been privileged to record 
these facts.
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Enjoying a hot spell Sorry, ladies
If I haven’t made two enemies for life I’ll 

be lucky. The lady presenting the Trident 
trophy in last month’s photograph was not 
Vera Bryant, though I don’t take back a 
word about her work for water safety being 
outstanding. It was in fact Mrs M. G. Clark, 
who works for Physical Education in Stoke- 
on-Trent. As I don’t know whether she is 
an adviser, inspector or organiser I must be 
extra careful here, but I do know from our 
President, Frank Cooper, who rang me to 
tell me of my error, that she does a great 
deal for swimming in that county borough.

My apologies to both ladies, and I can 
only plead that we did win the war in spite 
of my long years in the Intelligence Corps, 
where observation was an essential quality.

Plans are now well in hand for a visit by 
36 school swimmers, two divers and four 
officials to Belfast, from 19th to 21st 
November. The team will meet school swim
mers and divers from Wales and Northern 
Ireland. This event comes after our own 
English schools’ diving at Leicester on 2nd 
October and our main swimming events at 
Southampton on 29th and 30th October, so 
presumably the team will select itself from 
the earlier galas.

i.

!
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p.

A return match, possibly in Liverpool, is 
envisaged for next year. Other baths which 
are likely to have an influx of star swim
mers next year are Whitley Bay and Hatfield. 
Plans are pretty definite into the autumn of 
1973, when Leeds will take our diving and 
school team championships and Feltham, 
Middlesex, our main championships. We do 
move around!

<!

DAN ROTHENBERG.

Institute’s new 

General SecretaryV -.
•7»

Mr A. W. Bennett, Northampton, who 
has been appointed to succeed Mr P. M. 
Cox as general secretary of The Institute of 
Baths Management, is 48 years of age. He 
has been assistant secretary of the British 
Boot and Shoe Institution, Northampton, 
since 1966.

f
I

\ ‘ !

Photo by courtesy of ‘ Chingford Guardian \ 
the Larkstoood Pool, Chingford, Essex.

\
An attractive bevy of young ladies at

Previous to that he worked as deputy 
registrar with the Textile Institute, Man
chester. He has wide administrative experi
ence in the north of England.

Mr Bennett served with the Royal Navy 
during the war.

W. H. HumphreyTag wrestling
A printing error on the contents page of 

the August issue referred to tag wrestling 
taking place at Baths lidos. This, of course, 
should have read halls.

IW. H. Humphrey is now a Fellow of the 
Institution of Public Health Engineers, and 
a Full Member of The Royal Society of 
Health.
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Seen a few changes in my time
When the Hon. Editor asked me to write an article on changes in the Baths service, it reminded me of the 

deck chair attendant who said he had seen quite a few in his time. None was quite so revealing as one change I 
witnessed at Hampstead, when a young lady went into a cubicle with no door on it, pulled the curtain which 
effectively covered her face, and proceeded to undress—Oh Calcutta!-■

A. L. Winning, Sheffield have just that man. Others in the 
same mould will be shaped by all the Institutes, Associa
tions, the Universities and other fields of management, 
they may be unified in the fellowship of the new Institute 
of Recreation Management.

Then I thought perhaps the Editor meant something 
quite different, because this is supposed to be a quality 
magazine, and I cast my mind back 17 years to the time 
when I was a most reluctant apprentice in Manchester. 
Had things in fact changed, or had I just grown 17 years 
older, and looked at things in a different way?

Changes ahead

When I first came into Local Government in 1948 it 
seemed that apart from the nationalisation of gas and 
electricity undertakings there would be little structural 
change. But what of the future? Will the White Paper give 
more money resources to the Counties and Metropolitan 
Areas, and less to the Districts? Will the White Paper 
even be accepted in its present state, or cit ' One cannot 
tell, but one thing the pundits agree : :: n is that the 
demand for recreation facilities will gi . an ever in
creasing rate from now right on into 
future. I hope the fifth wave will not sw<;

Change in status
In 17 years I genuinely believe that we have grown in 

status, and thanks to our Institute the profession is held in 
higher regard than at any • previous time. This I feel is 
because we have concentrated on Management. I believe 
that in the 1950s we nearly backed the wrong horse by 
becoming technicians; a glance through the issues of 
Baths Service during that decade gives point to my argu
ment—we were becoming ‘ spanner men ’, and we might 
have been wearing (white) overalls today had some of our 
leading members not seen that success in the seventies 
meant management, and we became Baths Managers 
instead of Superintendents. Not that this change of name 
conferred the ability to manage, but it does at least give an 
objective to aim for. I do not think that the personal and 
public relations side of our work should be at all neglected, 
it lifts one above the others in pure management, because, 

; carried too far management can become an end itself 
instead of a means to an end and can result in a cynical 
disregard of human requirements.

•oreseeable

The passion and fashion for manage r
At the moment we seem to be riding :-.3 crest of a 

tidal wave of management technique everything is 
neatly labelled and pigeonholed. Certain ..-L -irsities have 
released on to an unsuspecting world dome whispy- 
chinned whizz kids who have no actual experience of, or 
responsibility for, management, who for a fat fee will 
counsel the Councils and advise the unwary. It seems that 
they have occupied their time at university in compiling a 
glossary of terms for techniques which good managers 
have used for many years without realising how clever they 
were. Let us consider some of the gems of jargon which 
drip from their beardless lips.

Participation, structure plan, changing roles, span of 
control, management by objectives, goals and aims, line 
and staff; Identification of problems, Evaluation of alterna
tives. Decision making. P.P.B. Input budgeting. C.B.A. 
Discounted cash flow. Methodology. Investment ap
praisal. Algorithm. Closed loop system. Programme 
evaluation review technique. Cost effectiveness. Man
power budgets, opportunity cost target budget. Involve
ment, dielectic, sub objectives span of control, feedback, 
functional authority key objectives, etc. etc.

Perhaps I am a little unfair but I don’t go as far as a well 
known Town Clerk and dismiss it as ' a load of fertiliser ’. 
Some of the techniques are very helpful, and assist clear 
thinking and presentation. What I find amusing is that it has 
a mystique about it, and that it is so wrapped up in its own 
language and terminology. Come down off your academic 
clouds, and speak plainly you Masters of Management, 
because basically it's only applied commonsense.

Lack of foresight

The Recreation Revolution however seemed to catch 
this Institute by surprise. To be frank we have nurtured 
Indoor Recreation for a hundred years without letting it 
grow to fruition. We all agreed what a good idea it was to 
promote indoor recreation in under-used swimming bath 
halls during the winter, but only a few authorities thought 
it was a good idea to continue it throughout the year. I 
repeat we have nurtured the idea for a hundred years and 
because of our shortsightedness the university and college 
men are reaping a random harvest in recreation. The new 
phrases like ' multi-purpose', ‘fourth wave ’, and ‘ leisure 
orientated society' drip from their lips, as they patronis- 
ingly preach the philosophy of indoor sports provision as 
if it were a new language — by Zeus I even the Greeks had a 
word for it. We only hope that the new and independent 
Institute of Recreational Management will bring some 
down-to-earth practicality into the management of sports 
facilities.

I would like to cite Sheffield as a city where a compre
hensive recreation service seems to be rising out of the 
ashes of an extremely fragmented service. This task re
quires the direction of ‘ a man for all services \ and in

:
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fI am also concerned with the lack of involvement of 

these management advisors, because they have the oppor
tunity to ‘ get out from under ’ before the crunch 
The transient nature of management fashions also gives 
me cause for concern. At present we seem to be in a phase 
of centralisation in which everything shall be bigger, better 
and more efficient — or supposedly so. This theory works 
up to the point where the organisation grows too big and 
impersonal and there then will follow a period of decentral
isation, and the cycle starts again. In this situation the 
officer could be kicked around like a football; the planners 
must be extremely careful to keep units of population in 
human scale so that the officer and the public may keep 
contact.

Here in P -alm 1971 which makes a plea for humanity in 
manager/r e.

PSALM 1971
The Maud is my Shepherd 
/ shall not regroup
He maketh me to evaluate my key objectives
He leadeth me by the Programme Evaluation Review Technique
He restoreth my role
He maketh me to work in the paths of Cost Effectiveness 
For his names sake.
Yea, though / work through the evaluation of alternatives 
/ shall fear no decision making, for Thou art with me 
Thy Line and Staff shall comfort me 
Thou enlargest my span of control 
And my target budget runneth over
Surely Aims and Objectives shall follow me all the days of my life 
And / shall dwell in a fools paradise for ever.

comes.

;

W.H.A.
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Derby free swimming baths
When will the Corporation of London give 

us those promised floating baths on the 
Thames?

From the ‘ Illustrated London News \ 
Saturday, 26th July, 1873.

Norman Rushton, General Manager, Baths 
& Entertainments Department, Derby, told 
Baths Service that open air bathing in 
Derby was advocated by Mr. W. Jolley, 
Jnr., on or about 1869.

Situation: River Derwent, with erection of 
bathing sheds, similar to those on the River 
Trent at Nottingham. This suggestion was 
d/opped for various reasons, pollution, etc., 
some time after a letter appeared in the local 
press under the nom de plume of ‘ Engineer ’ 
supporting the idea of an open air bath and 
giving plans and siting. Mr Bass fully sup
ported the idea and it came about that the 
Borough Surveyor, Mr. G. Thompson, had 
written the letter to the press. Mr Bass agreed 
to provide the bath after it had been pro
posed and passed in Counc’i. The proposer 
was Mr Alderman Barber — Mr Bass’s stipu
lation ‘ It was for the poore- people of the 
town and admission »].»■• u: be free.’ The 
bath was sited on Bass's Recreation Ground; 
this had previously been to the town by 
the donor in 1867.

Two baths were psx-/.: for men and
boys, but on Tuesdays w. .1 . idays it was to
be used for ladies and Is. The baths were 
built on the oval style, 97 tec-v at the longest 
length and 40 feet at the v.T.iest width. The

bath, and a clock with two dials (one facing 
the playground and the other the new baths) 
will be fixed in the attendant’s office.

The swimming baths are each lined with 
white glazed bricks set in Portland Cement, 
and the bottoms are laid with Seyssel 
asphalte, a foundation of concrete is laid 
under the whole of the baths and buildings. 
The margins around the baths are 8 ft. 6 in. 
wide, and are laid with tooled York stone. 
The original scheme for water supply was to 
take the water from the ‘ basin ’ at the Long 
Bridge by a nine feet conduit through a filter 
into the baths, which are built at such a 
level that the water would run in one end 
of the bottom and out of the opposite end 
at the top, thus ensuring a constant supply 
and change of water; but owing to the inter
vention of the canal company, who con
sidered their interests would be affected, the 
scheme was abandoned, and each Bath is now 
filled once a week with clean filtered water 
which the Derby Waterworks Company, 
owing to the extension of their works at 
Little Eaton, are enabled to do at a mere 
nominal rate. The two baths hold together 
about 260,000 gallons.

The works have been designed by Mr. 
George Thompson, the Borough Engineer 
and Surveyor, and carried out under the 
Superintendent, the entire cost being £2,500, 
Mr. Robert Bridgart of Derby was contractor 
for the whole, except the ironwork, which 
was done by Messrs. Stacey, Davies & Co., 
of the.Phoenix Foundry, Derby.

By the gift of Mr Michael Bass, M.P., the 
town of Derby now enjoys the comfort of 
free public baths, which were opened on the 
14th ultimo, with a ceremony of presentation 
and of acceptance by the Mayor on behalf of 
the town. There are two baths which are both 
swimming baths — one for men and one for 
boys. They are constructed in the recreation 
ground at the southeast point of the Holmes 
at the junction of the Mill Fleam and the 
River Derwent.

The baths are each 100 feet long and 50 
feet wide, the depth of the men’s bath being
4 ft. at the shallow end, and graduating
5 ft. 6 in. at its deepest end, the boys’ bath 
being 3 ft. at the shallow end and gradu
ating to 4 ft. 6 in. at the deepest end. 
Attached to the men’s bath are 57 covered 
dressing boxes, made partly to close, and 
other offices and conveniences, each box being 
fitted with seats and peg nails. The boys’ bath

I

(

i

has covered bathing sheds to accommodate 72 
boxes fitted with seats and peg rails and the 
customary offices. The whole of the bathing 
shed and dressing boxes are of cast iron, 
panelled with the monogram M.T.B. (the 
initials of Mr Bass’s names) on each panel. 
The baths are entirely separated from each 
other. The attendant’s office is at the north 
west end, and commands a view of both 
baths from windows looking on to each. The 
building and the entrances and walls in the 
front are constructed of coloured brick in an 
ornamental manner. There will be two mural 
drinking fountains at the entrance to each

t
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FREE SWIMMING • BATHS AT DERDY, PRESENTED BY MR, BASS, M.P.
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Fifty years on
men’s pool 3 ft. 6 in. shallow end, 5 ft. 6 in. 
deep end and the boys’ bath 2 ft. 9 in. shal
low to 3 ft. 6 in. deep — white tiled sides 
and concrete bottoms. The baths were en
closed and dressing boxes surrounded the 
enclosure. The boys dressing cubicles 
open but the men’s cubicles had doors. All 
cubicles were metal cast. The bath had very 
wide promenades with a high partition separ
ating the two baths; a large attendant’s cabin 
and pre-cleansing were also provided. Boys 
under the age of seven years were allowed to 
go into the boys’ pool in the nude.

The pools held 260,000 gallons of water; 
it was intended that this water should be 
drawn from the River Derwent but this was 
found impracticable. A water main was 
laid under the recreation ground from 
the Cattle Market and the baths filled from 
this source — one bath taking about 30 hours 
to fill, when the water was unfit to bathe in 
it was emptied into the river.

The baths were usually emptied every 14 
days but in hot weather every seven days. 
Chloros was used as a detergent in 1934. The 
bottoms of ‘he baths were painted white with 
Tintocrete; this was very successful and en
hanced the appearance of the pool.

Thousands of people thronged the baths 
each seasc 
the end o.C .tember.

The bath -as closed to the public about 
1936 and used by old aged pensioners 
for fishing. adless to say the pool had to be 
stocked with fish.

by N. W. Sarsfield, Secretary of the Amateur 
Swimming Associationwere

A tremendous liaison exists, and always 
has done, between the Amateur Swimming 
Association and The Institute of Baths Man
agement. Your Institute maintains, super
vises, plans and organises the facilities we 
use. You in return recognise us as the 
governing body of the sport which is the 
* shop window ’ of all swimming activities 
and who, moreover, by their vast educational 
work assist in providing you with 
customers. Our relationships at every level 
have been, and are, close. So many of your 
members too are closely identified with our 
sport and its administration and many are 
former competitive swimmers. We can then, 
in all sincerity say * THANK YOU BATH 
MANAGERS FOR 50 YEARS OF
WHOLEHEARTED 
We must go on to congratulate you on attain
ing your Jubilee and for being even more 
virile and progressive as each year has gone 
on! You are not * still going strong ’ but 
rather * going stronger ’.

In no field have your Association and 
mine been closer. We have fought at all 
levels for facilities, you have guided the 
practical application of same, and, in the 
field of design so much has been achieved. 
New and exciting developments lie ahead. 
The Sports Council are advising on siting 
and size of facilities to obtain a truly 
national coverage; the Department of the

k.Environment has a Technical Design Unit 
to assist bath building; the Department of 
Education and Science encourages the build
ing of school pools, of which there are now 
more than there are public pools. The 
Government realises swimming’s place as 
one of the most important forms of 
recreation.

You and we offer technical advice in our 
respective spheres on bath design. We are 
very much concerned at the present time in 
propagating our ideas on a training pool 
alongside the conventional pool.

There is the possibility of standard pool 
design and production, with pre-fabricated 
steel pools very much a reality. Sports 
Centres are the vogue instead of the single 
swimming pool. There are constant chal
lenges ahead for our Associations to meet 
these new ideas, evaluate them and, once 
proven, propagate their virtues and accom
modate our work to the new facilities.

We have a long way to go! Ancient 
Rome had 720 bathing places! The words 
of the Colossus apply — ‘ So much to do ’! 
May the Amateur Swimming Association 
wish The Institute of Baths Management 
continued success and trust that in the next 
50 years we will continue to stride out 
together to provide for swimming, the 
greatest of all recreations.

l

your

CO-OPERATION.’

vhich ran from mid-April to

I^ree-fold increase
Bathing facilities in Derby under local 

authority auspices have existed since the 
opening of the Full Street baths in 1854; 
this was eventually closed on the opening of 
the new Queen Street baths in July 1932. 
Prior to this, however, in 1904 the present 
Reginald Street baths were built. In addi
tion to the indoor swimming pools, Derby 
also possessed two open air bathing pools, 
one of which was sited on Bass’s Recreation 
Ground and was a gift of the well-known 
philanthropist of the day, Sir Michael 
Thomas Bass, which was opened in 1873. 
Markcaton Recreation Ground was also the 
site of a further pool opened in 1897. Both 
these open air pools were closed in the 
thirties.

Derby in the past had four swimming 
establishments as opposed to two at present. 
The growth in popularity of swimming in 
the last decade can be clearly seen by 
examining the swimming attendances set out 
below; compared with the 1939 figures 
attendances have increased more than three
fold.

I

For Sale —a spacious swimming bath
WOLVERHAMPTON 9UB3CRITflON BATHS.

*T\0 Bfc SOLD BY AUCTION by Air R. S.
I X WALKER, on WEDNESDAY, the *f» h d<y of JULY, 1651,
* without reserve, at the bWAN HOTEL, Wylvernimptm, at 6i* 

•'Clock In the Afternoon, subject to such con lition* <u will b: the j 
produced. Lot I. The newly erect d anti extensile BATHS bait in 
the Arabesque *tyh'of archlu*:ture, situate near the Haiti roaJ, and 
adjoin fog the Wolvcrhtn pton Kacc-c .wr«e; consisting of nit entrance 
bell leading toe spKeioti* Swimming Bath, 70 feet Oy 30 feet, large J 
Piling.ng Bath, twcuiy three dressing-rooms, reading-room, ten 
private bathe, fitted wilhRofford and Finch's patent baths with pipe* 
for hot end cold water, and ihower bull*; ladies’ wading room, 
clerk’* office, and suitable water clo-cte. Also a DWELLING- 
HOUSE for Bath* keeper; consisting of a ptrl.ur, kit-hen, brew- 
house, aud four bed-mom*. 1 The buildin ts and bath* arv fitted in the 
moat complete end efficient manner, and are hunted w ;h Ha-lea’s

all furnished with catlings, be! a, tow*l,

!
9

‘V I
!

patent appaxalu-; they aru 
and drying pipes, and vvciy oihcr on? ino..^e. I ms above spacious 
premise* are in every way eligible for public or sub.cription baths, 
having be^n erect d at a groat expeuse and the land wi h the *i»o of j 
il,o buildings, c uUiii» >740 square >urls. or there*bout< Lot 2. A 
wry valuable pi c< or paroel of FREEHOLD BUiLDINO LAND, 
adjoining the aU*>vo prorogue on the north side, containing 1350 square 
yards, or thereabouts.

Fortier information may be had of Mr. C. Boas row. soil tWr, 
Queeu-strcet, or the Auctioneer, Rid Lion-street, Wolverhampton.

1

Year ending 31st March 1939 — 260,059 
1959 — 412,350
1965 — 750,188
1966 — 710,289
1967 — 724,988
1968 — 760.897

}> )> »
!i» »»
is> »»
1

M 33 33

WI»» 33
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‘HARRY’

the Biography of a reluctant Baths Apprentice

Ernest French for his job back, so he took a 
quick sniff of the chlorinous atmosphere, 
which gave him courage, and walked in. 
That was the last time Harry really noticed 
the smell of chlorine.
Brainwashed

The Manager had a name, but everyone 
called him Mr Cleanliness. After a week 
Harry was walking home in the rain looking 
at the paving stones, and thought * they 
could do with a drop of Chloros.’ Harry was 
brainwashed, completely hooked on Chloros 
and Gospo, and Brasso, and Donkey Stone.

On being asked to leave the Y.M.C.A. 
Harry had to look for digs. It was raining 
as usual, as an escape from the dreary 
downpour, he went into a barber’s shop. The 
barber knew of some digs: ‘ Mrs Charles, a 
middle-aged lady; husbfinc's away at sea.’ 
Mrs Charles already had a ‘ lodger a 
Regimental Sergeant Ma/or, but being sorry 
for Harry standing socked in the rain she 
took him in. Thirty bob a week out of 
Harry’s six pounds two w •• -.v*. bad. He could 
live it up a bit on his day cT, cake in an X 
picture and finish up at Yatesses Wine 
Lodge; this was living: much better than 
snooker and a date with Nell Black.

Eventually it occurred to Harry to think 
about exams, he couldn’t work for Mr 
Cleanliness forever, and of course Mr 
Cleanliness was sending in his monthly 
reports. The question on the homework paper 
read ‘ describe a Lancashire boiler, give 
diagrams to illustrate your answer’. The 
Regimental Sergeant Major happened to be 
in the digs at the time so Harry asked him. 
The Regimental Sergeant Major gave Harry 
a complete description of a Babcock and 
Wilcox boiler. This threw Harry for a day 
or two, as the Lancashire boiler in the plant 
room didn’t look as if its innards had all 
those tubes in it, at crazy angles. Harry 
spent his next day off at the library instead 
of going to see ‘ Passionate Fruit ’, and 
learned something which was to be far more 
useful to him. Harry was learning, and learn
ing how to get on with Mr Cleanliness, when 
one day in stepped Mr F. Topham: ‘ I’m 
transferring you to Albert Baths.’ ‘ This is 
it,’ thought Harry, * he wants to keep an eye 
on me, Mr Cleanliness has shopped me.’

Mr F. Topham lived in a splendid 
Victorian flat in that superb cathedral of 
swimming, the Albert Baths. Mr Topham 
did keep an eye on him, Harry saw to that. 
At 9.00 a.m., at 1.00 p.m., at 2.15 p.m. and 
at 5.45 p.m. — and Harry was always work
ing, for Mr Topham was a very precise man. 
On one occasion Mr Topham was not quite 
so precise, and a female attendant was asking 
Harry in a very loud voice: ‘ Has the old 
b . . . gone yet? ’ Harry did not reply as he

told Dick Gittings, but Dick was somewhat 
volatile. Harry took a more subtle tack, he 
asked the deputy, Alf Lord, how one got in. 
Alf made it sound so simple that Harry 
wanted to send off the entry forms right 
away. But Dick Gittings brought him crash
ing back to earth: ‘there’s only one snag, 
you’ll have to work as a stoker and pool 
attendant, and slipper bath attendant: there 
are no white collar apprenticeships in the 
Baths Service.’

Harry thought it over for about three 
months, and then Mollie Banks chucked 
him up. ‘ This is it,’ thought Harry, ‘ I’m 
finished with the females in Darn ton, I’m 
wasted on them anyway.’ Next day he rang 
Dick Gittings to see about arranging his 
fortuitously chosen career. Harry was to 
apply to the city of Mancaster for post of 
Bath Attendant at the handsome wage of 
£6 2s. Od. per week.

Mr Fredk. Topham, the General Super
intendent and Engineer to the city of Man- 
caster was a splendid Superintendent, from 
a fine mould. He was everyone’s idea of 
what a General Superintendent and Engineer 
should look like. Solidly built, wearing black 
jacket, pin-stripe trousers, black waistcoat, 
wing collar, and a very elegant bow tie which 
never, never slipped. Mr Topham pierced 
Harry with his steely blue eyes. ‘ Ever 
cleaned out lavatories, lad?’ he asked in his 
razor sharp Northern accent. ‘ No, sir,’ said 
Harry. ‘ Ever stoked a boiler, ever scrambled 
about on coal heaps, cleaned out dirty baths, 
ever, ever, ever ... ? ’ Harry was befuddled 
with saying: * No, sir, No, sir...’ ‘... 
because you’ll get no favours from me,’ 
concluded Mr Fredk. Topham, ‘ and I’ll have 
a monthly report on you.’ Harry didn’t quite 
get the significance of this last remark, but 
he found out later that one of the previous 
trainees had put a swimming club girl into 
yet another club.

Harry heard himself as it were from a 
great distance saying that he would do his 
best not to let Mr Topham down, and that 
he would start next month.

He was scared stiff, but there was no 
going back, so next month he said his fare
wells to his friends at Damton, smiled at 
Mr Ernest French, mentally waving two 
fingers in salute and watched the cooling 
towers and chimneys of Darnton recede as 
the train to Mancaster pulled out.

Mancaster was different, it was big, it 
was new, and nobody knew Harry so he 
could do as he liked — within limits of 
course — because he was staying at the 
Y.M.C.A. He had a few days to settle in 
before going to work at one of the suburban 
baths; he nearly jibbed at going in and then 
he thought of the humiliation of asking Mr

It was Mollie Banks and Mr Ernest 
French who finally did it. Harry fancied 
Mollie like anything, and he couldn’t get 
anywhere with her, he even tried dating Nell 
Black to make her jealous but it didn’t work; 
so he decided to leave town. Mr Ernest 
French helped too. Mr Ernest French was 
Harry’s boss, the Audit Chief, and to Harry 
who resented all authority, Mr Ernest French 
was a right basket. Harry used to frequent 
Willie Smith’s snooker hall instead of going 
to night class and Mr Ernest French had 
Harry up before the Borough Treasurer.

Through a cloud of blue smoke the 
elegant treasurer of Damton, who imagined 
he was a stand-in for Noel Coward, asked 
Harry why he had not recently attended 
evening classes at the Damton College of 
Further Education and Technical Institute. 
Harry truthfully said that he couldn’t under- , 
stand book-keeping. The Treasurer blas
phemed most elegantly and inquired whether 
Harry could read his text books ... Harry 
affirmed that he could read....

This was the moment of truth, and Harry 
arrived at a decision, he must leave town. 
He tried. He tried several times, and each 
time he came back unsuccessful, Mr Ernest 
French would grin through his incurving 
teeth and make some trite remark. Harry 
imagined schemes to rid himself of Mr 
Ernest French, to try to compromise him, 
with the co-operation of the office girl, to 
lock him in the strong room, over a Bank 
Holiday weekend, to put senna pods in his 

B tea, but no, nothing would work, it was 
clearly up to him to leave town. He even 
tried Australia House as a last resort, but 

\ they hadn’t anything in his line, the Com
missioner said they had troubles of their own 
in Aussie.

Harry’s audit programme said: ‘Read 
through the advertisement columns of local 
newspapers, note advertisements of functions 

1 at the Baths Hall, arid check that a debit has 
been raised for the hire thereof/ Really this 
meant a good skive for half an hour to read 
the evening paper. But this time it happened 
that Harry was actually doing what the pro- 

■ gramme said and the advertisement read 
4 Carnival Ball. Finals of the Miss Darnton 
Beauty Contest.’

Harry thought out loud: 4 Lucky Dick 
Gittings.’ 4 On with your work, Harry,’ 
snapped Mr Ernest French. Dick Gittings 
was the local Baths Manager, and Harry 
envied him — all those birds, winter and 
summer, and Dick Gittings was past it, he 
was over 40, and wore glasses. Why should 
he have all the fun, nothing to do all day 
but walk about and look important with his 
thick glasses and dicky bow tie. Harry was 
sure he could do his job, and he would have

!
:
-
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had just observed the old b . . . coming 
through the door. She asked again if the 
old b ... had gone yet in a much louder 
voice. Mr F. Topham was right behind her, 
he gave her a withering look, raised his hat, 
and bade her good morning; it was quite 
enough, she nearly died on the spot.

Harry worked as a boilerman at Albert 
Baths and one of his duties was to carry 
eight buckets of coal (no slack please) up 
the never-ending stairs to Mr Topham’s flat 
before 10.00 a.m. every day. Before 10.00 
a.m. because in a typically organised fashion 
the steps were immaculately ‘ stoned * at 
10.00 a.m. sharp.

Fortunately Harry’s stay there was as short 
as the steps w*tc long, and he was banished 
to an establishment in the Jewish quarter. He 
enjoyed worlclur; there, but he didn’t like the 
nine mile jomney every day. Eventually he 
learned to r- •on a Mancaster bus, and did 
most of his c-’dying this way. He found out 
that breakpou'r. chlorination was not putting 
in more gas .n the naked eye could endure, 
and that pI-V was not as rude as it sounds. 
He read wit; --/eat joy our motto ‘ad saint cm 
poptili ’ and ivis disappointed to find out that 
it didn’t meat: ‘ a rude sign to the public ’ 
(not that th.'- figured on the exam paper). 
Harry attended the Tech, for a special course 
in Baths Management and at the end of it 
he hopefully put his name down for the exam.

One day when Mr F. Topham was on his 
rounds, Harry was called into his presence. 
He wondered what he had been reported for 
this time. Recently he had been surprised 
when just about to fit a spring into a 
gramophone. He’d dropped the spring with 
disastrous results. Perhaps it was this inci
dent. Mr F. Topham eyed him sternly:
‘ You took your Graduateship in February,’ 
he stated. ‘ Yessir,’ trembled Harry. ‘ Well, 
you’ve passed,’ snapped Mr Topham in an 
admonishing tone. Harry smiled weakly 
thinking there was something else he had 
done, but that was all... it was Mr 
Topham’s way.

Harry celebrated his success with a week
end at Damton, a date with Nell Black and 
even a triumphant visit to crow to Mr Ernest 
French. That was the best part of all; he 
savoured it, he really enjoyed it, when Mr 
French murmured his congratulations.

Still puffed up with his success Harry 
asked Mr Topham’s permission to put in 
for a post at a nearby spa. Mr F. Topham 
nearly erupted, his bow tie throbbed with 
anger, as he told Harry in no uncertain 
Northern terms, what a jumped up, in
experienced green boy he was. The ‘ boy * 
part was the worst, it hurt his pride.

Still smarting from his tongue-lashing, 
months later, he was standing once more in

that huge office in the Town Hall 
looking Victoria Square. Very cautiously he 
told Mr F. Topham that he had sort of 
read of a sort of apprenticeship scheme in 
Nittington and if Mr F. Topham thought 
he would sort of benefit, could he sort of 
write about it. Mr F. Topham smiled, and 
much to Harry’s amazement said that he had 
intended to bring this to Harry’s notice, and 
he would be glad to act as his referee... 
‘ but let me sec your application ’. Dutifully 
Harry brought it in. Mr Topham read it 
with a bemused expression: ‘ What the 
hell’s this,’ he exploded. ‘ My application, 
Sir,’ replied Harry. * In an application,’ said 
Mr Topham, ‘ you’re supposed to blow your 
own trumpet — this isn’t even a pip squeak.’ 
After several attempts Harry did come out 
with an application which tooted the horn 
enough, and sent it away.

Mr Topham again called Harry into his 
grand Victorian office. ‘ Do you go out for 
walks?’ he boomed. ‘Oh, yes, Sir,’ said 
Harry grinning sheepishly. ‘ Not with girls, 
I mean on the moors alone.’ Harry was 
rather worried about this. * Because when 
you do, practise speaking, using your voice 
to good advantage. Then practise every 
morning in front of a mirror, people will 
think you are mad, but it will benefit you.’ 
Harry indeed thought Mr Topham was mad, 
but that he had better humour the old fool.
‘ Yessir, I will, thanks for the advice.’ Harry 
really should have taken it.

He was short-listed together with a tall 
gangling youth from Birmingham called Jess 
Barkley. Jess tried to put him off by telling 
Harry that he was working for the brother 
of the General Manager of Nittington. 
Harry was so nervous when it came to the 
interview that he addressed the Manager as 
Mr Chairman and vice-versa. He wished he 
had taken Mr Topham’s advice. The chair
man gave him a 15 minute lecture on the 
privileges of working for ‘the great and 
ancient city of Nittington ’. It was a terrific 
speech and impressed Harry enormously, 
until months later he found out that this was 
the venerable Alderman’s set speech which 
he used on all civic functions, even for 
opening public lavatories, altering the word
ing slightly to suit the occasions.

After the speech came the questions which 
Harry answered very hesitantly but earnestly. 
He was then ushered outside past the leering 
Jess Barkley. In due course Barkley came 
out and they sat together... not speaking. 
It came as a great shock to Harry when he 

called in again and was offered the job.
Jess Barkley was still leering, Harry had 

misunderstood the leer, it was really an 
expression of friendliness; it seemed the 
Brummies were different.

Harry packed his bags, said goodbye to 
Mrs Charles and the Sergeant Major; they 
had a celebration at which he drank cyder 
and cheap wine. He was very sick.

Nittington was not as big as Mancaster, 
a little cleaner and definitely interesting. Mr 
Hugh Freelord was the General Manager of 
Nittington’s 11 baths and wash-houses, he 
lost no time in putting Harry to work. Harry 
was sent in charge of three men to dig out 
some filters at an open-air pool, it had not 
been emptied in 30 years. By the end of the 
week Harry was digging out those filters on 
his own. What did seem unjust was that the 
gauzes they took out were in perfect condition 
so he put back the plates, tightened up 576 
nuts, scraped the shell, painted it, put the 
sand back, and put the lids on. In the 
evenings he went to night school, so for 
about two months he lived like a submariner, 
a lighthouse keeper, and a trappist monk, 
but it did teach him how many bolts there 
were in a Turnover filter.

over-

I

* You’re the Manager ..
After the filter episode Harry was sent as 

relief manager at a wash-house until a new 
man was appointed. This was great; until 
out of loyalty to the former Superintendent 
the staff one by one went sick. First the 
boilerman, then the bath attendant, the 
cashier, and so on. Harry was worried, in 
fact dead worried. He phoned Mr Freelord 
and told him of the predicament, and asked 
him what to do. Mr Freelord replied very 
briefly: ‘ You’re the manager, you should 
know.’ Harry didn’t know but by the end of 
the week he had founded the ' Do it your
self’ movement.

When he eventually got back to Head 
Office, Harry found that much to his dismay 
Mr Freelord had appointed the leering 
Brummie Jess Barkley as a second appren
tice, without even consulting him and there 
he was in a clean suit, working in the office. 
Unfortunately Jess Barkley was about a foot 
taller than Harry, and uglier. The appren
tices’ office was next to the General Man
ager’s and Jess would amuse himself 
during slack times by bouncing Harry gently 
against the wall of the General Managers 
office. Harry was afraid to yell out in case 
it disturbed Mr Freelord. Harry eventually 
came to understand that this represented a 
friendly gesture on the part of Jess Barkley, 
and that he meant no harm by it. So instead 
of falling out with each other they ganged 
up together on Mr Freelord’s chief clerk 
Randy Knight. Really Knight was not a 
bad sort, and had a lot to put up with from 
the two apprentices who would echo some 
of his cliches with speeches like: * We’re on 
the spot, with our backs to the wall men,

.
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Public Notice appertaining to Rolfc Street 
Baths, Smethwick, and extracted from the 
front page of ' The Weekly News * dated 
Friday, 31st March, 1916.

COUNTY BOROUGH OF SMETHWICKSundays there was homework to be done for 
the next week.

The pace grew hotter as exam time 
approached. Harry and Jess would test each 
other and learn definitions parrot-fashion, 
to appear intelligent. Harry was far from 
intelligent but he had a low form of animal 
cunning which he used to get himself through 
examinations. He ordered from the Hon. 
General Secretary of the Institute the past 
examination forms for the last 10 years. He 
spent many hours classifying and cross 
referencing the questions, computerising 
would be the modem term for this work. 
From this data processing Harry worked out 
a forecast of the examination questions which 
was 80 per cent correct. Harry also found 
out who the examiners were, studied their 
establishments, read up past Conference 
papers to find out what papers they read or 
what questions they asked, and thus he 
formulated an idea of their pet subjects, and 
prejudices. All this saved Harry an enormous 
amount of work, for Harry was basically a 
lazy Baths apprentice.

The actual exam was a bit of an anti
climax, the first four questions were exactly 
as forecast, the others were questions where 
opinion and prejudice might clash so he put 
both sides of the question and hedged. On 
the engineering paper Harry invented a heat 
exchanger in the exam room and gave it an 
authentic-sounding German name, knowing 
damn well the examiners wouldn’t find it in 
any reference book, but they couldn’t claim 
that it didn’t exist because it might have been 
a recent patent. Harry was a master of the 
art of padding and had the ability of being 
able to write reams and reams about nothing 
at all in technical gobbledygook, reminiscent 
of Prof. Stanley Unwin. This skill came to 
Harry’s rescue in several questions about 
what he was not quite certain and he was 
surprised to learn a few months later that 
both Jess Barkley and he had passed, and 
were now Post-Graduates of the National 
Association of Baths Superintendents Inc. 
This grand title gave Harry grand illusions, 
and turncoat that he was, he obtained a post 
which would make him a traitor to the ranks 
of apprentices. Harry did, in fact, become 
Deputy with a large City Baths Department. 
Here, his prejudices were purged, his zeal 
dampened by the water of 11 swimming 
pools, and his principles vanished into the 
limbo of lost causes.

but if wc all pull together, pool our 
resources,
through with flying colours.’ But Knight 
was no fool, and after some of this taunting 
he would find the lads some rotten jobs to

and act like men, we’ll come

Corporation BATHS
do.

Summer came, and the apprentices were 
sent to the open-air pools to work 11 hours 
a day, six days a week. However Hanry 
organised himself and soon had a second 
home established, lunch and tea on the 
terrace laid on, recorded music, and a 
pleasant view to look at BUT ONLY ONE 
DAY OFF. Harry tried to con the General 
Manager into giving him a Saturday off but 
was firmly told: * Dinna bargain with me, 
laddie.’ No one ever did bargain with Mr 
Freelord. However life wasn’t so bad out in 
the open air all day, and Harry marked the 
17 weeks off on his calendar.

The season ended, the plant was stripped 
down and greased, filters drained and put to 
bed until next May.

In winter the apprentices got together and 
did maintenance at their respective pools. 
One of Harry’s most vivid memories is that 
of sheepishness when Mr Freelord put his 
head through the manhole cover of the filter 
inside which the two apprentices were loudly 
singing * Silent Night ’. Mr Freelord batted 
not a Scottish tartan eyelid, and firmly 
reminded them not to miss their 
class

The apprentices relished the winter months 
allegedly carrying out maintenance. One 
open-air pool which they ‘ maintained ’ had 
a lawn outside the cafe and the cafe verandah 
was supported by vertical columns about 
the width and height of goal posts. The 
apprentices were quick to notice this and 
they practised football during elongated tea 
breaks. One morning Harry belted the ball 
past Jess Barkley and shouted ‘ goal 
Unfortunately, Mr Freelord was coming 
round the comer with a foreign visitor. The 
ball narrowly missed the General Manager’s 
hat and whizzed by the foreigner’s nosecone. 
xMr Frcelord was not amused but was unable 
to show his displeasure in front of a visitor 
... but he did later.

Harry and Jess enjoyed their apprentice
ship, they earned about £7 a week which 
was about what they were worth, but they 
lived well, and were always broke. They ate 
at a reesty cafe where they could get a good 
home-cooked meal for 2s., but on pay days 
they lived it up a bit at Marstow’s Cafe, 
where there were waitresses and there was 
sweet instead of pudding. Most of their 
evenings were filled with night school and the 
inevitable coffee bar where one cup of froth 
lasted an entire evening. On Saturday 
evenings there was the Y.M.C.A. hop and

During the* months of April 
Baths aro open on Week-days only from 7 a.m. 
until 8 p.m.

During tho months of May. June. July. August. 
an«l September the Baths arc open from 7 am. 
until ^9 p.m. Sunday Mornings from 7 until s

«>:s 'A'f'.neLi'ay Afternoor** frf,T«. until 7-?'; dur
ing the months of May, dun*. fU'v. A igiint, and 
September from 2-0 until 8-50; ant on Saturday 
Mornings from 9 unt 

During the months 
September the Firs: 

served on Tuesday 
d on Friday Morn..

Females. During this li. .
(•iris from the Public. '

Tickets are issued unit 
tunc.

I and October the

I

il neon.
of u.u. July, August. 

Swimming Bath is 
m 9 till 1 o’clock. 

■ m 9 until 12 for 
ill be used by the 

. ..ary Schools.
tes before closing

and
Mu. ; • ; : rore-i

an

■ *.:
: scale or ; :es.: MST CLASS.MEN’S OEPARMi:.

ng Bath. Single 
of 25 Ticket*, fc.

(available for First 
Bath)

Private Warm Bath. Sn:.:;'- -‘cket (Soap 
included) ... ■- ••• ,

Book of 25 Tickets. ; -"'pok of 12 
Tickets. 4s. 6d.; Boo1.; ;: 6 Tiokets, 
2s. 6d. (Soap includ e-•- 

Private Cold Bath 
For use of Bathing Draw.-u

4d.Swim mi 
Book of families 

Swimming
... 7s. Od.;

6d.

:
3d.

* Id.
MEN’S DEPARTMENT. SECOND CLASS. 

Swimming Bath 
Private Warm Bath...
Private Cold Bath ...
For use of Bathing Drawers ... ...
Extra Towel or Soap, purchased at the

i neet- 2d.
3d.
Id.
id.

Id.Ticket Office ... ••• •••
Shower Baths are included in the 
chargee, and may he had on applica
tion to the Attendant.

WOMEN’S DEPARTMENT.
-:

4d.Swimming Bath. First Class ... ...
ook of 25 Ticket*. for use of families 

(available for First Class Swimming1
... 7b. OdBath) ..............................

Private Warm Bath................ „ ... . •••
Book of 25 Tickets. 8s.; Book of 12 
Tickets. 4s. 6d.; Book of G Tickets. 
2s. 6(1. (Soap included).

Private Cold Bath ...
Private Warm Bath. Second Class.. 
Private Cold Bath ...

6d.

3d.
3d.
Id.

SWIMMING CLUBS.= Members of Swimming Clubs rm.st show their 
Cards of Membership at the Ticket Office, and also 
to the Bath Attendant on seeking admission to 

Club Ticket.the Baths with the authorised 
Drying and taking charge of Bathing Dress, or 

loan of Dress. 2(5. .
Children under 13 yoars of age are admitted to 

the First Class Swimming Bath on payment of 3d.
Books of 12 Tiokets for the use of School Children 

under 14 yoars of age, 2s.
Special arrangements can he made for admis

sion of Pupils attending Boarding and Day Schools 
application to the Baths Superintendent. In

struction can be obtained by Ladies on application 
to Miss Elsie Collins, and hy Gentlemen on. ap
plication to Mr. Albert Sheldon. Professional 
Swiihming Instructors. Terms arc exclusive of 
admission to the Baths.

on

If you happen to see a fat lazy little 
Baths Manager who’s terribly, terribly smug, 
your best friends will tell you — that’s 
Harry.

VISITORS’ TICKETS.
Visitors are .-.dmitted on payment of 2d. each. 
The Corporation retain the power to reserve the 

Bathe for any Special Entertainment on due 
notice being given.

The time of Opening and Closing of the Baths 
w*ll be subject to alterations by the Authorities. 

By Order of the Estates Committee,
J. JONES, Superintendent.

ANON.

Note: Any resemblance in this article to 
persons living or dead is purely coincidental. 3856
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Protest against closure of two
swimming pools

Newcastle upon Tyne city council closed down two of its 
old indoor swimming pools — Westgate and Benwell — this 
summer. Not unnaturally there was a storm of protest from 
those most directly affected — the children. Scenes such 
these occurred on at least one occasion when the youngsters, 
obviously well drilled by their elders, stormed the city hall to 
register their protest.
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For GS years the Parks kept Worcester in the pink
Gening new baths for old is the scheme that has besotted generations of Worcester citizens. There has been a rugged history 

to the question of when — and at what cost — the city should (in a manner of speaking) take the plunge and splash out on new 
swimming baths.

his son, Leonard, did towards earning that 
niche in history.

Memories
For it is at * Park’s Baths ’ that thousands 

of Worcester children learned to swim, where 
thousands bathed in the Turkish manner.

It is where they will all remember spend
ing hot summer afternoons — the ones that 
stick in the memory of children everywhere 
— and splashing about so much they made 
the water resemble the choppy sea at 
Blackpool.

The Parks never seemed intended to be 
Baths managers.

William Park was born in Yorkshire, son 
of a stockman. As a lad he worked as an 
engine cleaner at Skipton. Then, in 1884, he 
got a job at a hydro in Ilkley.

He was a thorough Yorkshireman and 
having got involved in bathing he stolidly 
set about learning his trade.

He learned about anatomy and physiology, 
about massage and curative bath work. Then 
he went to work for one of the greatest 
authorities on Turkish baths in the country 
at the time — Charles Bartholomew.

Meanwhile, in Worcester, there was a 
swimming and a Turkish bath that was not 
doing too well. It had opened in 1853, after 
being thought about for a while before that.

Borrow*s Journal of 14th July, 1836, 
recorded: ‘ We have heard that a project is 
on foot for establishing baths (including 
swimming bath) in this city.’

(There have also been, by the way, many 
heated debates about where in Worcester a 
new pool should be sited. But that, in terms 
of the overall historic picture of actually 
getting one, might blur the issue if rehashed 
here. Again.)

When, at last, the new £500,000 baths are 
opened in Sansome Walk later this year, 
builders willing, there will be considerable 
pomp of course, even if it is somewhat 
belated. Aldermen, councillors and baths 
managers will be joining in thanks with the 
ratepayers. And it will be possible for them 
to wallow in luxury on almost the same site 
as those steamed-up and ponderous folk of 
the past who were able with a dip to forget 
their procrastination and submerge with their 
squabbles. The old Sansome Walk pool has 
been known as ‘ Park’s Baths ’ since the turn 
of the century. And if the opening of the 
new baths marks the beginning of a new era, 
of new surroundings for happy children and 
new facilities for people wanting to lose a 
little weight, it just as surely puts the final 
seal on the contribution made by two 
members of the Park family to health and 
happiness in the city.

Before the name ‘ Park’s Baths ’ fades into 
obscurity, no doubt at the same time as the 
folly of previous Worcester City Councils on 
this subject will fade from memory, it is as 
well to recall what Mr William Park and

a

They had heard correctly, but prematurely. 
Seven years after opening the baths were

extended by the addition of the first small 
Turkish bath the city had seen.

Sansome Walk Baths — Worcester
1853 (May) Date of opening of the open- 

air swimming hath. Proprietor — F. T. 
Barber, Cheltenham.

1860 Barnabtis Lett purchased the property 
and added a small Turkish bath suite. 
Lett continued the service till 1875 
when a com patty, £3,000 capital, was 
formed, with Lett continuing as 
manager.

1877 Property sold to Charles Bartholomew.
1878 Bartholomew acqui-cd site to north 

of residence and b:.ir the Turkish and 
slipper bath suiter — adding a wing 
to residence on site of Lett's Turkish 
bath.

1890 Bartholomew’s death — sale and leas
ing of his bath properties by trustees 
of his estate. The Worcester property 
acquired by Wm. Park — manager for 
CM. of Bath.

1890/ Parks (Wm. and Leonard) continued
1946 the busuiess for 56 years zohen in 1946 

the Wore. Corp. acquired the property 
on a compulsory purchase order — 
baths and car park site.

1933/ Improvement scheme to swimming 
34 pool, i.e. installation of Paterson Filtra

tion and Victa Gas Healing, interior 
of pool permoglazed and dressing 
accommodation improved.

1947 Wo\c. Corp. carried out further im
provements — slipper baths and laundry 
accommodation.

1953 Forecourt improvements — Caratides 
removed, etc.

1971 Baths and residence will go when the 
new establishment in course of erection 
is opened.

W 0 R C E S T E R .
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Mr Bamabus Lett, proprietor, offered 
Turkish Baths for 2s. 6d. and Is. 6d. and 
warm baths for Is. or 6d. The difference in 
price was not for degrees of warmth, but for 
first or second class facilities. Board and 
baths cost £2 2s. a week. Omnibus fare from 
the station was 6d. (Is. by cab).

By 1878 trade had fallen off, even though 
swimming was ‘ guaranteed in eight lessons 
for 10s.’.

I ’
1t BOARDINGS- BATHS.i 2.2.0.PER WEEK.

TURKISH BATH 2/6 OR 1/6. WARM BATH I«0R6d. SWIMMING BATH 6d.
Swimming guaranteed in Eight Lessons for 10 o.

• >'4

1 Itl . ' I 'A

Sansome Walks Baths, Worcester, as shown in a poster about I860.
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One of the old-time greats
!

r
Bartholomew stepped in and brought his 

name and fame to Worcester. He probably 
never would have bothered if baths had not 
already been here. And without him the 
Parks would not have come either.

For when Bartholomew died in 1890 Mr 
Park saw his chance. He bought the business.

He set about introducing his specialised 
craft to Worcester folk, and he passed on 
his wealth of knowledge to young Leonard, 
his youngest son.

It was much appreciated. There was a 
demand. Mr Park, Jnr., now aged 71 and 
living at Whittington, still has many letters 
they received from sick people acknowledging 
that ‘ Park’s Baths ’ had cured them.

Between them they ran those baths through 
first half of this century while arguments 
raged in the chy that there should be new 
baths and th: r rnyway they should be owned 
by the corporation.

Mr Park his son wrote letter after 
letter to the big News and Times defend
ing their b<vbs — and agreeing that they 
should be cc or e •'-owned. There was no profit 
in it, they sc’d.

Among the many schemes mooted by 
Worcester Ci'y Council for baths to replace 
‘ Park’s ’ war one thought up by Councillor 
and later Alderman W. R. Amphlett. It 
would have cost the ratepayers a mere 
£25,000. But they dillied, and they dallied.

\

A f

Henry Taylor, Oldham, one of the old-time greats in British swimming, who has an 
honoured place in swimming's hall of fame at Fort Lauderdale, America.

>1

Not pleased

Alderman Amphlett lived to hear the final 
go-ahead given for the scheme, now costing 
£500,000. By then he was 81. And he said 
he was not pleased. It had been 38 years 
since his initial campaigning. 4 The demand 
is not as great now as it was then,’ he said.

So to 1971 and the continuing demands 
are about to be answered, greater or not.

Mr Leonard Park, in retirement, says he 
thinks it is about time. When the council 
acquired his baths in 1946 (at his request) 
he stayed on as chief superintendent until 
1959. He had been there over 40 years. His 
father’s service added on makes the Parks’ 
association a 68 year bond.

But there it ends. None of his six children, 
or his brothers and sisters, or his many 
grandchildren, have carried on in the bathing 
profession. Can they even swim? ‘Well . . . 
some of them can,’ Mr Park said, with a 
smile.

Does he recommend people to get their 
children to swim at the new baths? Most 
definitely he does.

Sinclair Newton, writing in the 4 Worcester 
Evening News \
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What type of pool P
by Keg Maddock, Technical Manager, Pilkington’s and Carter, 
Trade Affiliate Members of The Institute of Baths Management

Level deck pools — popular on the Continent — have their drawbacks. What are the alternatives? Here, an expert on 
swimming pool design discusses the choice and opts for a novel and proven British system.

and a closer examination of the arguments 
for and against the design seems warranted.

Level-deck pools bring the water level 
up to the promenade and dispense with the 
need for an overflow channel within the 
pool tank. Because of the bather’s buoyancy 
it is claimed that steps into the pool are 
not needed. Less excavation at the construc
tion stage is necessary to provide equivalent 
water depths, thereby costs of building and 
pool lining materials are cut. The dispersal 
of turbulence on the pool surface is eased 
as the wave action set up by swimmers 
laps against a slightly rising pool edging, and 
chlorine gas is dispersed more readily. These 
are some of the reasons for the popularity 
of level-deck pools.

Closer examination of the cost of building 
level-deck pools has shown that they are 
certainly as costly as other designs and are 
probably more expensive to build. The sav
ings made in the pool tank are more than 
compensated by the need to build a balance 
tank to act as a reservoir to hold water

displaced and drawn off the pool surface 
before it returns to filtration. The level- 
deck pool requires skimmer units below 
water level and these are connected to the 
surface drainage gutter surrounding the pool 
on the promenade. Pipes have to pierce the 
pool wall to make these connections. Water 
leaving the pool surface flows into a prom
enade drainage channel through expensive 
gratings which cost at least £7 to £8 a 
lineal yard. This item alone can add in the 
region of £700 - £800 for a 25 metre pool. 
If competition swimming events are held, 
touch plates are needed at the shallow and 
deep ends of the pool. Standing 30cms 
about the pool edge they are usually 
removable as otherwise :.Vy become a 
hazard to bathers.

Not all pool designe e .re prepared to 
accept the argument that sv-.c unnecess
ary in a level-deck poo . .. steps are
often provided at the sl::.'v. ind. Some 
form of hand grip is ess". V-. a teaching 
pool, and this alters the d of the pool
edging from the profile . ; :.n the main
pool. Undoubtedly more y/L-.'r is splashed 
on to the promenade in levci-deck pools.

If the level-deck pool ic nor everyone’s 
choice of design the alternatives are:

(a) The conventional pool with overflow 
channels, nine inches below the prom
enade and multi-outlet points at 10 - 15 ft. 
intervals;
(b) The ‘ Surflo ’ design, where water 
flows continuously over a weir set at 
overflow channel height. The ‘ Surflo ’ 
system requires a balance tank for the 
same reason as a level-deck pool;
(c) The ‘ Tandemflow ’ system. This de
sign combines the advantages of the con
ventional pool with the maximum surface 
water extraction of the ‘ Surflo ’ system, 
and yet does away with the need for a 
balance tank.
Whichever system is selected the greatest 

saving in capital expenditure comes when 
pools are built with two shallow ends and 
central deep section. If no diving facilities 
are provided water depths of a maximum 
of 6 ft. 6 in. are sufficient. For recreational 
use the twin shallow end pool will provide 
more bathing space for the youngsters who 
constitute the greatest proportion of bathers.

The ‘ Tandemflow ’ design was invented 
by Mr K. R. Greenlees, of Haughton, 
Greenlees and Associates. It is operating 
successfully in many pools, notably Chelten
ham, Tewkesbury, Towcester, Roehampton 
and Filton. Many more are under construc
tion this year, including a number of major 
swimming pool projects.

An opportunity to catch up on trends in 
modern swimming pool design came with 
a visit to the International Sports Facilities 
and Bath Installation Fair, at Cologne in 
May. The Fair attracted many foreign 
exhibitors, including 12 from Great Britain. 
Other countries represented included the 
U.S.A., France, Belgium, Holland, Denmark, 
Italy and Switzerland. Of a total of 400 
exhibitors, 70 were from foreign countries. 
The Fair covered every form of sport, from 
skiing to swimming, from golf to gymnastics, 
and examples of construction techniques 
and design were on display.

Throughout the continent of Europe the 
trend is undoubtedly for level-deck swim
ming pools in the public sector. One firm 
estimates 90 per cent of all public pools 
being built were of this design. The pool 
under construction for the 1972 Olympic 
Games in Munich is also designed on this 
principle.

The level-deck pool is not as popular in 
the United Kingdom as in other countries,

The main pool at the new Tewkesbury swimming baths where the Pilkington’s + Carter 
‘ Tandemflow ’ re-circulation system is installed. In the foreground promenade can be seen 
the slotted tiles over the ‘Tandemflow’ channel. The baths were selected by the West 
Bromwich Borough Council as the best of 18 swimming pool projects inspected. Architects 

Preece Payne Partnership, Gloucester.
were
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.‘ Tandemflow ’ system
The * Tandemflow ’ system adapts itselt 

to either the continuous flow of water over 
the overflow channel or to the normal 
water levels associated with conventional 
pools. It also incorporates the drainage of 
promenade, footbaths and changing areas. 
All the water used to keep these areas clean 
is brought back into the filtration plant for 
purification and re-use. The principle on 
which it is designed is simplicity itself.

the collecting chambers by passing through 
slotted floor tiles into a concealed drainage 
channel which connects with the chambers. 
Each chamber is covered by a removable 
lid, usually tiled in tiles to match those on 
the promenade.

What are the advantages of the c Tandem
flow ’ system? The level of water in the 
pool can be raised to allow a continuous 
flow over the overflow channels if desired. 
The system is then producing similar surface 
water extraction to the ‘ Surflo' system. 
The risk of the overflow channel flooding 
is negligible provided the calculations have 
been made to ensure the pipe connecting 
the collecting chambers is adequate to take 
maximum flow conditions. Water levels rise 
and fall in the collecting chambers, which 
are really acting as miniature balance tanks.

Maintenance and cleansing of the whole 
system is simple. By lifting the covers of 
the collecting chambers, access is gained to 
the primary drainpipe and the surface water 
channel. Drain rods can be inserted if 
necessary. The whole system can be sterilized 
periodically by closing a valve to the filtra
tion plant and opening another to waste. 
With no pipes buried in the pool deck the 
risk of blocked-up drains is eliminated.

Any method which cuts down the time 
taken in construction saves costs. It is here 
that the ‘ Tandemflow ’ system can save 
money. Each trade is able to carry on with 
its job independendy. The main contractor 
is not held up while pipes are laid in the 
promenade. The tiling contractor has no 
outlet pipes to which his overflow channels 
and gutter dies have to connect.

Running costs can be reduced by the low 
maintenance required to keep the system 
clean and sterile. There is no balance tank 
to be cleaned out once a year, water bills are 
reduced by not wasting so much water used 
in cleaning. The promenade is drained where 
most water falls, and this reduces humidity 
in the pool hall. A dry promenade is so much 
safer than a wet one.

The choice of pool design must be gov
erned by so many factors that it is difficult 
to see how one type of pool is necessarily 
the best to meet all conditions. When low- 
cost construction is called for one of the 
best examples is at Filton, near Bristol, 
where the overall costs of the whole project 
were in the region of only £51,000. It is 
interesting to note that this pool (25 x 10.5 
metres) incorporates the ‘ Tandemflow * 
recirculation system.

!
*
!•
::The aim of the designer was to do away 

with the outlet holes through the pool sides 
where there is a risk of leaks occurring. A 
series of collecting chambers are built as 
part of the structural wall of the pool. The 
chambers arc connected by a primary drain
age pipe, whch finally returns to the filtra
tion plant. T pipe is laid by the main 
contractor as

::
ij

:
:

!istruction proceeds, and is 
not under p: ... ire; alkathene pipes are often 
used. Water r .ering the overflow channels 
around the

|
?ol leaves through special 

channels wh - are pierced by four slots 
which discharge into the collecting chambers.

Most poo., require six or eight of these 
collecting char.’.hers. Surface water on the 
promenade and other areas is drained into

Coal heated 

swimming pools
i

i
1The National Coal Board’s stand, No. 

9/10, at the Blackpool conference of the 
Institute, includes graphic displays of swim
ming pools heated by various methods with 
coal. Details are given of the N.C.B’s 
Technical Service, under which any con
sumer can receive advice about the efficiency 
and suitability of his appliance and firing 
method. The N.C.B. Heat Investment Plan 
is also explained on the stand. Under this 
plan the N.C.B. advises consumers how to 
buy plant to increase boilerhouse efficiency. 
A finance house advances the whole cost of 
the project and it is repaid over a period of 
five years, or less if desired.

I

t:

:

i

This coal-heated swimming pool is in Perth, 
Scotland.
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Fifty years in Baths ..

Alf Thacker recalls his entry into the city of Liverpool baths department in March, 1919, when as a 
15-year-old he received a wage of 12s. per week, plus 8s. 6d. bonus, a total of £1 Os. 6d. per week . .
‘ fabulous ’ wage to one who had been working in an office for 8s.

. a

generous frame of mind for his pay 
increased to 26s. per week with payment for 
overtime at 4d. per hour. Where the basic 
hours ended and overtime began is not clear 
but it was probably around the 80.

At the same time a joiner receiving 28s. 
per week plus overtime had his wages in
creased to 30s. but no payment for overtime 
(weekly hours not known) and a moneytaker 
working in the summer, 78 hours per week, 
had her pay increased from 18s. to 20s. per 
week. This must have been an exceptional 
case as for several years afterwards money- 
takers were being appointed at 12s. per week.

At this date coal was 10s. and slack 7s. 
per ton, but a burgic — a mixture of coal 
and slack, was available at 8s. 4d. per ton 
and this was found on test to give the best 
economical results. However, following com
plaints of poor quality of coal the chief 
superintendent was authorised to pay Is. per 
ton more for better quality fuel when he 
thought it advisable.

In 1869 it was reported to the committee 
‘ that the following amounts had been 
charged for refreshments to staff at the 
Baths:

In the winter season — December to 
March — the establishments were open from 
8 a.m. to 9 p.m., Monday to Saturday, and 
closed on Sundays.

The wages paid for working these hours in 
the summer season were:

Fireman

Wages and working conditions was
Although this article is intended to deal 

with conditions during the past 50 years, it 
is of interest to quote what has been recorded 
in the proceedings of the baths committee 
during the previous 50 years, when the 
working-hours of bath attendants were any
thing up to 100 per week.

One may often have heard or read about 
bath attendants working 100 hours per week 
and considered it to be the usual * old- 
timers * exaggeration but the following is 
quite factual.

In 1870 the hours of opening of the 
Liverpool baths during the summer season 
(April to November) were:

Mon to Fri.

28s. per week
(20s. if two were employed on shifts)

......... 28s. per week
.......... 17s. per week
......... 15s. per week
12s. to 18s. per week
........ 10s. per week
......... 20s. per week

During the winter season when fewer 
hours were worked, the firemen and money- 
takers received the same rate of pay, but all 
other staff were paid 2s. per week less.

In 1867 a fireman working 81 hours per 
week for a wage of 20s. applied for an 
increase. In submitting the application to 
the committee the report states, * THE 
DUTIES, HOWEVER, ARE NOT CON
SIDERED TO BE ARDUOUS OR 
REQUIRING GREAT SKILL.’ The com
mittee at that time must have been in a

Male attendants
Female attendants 
Charwomen ........
Moneytaker ... 
Boys: Age 14 

Age 19

6 a.m. to 9 p.m. 
6 a.m. to 10 p.m. 
6 a.m. to 11 a.m.

The staff were expected to work these, 
plus mo evenings per week, one of which 
had to be Saturday, until midnight for clean
ing purposes. If you work out these hours it 
comes to 101. Meal times were not allowed 
for as these had to be taken as and when 
convenient.

Saturday
Sunday

Weekly
Summer Winter 

3s. 6d. 
2s. 6d. 
2s. Od. 
Is. Od.

‘ These amounts are disbursed in refresh
ments to the men about 10 o’clock on Satur
day night when they have finished the day’s 
work, previous to their starting to clean the 
plunge baths.’ And some would say * The 
Good Old Days ’! Whether it was the 
arduous conditions or the number of men 
employed which accounted for the amounts 
differing between establishments is not 
known, but there is no doubt that thA men 
at the Pier Head Baths, opened 1828, closed 
1906, certainly earned their refreshments.

It is of interest to note that in 1874 when 
the Steble Street Baths and wash-house 
establishment, which comprised three plunge 
baths, 40 private baths and a 42 stall wash
house, was ready for opening, the com
mittee approved the engagement of the 
following staff:

Superintendent and matron, 35s. per week 
plus house, coal, and light free; 
moneytakers, 12s. per week (one for baths, 
one for wash-house); two firemen, 24s. per 
week (alternate day and night shifts); four 
male attendants, 24s. per week; 
female attendants, 12s. per week.
The working hours would be not less than 

86 per week.

... 5s. 6d.Pier Head Baths 
Cornwallis St. Baths ... 3s. 6d.
Margaret St. Baths ... 3s. Od.
Paul Street ... Is. Od.

two

'

two

Interior of plunge — Pier Head Baths — 1828-1906. Photo taken May 1902. 
Establishments contained two plunges, 11 private baths, two vapour and douche baths. 

Note water level three feet below bath surround.
How would you like to have to clean this establishment after 10 on a Saturday evening and 

after you had already worked a 16-hour day, 6 a.m. to 10 p.m.?
Hours reduced

Nearly 20 years later, while wages remained
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the same, the hours were slightly reduced 
by the establishments closing one hour 
earlier, and it was in 1891 that the first real 
attempt was made to reduce the attendants’ 
working week. The committee resolved:

‘ That attendants and charwomen be 
allowed to leave the establishment at 9.30 
on their day off, and be allowed regular meal 
times of breakfast, half-hour; dinner, one 
hour; tea, half-hour.*

It was reported that these concessions 
would reduce their hours by 13i, making the 
working week for men 72£ and women 7l£ 
hours. There was no reduction in pay.

As the hours of opening and closing the 
baths varied slightly over the years, so the 
weekly working hours of the staff were 
gradually reduced, again with no alteration 
in the wages.

By 1919 the working week was down to a 
mere 53 home when in June of that year the 
standard werk'ng week of 47 hours was 
introduced. \'/r.ges for the men remained the 
same — 26s. to 28s. per week, but female 
attendants were now being paid 4£d. per 
hour which, <<:: 53 hours, was 19s. 10 id. per 
week. This v/age of 19s. 10£d. for women 
continued when the 47 hour working week 
was introduced, but in December 1919 the 
rate per hour was increased to 6d., which, 
for 47 hours, was £1 3s. 6d. per week.

During the first world war, as in the 
second, when the cost of every commodity 
was increasing, the basic wage was not varied 
but a war bonus fluctuating with the cost of 
living was paid. This bonus figure was 
reviewed periodically, and reached its peak in 
1921 when the basic rate of 28s. for a male 
attendant carried a bonus of 47s. per week, 
a total wage of £3 15s. Od. per week less 
lOd. per week National Health Insurance. 
The female attendants’ rate of £1 3s. 6d. 
carried a bonus of £1 11s. 4d., a total of 
£2 14s. lOd. per week.

As a boy of 15 years, starting in the baths 
in March 1919, I received a wage of 12s. 
per week plus 8s. 6d. bonus, a total of 
£1 Os. 6d. per week of 53 hours. This I 
considered fabulous as I had been working 
in an office for 8s. per week. If I worked till 
9 o’clock on any evening I received Is. tea 
money and would have received 2s. per week 
after six months but I left to work in the 
Baths just one week before this was due. 
However, as boys in the corporation service 
were paid according to their age, I received 
an increase of 4s. per week on my 16th 
birthday in June, after only four months’ 
service, and my working week was reduced 
by six hours. At that time I considered 
myself very fortunate but now, on reflection,
I sometimes wonder. If a boy of 15 years 
was paid 12s. per week in 1874, the same

pay as I received 45 years later, it 
reasonable to assume that had it not been 
for two world wars they would still be paid 
12s. per week instead of the £9 they are 
now paid. Of course, 50 years ago nobody 
even thought of the ‘Welfare State’ which 
would require a weekly contribution from 
every employed person far in excess of his 
total week’s wages at that time.

Before dealing with post first world war 
conditions for manual staff, let us see how 
the superintendents fared over the years 
previous.

In 1865 a superintendent was appointed to 
Cornwallis Street Baths at a salary of £160 
per annum, plus 16s. per week for his wife 
working as the matron, while the super
intendent appointed to the Pier Head Baths 
received only £120 p.a., plus 10s. per week 
for his wife working as matron. The super
intendent appointed to Cornwallis Street 
Baths resigned after 12 months when the 
committee, probably thinking it had been too 
generous appointed a successor at a salary of 
£120 p.a. plus £40 for his wife, thus saving 
15s. per week on the previous appointment 
which, no doubt, received the commendation 
of the city council and the ratepayers, who 
always consider that the corporation staffs 
are overpaid.

Reference has been made earlier to the 
committee in 1874 approving an appoint
ment of a superintendent and matron at 35s. 
per week for the Steble Street Baths and 
Wash-house but on appointment this was 
duly amended to £104 p.a. with the wife as 
matron, plus house, coal and light free. In 
1876 this superintendent and his wife, 
together with three other similar appoint
ments had their salaries raised to £115 p.a., 
£100 for the superintendent and £15 for the 
wife.

seems Joint appointments
A few years later a superintendent died 

while in office and his widow applied for a 
pension. After considerable discussion by the 
committee she was awarded a small pension. 
This makes one wonder what would have 
happened had the wife died. As it was a 
joint appointment would the superintendent 
have been compelled to take another wife or 
give up his job? This never happened so 
there was no test case.

As a result of this claim all superintendents 
and wives occupying * joint appointments ’ 
had their services terminated by resolution of 
the committee, they were then re-engaged on 
condition that the wives acted as matrons 
unpaid and not to be considered as a servant 
of the corporation.

In 1886 the city council adopted the incre
ment system of salaries, again in the interests 
of saving the ratepayers’ money, and a 
superintendent and his wife were appointed 
at a salary of £90 p.a., increasing by annual 
increments of £5 to a maximum of £115.

In 1890, for reasons which can easily be 
assumed, the committee added the word 
‘ working ’ to the title of superintendent and, 
to comply with some legal issue, a rent of 
one penny per week was fixed for a super
intendent’s house. These appointments now 
read:

‘ That Mr
ing superintendent of the 
wash-house at a salary of £90 p.a., increas
ing by annual increments of £5 to a maxi
mum of £115 p.a. plus house, coal and light 
on a weekly rent of Id., his wife to do 
matron’s duties free and not as a corporation 
servant.’

These apparently low salaries, however, 
were not without certain ‘ perks of office ’, 
for in 1893 the new chief superintendent 
reported to the committee that all super
intendents were using baths cleaning materials 
in their private houses and all, except one 
who kept a servant, had their cleaning work 
in the house done by a member of the baths 
staff, even to having their clothes washed by 
the baths washerwoman. The chief super
intendent was ordered to see that super
intendents were kept strictly to house, coal 
and light free, as stated in their appointments. 
It was, of course, easy to pass a resolution 
but much more difficult to enforce it, for it 
was common knowledge that such practices 
continued to exist right through to the 1920s 
until the last of the ‘ joint appointments ’ 
officers retired. In 1922, one superintendent 
who lived in a flat over the baths entrance, 
with a long flight of stone steps from the 
street to his front door, obtained special 
permission from the committee for these 
steps to be cleaned by the baths staff.

a.m.
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be appointed a work- 
baths and

The duties of the matrons make interesting 
reading:

1. General supervision of all female staff.
2. Attend to the cutting out of towels, 

bathing drawers, etc., and the repair of same.
3. Where there is a ladies’ plunge, the 

matron is to be always in the plunge in 
attendance.

4. The matron will take full charge and 
responsibility in the absence of the super
intendent and look after the corporation’s 
property.
NOTE:

(a) All this for £15 per year.
(b) In those days it was customary to buy 

towelling and linen for bathing 
drawers by the 100 yards and the 
superintendent had to see to the 
cutting; and for the moneytaker to do 
the machining.

;

I
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On the Burntwood scene
relaxing on deckchairs at the poolside. A 
meal is then served and dancing and cabaret 
continue into the early hours. These events 
arc becoming so popular that each one is a 
complete * sell-out' before the tickets are 
printed.

David Rolley, M.Inst.B.M., who looks 
after baths and recreation activities at Burnt- 
wood Parish Council, near Lichfield, Staffs., 
is achieving maximum press publicity from 
his efforts to focus attention on his indoor 
and outdoor complex.

* On the Bumtwood scene * now features:
(a) Wrestling — held monthly.
(b) Folk concerts — held monthly. Top 

line artistes who have appeared: The Settlers, 
New World and many other famous names.

At the turn of the century there must have 
been some murmurings about increases of 
salary, for the committee introduced a new 
scale of £120, rising by £5 p.a. to a maxi
mum of £150, but it also had second thoughts 
about the house, coal and light. They 
decided that this must be paid for and 
resolved that a deduction of £30 p.a. should 
be made from the salary in respect of these.

Strange as it may seem, this value on the 
house, coal and light remained unaltered for 
nearly 50 years.

The last joint appointment to be made in 
Liverpool was in 1913, and in 1914 the 
committee decided to appoint a lady super
intendent to be responsible for the supervision 
of all female staff and for the cleanliness and 
safety of all baths when used by females. 
This post carried a salary of £100 p.a. and 
when the lady appointed retired in 1941 the 
post was never filled.

The only person who appears to have 
made any real progress, salary-wise, was the 
chief superintendent of the baths and wash
house department. He was appointed in 
January 1892 at a salary of £130 p.a. rising 
by £10 p.a. to a maximum of £150, plus 
house, coal and light, at a rental of 
penny per week. Prior to 1892 the super
intendent of the Pier Head Baths had the 
title of chief superintendent but this was 
only to give some seniority as the depart
ment was under the control of the water 
engineer.

In 1894 the title was changed to ‘ engineer 
and chief superintendent’ and in 1895 the 
salary was increased to £250 p.a., but his 
rent for house, coal and light was increased 
to one shilling per week. This was for a large 
house in the fashionable pan of the city, but 
two rooms were used as the official office. In 
1897 he received a further increase to 
£300 p.a.

This first engineer and chief superintendent 
died in 1911, and his assistant, who was an 
architectural draughtsman and not an 
engineer, was appointed chief superintendent 
but without any increase in salary. The 
committee then decided to appoint an 
assistant engineer at £150 p.a. The post was 
advertised and the superintendent of Bur
roughs Garden Baths and Wash-house was 
selected for the post.

At the close of World War I, with a 
possible expansion of the department in 
view, the committee decided to appoint a 
new engineer and chief superintendent and 
advertised the post at a salary of £500 p.a. 
plus £100 bonus.

The foregoing notes, so far as they relate 
to wages, salaries and conditions of nearly 
100 years ago, although they make interest
ing reading, are quoted in order to show how 
little advancement there was in the 50 years 
before 1914 when compared with 50 years 
after.

Jazz concerts

Most of the country’s top bands have 
appeared including Kenny Ball and Acker 
Bilk.

r
\ Negotiorus et Ministri of Burntwood Thermae et Forum

The Manager and Staff of Burntwood Baths and Halll

i« invite you to

IIP POM PIE!!!P!'! *!
Li'

(an evening of Roman Debauchery)
<

Saturday Vth Juno at VII-XXX o’clockone l

{ Admission 125 Roman newpenceI P. i .€>.Vestiss—Toga et Crepidae
SandalsDress

I
< Natatio (Swimming) VII-XXX till 

VIII-XL V

Epulae (Banquet)

Gladitonal (Gladiators etc.) IX-XXX 

Delectatio, Musica. Ludi until XJI

1X-XV

(c) Regular pop dances, including pro
grammes for B.B.C. Radio One Club.

(d) Regular adidt dances — top line 
orchestras and bands. The most popular of 
these events is when the pool and the hall 
are used together and a gimmick is introduced 
such as :

Hawaiian evenings; beach ball; treasure 
island; ‘Up Pompeii ’; Arabian nights; 
Davey Jones* locker.

A different gimmick but the format is 
always similar, with patrons swimming, or

Outdoor activities

Pony gymkhanas; show jumping (B.S.J. 
regulations); athletics; dog shows; grass track 
cycling; exhibitions; funfairs; beauty com
petitions, etc.; five-a-side football com
petitions; cricket matches; ‘ It’s A Knock
out ’, with many teams in the area taking 
part.

All these, plus the normal activities 
associated with a swimming pool and hall 
have, and are, taking place under the 
complete control of the baths and recreation 
department.

2 76
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Wythenshawe’s £2m. Forum I

How to take a holiday 

-1891 version
;

' :Dr. Mortimer Granville, hi a letter to a 
contemporary, gives some excellent and well- 
timed advice as how to gain advantage from 
a holiday after exhausting brahi-work, as in 
the case of our lawyers, administrators, and 
brain-labouring classes generally. He points 
out the folly and danger of rushing away on 
long journeys when the faculty of recuper
ation itself is impaired by overwork, and 
insists on the necessity of simple rest, and 
as perfect inaction as is compatible with a 
sane life, for at least a week after the cessa
tion of brain-labour; before rushing away 
to moor or mountain, or even undertaking 
the fatigue of a long journey. Dr. Granville 
is rightly of opinion that many of the serious 
illnesses and sudden deaths of brain-workers, 
which are the inevitable concomitants of the 
holiday season, are to be attributed to the 
sudden rush away of the sufferers, who incur 
unwonted bodily fatigue whilst they are still 
suffering from mind-weariness and the muscle 
and nerve-weariness which so often accom
pany it. Dr. Mortimer Granville’s prescrip
tion is, in brief, to enjoy a spell of dolce far 
niente, and to do nothing very thoroughly, 
for at least one-fourth of a short vacation, 
or one-sixth of a long one; the residue may 
then be spent pleasantly and profitably in 
any way most agreeable to the holiday-seeker. 
— from the f Sanitary Record ’ (former title 
of e Municipal Engineering ’), 15th August, 
1891.

i

:
i

Well worth a visit is the new £2 million Forum at Wythenshawe, Manchester. These pictures 
were taken during the early stages of the building and show the sports hall (above) and the

the remainder of the complex.swimming pool (below). Work is proceeding on

Fitness in 

middle age
The C.C.P.R., south west region, announce 

a conference dealing with the problems of 
fitness in middle age to be held at the 
University of Bristol on Saturday, 25th 
September.

The programme includes the following 
subjects:

The Need for Exercise in Middle Age — by 
Dr. D. W. Barritt, M.D., F.R.C.P., Con
sultant Physician; Diet — by Miss Margaret 
Chapman,
Health Dept.; A Fitness Programme — 
Organisation and Development by G. 
Reynolds, representative, Central Council of 
Physical Recreation; A Fitness Programme 
— medical and physical aspects by Dr. P. 
Travers, M.B., B.S.(London.), D.Phys.Med., 
lecturer, St. Lukes College, Exeter; Practical 
Demonstration — Dr. P. Travers; Discussion; 
Summing Up.

The conference chairman will be J. D. 
Wheatley, secretary, South Western Sports 
Council.

:

i

Nutritionist, BristolS.R.D., I
i
i
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A growth sport

The attraction of sub-aqua clubs
The importance of the exclusive reservation of indoor swimming pools in the training of sub-aqua club members is stressed 

in this paper by Frank Galloway, B.Sc., Secretary of the Scottish Sub-Aqua Club, 16 Royal Crescent, Glasgow, C.3, at a meeting 
of the Scottish branch of The Institute of Baths Management at East Kilbride.

of the beauty of the undersea world — his 
concentration was on his work, which usually 
was at the bottom of a muddy harbour or 
under the ship’s keel.

However, thanks to the development dur
ing and immediately after the war of special
ised diving gear, which detached the diver 
from the surface connections, it was now 
possible for man to go beneath the surface 
and be ‘ free This equipment became 
known as S.C.U.B.A. (Self Contained Under
water Breathing Apparatus) or, as it is com
monly called in this country, the Aqua-Lung. 
With this equipment, man could now explore

Up to some 20 years ago the only people 
who had ever seen the undersea vista were 
the professional divers — you can picture 
them with their heavy cumbersome equip
ment, thick rubberised suit, large brass 
helmet, heavy lead weights on their chest 
and feet. Attached to their helmets and suits 
there were lifeline, telephone cable and air 
tube, all snaking up to the surface where 
attendants were on constant watch checking 
the signal line and air supply. This type of 
diver, commonly called ‘ hard hat is 
restricted in his movement to within the limit 
of his supply line. He generally saw little

beneath the waves and be completely 
independent of surface attendants. A whole 
new world was at his doorstep waiting to be 
explored. More than three quarters of the 
world’s surface lay unexplored by

Sub-aqua club diving was first introduced 
to Scotland by the Scottish Sub-Aqua Club 
in 1953 in Glasgow at Townhead Baths. 
Since these early days, the club has prospered 
and developed beyond all expectation 
throughout Scotland and, every year, there 
is an increasing demand for more clubs.

‘ What do you see or do when you go 
under there?’ is the question so often asked 
by the spectator. I cannot express in a few 
words an answer to this. The sheer thrill 
of plunging into a strange new world and 
plummeting downwards into its depth, or 
drifting almost motionless defying gravity 
over a yawning chasm, cannot be adequately 
described. Surrounding yen, everything is 
alive from the smallest polyp on the rock to 
the shoals of fish swimming carelessly around 
you. The colours of the seaweeds, especially 
along the wild rocky Scottish coastline, have 
to be seen to be believed. There is a door 
awaiting to be opened to this vast new 
untapped sphere of discovery and adventure. 
The key to the door is the sub-aqua club.

Too often the uninformed compare sub
aqua to swimming as if it is not the done 
thing to swim with fins on — it is cheating
— the swimming associations are inclined to 
dismiss the sub-aqua clubs with little credit.

Sub-aqua activity is as distinct from swim
ming as flying an aircraft is from walking. 
Most people today learn to swim — I 
heartily endorse this fact and readily compli
ment all the associations who earnestly 
accomplish this — but how many people are 
interested in the long arduous periods of 
training which is needed for competitive 
swimming and all the self sacrifice which 
goes along with it? I quite confidently answer
— a very small percentage. There is there
fore a void left after this initial achievement 
of learning to swim. This is where the sub
aqua club can take over. The public sees this 
new fascinating world on TV, especially in 
colour — they marvel at it and develop a 
desire to explore it — the local branch of the 
sub-aqua club can be their answer. You will 
agree, also, that most swimming clubs are 
made up of a high percentage of junior 
members, but what of the dads and mums? 
Here in the sub-aqua club is the interest 
which will stimulate these others to stir them
selves and train for an activity which has

man.
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East Kilbride baths- 

in Denmark!
While it is not unusual for the provost of 

a Scottish town to be asked to declare new 
buildings open, it must be very unusual for 
him to travel to a foreign country, to open 
new swimming baths named after his home 
town. But this happened recently to Provost 
William Niven of East Kilbride 
travelled to the town of Ballerup-Malov in 
Denmark to perform the opening ceremony 
at the Danish town’s new East Kilbride 
swimming baths.

who

Work on the pool, which is 50 
long and 27 metres broad, started in Novem
ber 1970 and was completed in time for 
the opening by Provost Niven in June. And 
the reason for the provost’s trip and the 
unusual name given to the swimming baths 
is that Ballerup-Malov and East Kilbride 
are allied by a twinning link.

In declaring the baths open, Provost 
Niven said how honoured he was to be 
undertaking the opening and later, referring 
to the link between the two towns — it was 
first forged in 1965 — he said: ‘A bond of 
affection and friendship is being strengthened 
between our two towns by this ceremony. 
For it symbolises not only the simple act of 
declaring the baths open, but in a wider 
it opens out new and exhilirating horizons 
for you good people of Ballerup.’

He then went on to declare the baths 
open — in Danish!

metrescountless diverse interests for the non
competitive swimmer as well as the highly 
proficient.

When a new member attends a sub-aqua 
club, he is given instruction by fully qualified 
coaches and training instructors. He is 
encouraged to further develop his ability and 
qualifications by progressing through a series 
of programmed grades, each in itself qualify
ing for a certificate. However, because of the 
very specialised nature of the training, an 
instructor/pupil ratio of one to one is necess
ary. This results in a fairly small member
ship, initially, of any new club. There is a 
tendency here for baths committee convenors 
to compare sub aqua attendance with that of 
a swimming club. Because this membership 
is small, this is no indication of the efficiency 
of the club — in fact, a large attendance may 
even cause a breakdown in training.

Exclusive use of a pool is desirable unless 
the pool is is-rge enough for separation to be 
marked off. However, a branch without a 
pool is like a fish without water, it will 
quickly expire. The high standard of train
ing and diving which the S.S.A.C. have 
maintained over the years is in no small way 
attributed to the efficiency of the initial pool 
instruction. The club has, at present, some 
36 branches throughout Scotland, only four 
of which do not have exclusive pool facilities, 
but who share with other clubs. This, we 
find, is the greatest obstacle in the develop
ment of a new club — the lack of exclusive 
pool facilities.

You, as Baths Managers associated with 
your baths committees, are continually being 
pressed for private sessions from all areas — 
the S.A.S.A., police, education departments, 
paraplegics, scouts, etc., and it is indeed a 
problem to sort out your order of priorities 
but, whereas most of these other groups are 
all primarily interested in swimming, the 
sub-aqua club is aimed at a follow up 
activity after the swimming stage is passed.

Another question which is often asked is 
the possibility of damage to tiles, especially 
in the new pools with their glass finish tiles. 
In answer to this, all I can say is that in the 
many years of experience I have had with 
our club operations in pools all over Scotland, 
there has been only an isolated complaint 
concerning this. The equipment we use 
apparently most likely to damage tiles in the 
water is the leaded weight belt and the aqua
lung. However, I have seen a test of 
confidence by a tile layer, who dropped a 
lump of lead into an empty pool with no

resulting damage. There is even less chance 
with a filled pool. The aqualung, however, 
could, if unprotected, cause damage. To 
prevent this, it is recommended that all 
cylinders have * plastic boots ’ filled. It is 
also possible to cover the pillar valve on the 
top of the cylinder with a plastic cup. 
Unfortunately, damaged tiles could be too 
easily blamed on the sub-aqua club for want 
of any other reason. Yet there are pools with 
no sub-aqua club where there have been 
damaged tiles, which I have reason to believe 
is caused by temperature changes during 
filling. Apart from taking precautions to 
prevent damage, the club is insured up to 
some £200,000 for public indemnity, which 
includes such damage.

The Sports Council, who recognise the 
Scottish Sub-Aqua Club as the governing 
body of the sport in Scotland, are giving 
every encouragement to the club to develop 
new branches by quite generous capital 
grants for participating equipment, such as 
aqualungs and compressors, etc., while, on 
the other hand, some local authorities will 
not grant a one hour weekly session to the 
club. Recently, we have opened up branches 
in the various colleges of education and we 
foresee the introduction of the sport into 
many schools. These pupils, when they leave 
school, must be given the opportunity to 
continue the sport at the local branch — 
this is one method of ‘ bridging the gap ’, 
which is so predominant in forward thinking 
educationalists today.

Although some new pools are being 
designed with facilities particularly suitable 
to sub-aqua coaching, (the Scottish Water 
Sports Centre — video tape, underwater 
radio, etc.) all that we ask is a minimum of 
a one hour session per week for the exclusive 
use of the club. Storage facilities, if available, 
are, of course, advantageous. At Dunoon, as 
well as storage space, the dub has its own 
compressor installed.

There are many Baths Managers here 
associated with our club — I doubt if any 

of them has a complaint against the 
sub-aqua club.

I have attempted to enlighten the un
informed of the true picture of sub-aqua in 
Scotland. I can only hope that you will give 
sub-aqua more respect and thought and not 
dismiss it as a minority sport. It is a growth 
sport, with many attractions to the ordinary 
individual, who wishes to do something more 
than just swim up and down the pool.

sense

On the Water, In 

the Water’
i

To coincide with the start of the family 
holiday season, RoSPA has published a 
revised edition of their comprehensive hand
book ‘ On the Water, In the Water ’. Every 
year many adults and children drown in 
Britain’s inland and coastal waters, often as 
a result of inadequate knowledge of local 
conditions or training in their particular 
water sport.

* On the Water, In the Water ’ gives 
advice on personal ability requirements, safety 
rules and training facilities for all water 
activities including swimming, surfboard 
riding, fishing, ski-ing and boating, along 
with sections on handling hired boats, escape 
from submerged cars, safety hints for youth 
group activities and the national colour code 
for bathers.

A feature of the revised edition is the 
recent recommendations by the Department 
of Trade and Industry on safety equipment 
for boats less than 13.8 metres (45 feet) in 
overall length. Priced at lOp per copy ‘ On 
the Water, In the Water’ is available from 
RoSPA, Terminal House, 52 Grosvenor 
Gardens, London, S.W.l.

one
i
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Pools for people
:
i

Most of us spend our time at the baths in standing depth water; more consideration could be given to users* needs.

when supplemented by loose seats on the 
pool promenade and no statutory control on 
the numbers standing, these pools could be 
packed to capacity by a crowd of 400 to 
500 spectators. Quite possibly then, the early 
post-war 110 ft. long pools with between 
600 and 1,000 seats and with wide pool 
promenades capables of taking further loose 
seating would not have been filled to capacity 
even by pre-war standards in spectator 
demand.

When the post-war baths building boom 
commenced at the end of the 1950s most 
local authorities had rigidly conceived notions 
regarding their requirements of a swimming 
pool. Ideally they required an * Olympic ’ 
pool (then 165 ft. long) or at least a 
‘National Championship’ pool (then 110 
ft. long). These pools were, of course, to be 
equipped with high diving stages and exten
sive spectator seating set in terraces. Pre-war 
memories of spectators being turned away 
from swimming galas, or even from polo 
matches, gave rise to the demands for large 
spectator seating capacities, despite the fact 
that circumstances had somehow changed 
since the war. Water polo had lost its 
spectator appeal, greater affluence had greatly 
diversified the pursuit of entertainment — 
and television had brought Olympic swim
ming stars into the parlours of the public.

In retrospect, however, one wonders 
whether the ‘ immense ’ spectator demand 
of the 30’s was quite as large as was 
generally imagined. Most pools were then 
only 75 ft. in length by about 30-35 ft. 
in width and fixed balcony seating usually 
comprised two rows all rounds the bath. Even

attracted to events both at home and abroad. 
Every additional Olympic pool — or to give 
the correct title, International pool — con
sequently generates more specially-designed 
venues competing for a small and relatively 
fixed supply of top standard spectator events. 
It is therefore obvious that the number of 
International pools designed as major spec
tator venues should be strictly limited and 
strategically sited.

Similarly, the requirement for high diving 
facilities was also over calculated by local 
authorities. Most Baths managers agree that 
less than one per cent of their patrons use 
a five metre high diving board, hut whatever 
contention this statement :-:ight cause 
amongst diving enthusiasts, I do not think 
any would dispute that less than one per 
cent use a 10-metre diving tcrcc-. Undoubtedly 
the very telling publicity point that our one
time Olympic diving hope I'.v ” Phelps had 
to travel from London '.c Blackpool to 
practice high diving drew a'.ton,.ion to the 
lack of adequate facilities .V* ' Is sport, but 
the immense cost of high diving provision 
makes more than one such futility in each 
Sports Council region unjustifiable. There 
are 16 architectural and engineering reasons 
why the provision of high diving facilities 
disproportionately increases the capital cost 
of a swimming pool — and also substantially 
increases annual operating costs for ever after. 
It has in fact been said that two 25-metre 
swimming pools could be built for the cost 
of one 33-metre pool with high diving 
facilities.

Quite obviously, if the swimming galas 
held each year in each pool occupy only a 
small percentage of total available time, and 
if the seating is rarely filled to capacity, then 
there will be substantial over-provision of 
spectator facilities — if every swimming pool 
is designed as a competitive type spectator 
pool. Similarly, if high diving boards are 
only used by a minute proportion of the 
public, then there will be enormous surplus 
diving provision — if high diving boards 
are provided in every new baths establish
ment. Furthermore, the enormous additional 
capital cost of such illogical provision, and 
the much greater operating costs, can only 
rebound to the disadvantage of the provision 
of swimming facilities for the great majority-

Every one a winner
Whatever excuses may be made for mis

calculations in spectator seating requirements 
there is no defence to the demand for 
‘ Olympic ’ sized pools. For more than 20 
years a single 165 ft. long pool at Black
pool had met the total demand for both 
National and International galas over the 
whole of Great Britain, despite being closed 
for five months of each year for economic 
reasons. Multiplication of high standard 
venues cannot in any way increase the 
number of top level events, because the 
number of national and international standard 
performers is limited, and these people are

Just like Topsy
Capital cost consequences alone are quite 

striking. For sound architectural and engi
neering reasons the construction of a 33- 
metre pool should cost proportionately less 
than that of a 25-metre pool and the capital



cost of a 50-metre pool should be proportion
ately less than that of a 33-metre pool in 
buildings of equal height and width. A 
comparison between post-war 33-metrc pools 
with commodious spectator accommodation 
and with high diving boards up to five metres; 
and 25-metrc pools with perhaps only a one- 
metre board and moderate spectator seating 
capacity, reveals that the 33-metre pools 
have in fact cost more than 2£ times as much 
as the 25-metre pools. This is because the 
volume of the building is not only increased 
by the 50 per cent necessary to accommodate 
the longer pool, but by at least 300 per cent 
to accommc I-ite the high diving stages which 
almost doc e the required height of the 
building an;- •; numerous rows of terraced 
seating wh; \ almost double the building 
width. To e cost of this considerably 
increased b. ng size must be added the 
cost of the 'er pool; with increased water 
capacity arr. nsequcntly larger water treat
ment, purif: ,n and heating plant; and the 
increased volume contained requiring 
larger head:;; -fid ventilation plant.

Considers : - of the above points leads to 
two obviouconclusions. Firstly, that major 
competitive :; indard pools should be intel
ligently sized regarding their seating capacities 
and ancillaiy amenities and sited in accord
ance with a national plan. Secondly, that at 
sub-regional and district level the size of 
pools, their spectator seating capacities and 
levels of provision of diving facilities — 
ranging from none up to five metres — 
should be planned to meet the varying 
patterns of demand within the sub-region.

has grossly undervalued the true demand for 
swimming by posing the questions at the 12 
years plus age group — which has thus 
excluded a substantial proportion of the 
actual users of public swimming pools. A 
special survey of the ages of swimmers 
attending indoor swimming pools has revealed 
that in older pools the under 12’s tend to 
equal or outnumber all other 
combined. Even in modem pools with 
aesthetic appeal and better bather comfort, 
while the adult percentage increases, the 
under 12’s still form around 40 to 45 per 
cent of the total swimming attendances at 
the majority of such establishments. Con
sequently the true future demand for swim
ming has been considerably undervalued by 
recreational surveys because the large, pre
sently excluded, segment of * under survey 
age swimmers ’ are the enfranchised customers 
of tomorrow.

A second factor which will influence future 
public demand is the fact that since the war, 
mainly through the efforts of the English 
Schools’ Swimming Association allied with 
enthusiastic parent/teacher groups, more 
than 50 school swimming pools have been 
constructed for every new public swimming 
pool opened. The total number of post-war 
school pools now exceeds 6,000 — and this 
rate of growth is continuing.

ment, which regularly exceeds 600,000 
bathers per year in a building which contains 
only one modern 110 ft. conventional com
petitive style swimming pool, but also has 
two immensely popular all-shallow pools 
which are now 80 years old. Shallow pools 
also have the advantage, of course, of being 
less costly to construct, less costly to operate, 
and safer to supervise.

Other features now conventional in pool 
design are also likely to change. The fun 
pools of the future may be irregular in shape. 
Triodetic framed buildings clad in reinforced 
glass fibre or transparent plastic may create 
the atmosphere of an open-air pool. Roofs 
may have sliding sections, or complete light
weight buildings may divide and retract on 
railway lines. Alternatively — and already a 
long proved success on the continent, but 
only a relatively recent innovation in this 
country — open-air pools will be built along
side indoor pools, using common ancillary 
accommodation and staff. Such combinations 
may also include artificial wave-making 
machinery in one pool. Artificial wave pools 
are proving very popular on the continent, 
when included in one of a complex of pools, 
as distinct from pre-war experience in this 
country where wave-making machinery was 
installed in the only pool in a baths estab
lishment, which created difficulties between 
the different types of demand.

age groups 
more

*» •

-.r*

Aquatically acquainted
Probably the majority of adults now living 

are non-swimmers. Thanks to the efforts of 
swimming teachers — coupled with expansion 
in the provision of school pools — only a 
very small minority of adults will in the 
future be unable to swim. It therefore follows 
that there may well be an explosion in 
demand for swimming facilities in the future, 
because present adult patronage forms only a 
minor portion of attendances in the public 
pools of today.

It appears, however, that any future 
demand will be for pools designed for recrea
tional, as opposed to competitive, swimming. 
Surveys in both Germany and America have 
shown that a very large proportion of all 
users of public swimming pools, including 
competent swimmers, spend most of their 
time in a swimming pool in the areas of 
standing depth water. In this country a yet- 
unpublished investigation carried out by the 
National Sports Council with the cooperation 
of members of The Institute of Baths 
Management has confirmed the same fact. 
And if further confirmation was required, it 
is provided by the staggering attendance 
figures from the Gloucester Baths Establish-

Integrating advantages
Main developments in swimming pool 

provision will undoubtedly be in providing a 
swimming facility as an integral pan of 
indoor sports centres. This trend is in fact 
already evident in the 200 to 300 pools now 
in the planning pipeline. There are obvious 
capital and operating cost economies to be 
derived from this manner of provision, as 
well as distinct social advantages.

A swimming pool establishment has all the 
essential ancillaries required by an indoor dry 
sports centre — car park, vestibule, cash 
desk, manager’s office, first aid room, chang
ing room, clothes storage, showers, toilet 
accommodation, boiler plant and ventilation 
plant. Demand for swimming diminishes 
considerably during the winter, consequently 
all of these ancillaries are under utilised. On 
the other hand, certain dry sports are not 
played at all in the summer, and others 
experience a considerable reduction in demand 
with the onset of lighter nights, better 
weather and the availability of outdoor play
ing facilities. A combination of wet and dry 
recreational amenities within the same build
ing therefore offers complementary, and

More in the swim
So far I have dealt in this article with the 

more glamorous but numerically insignificant 
portion of the total demand for swimming 
pool facilities. Provision for teaching and 
for ordinary recreational swimming is far 
more important. While spectator demand has 
fallen, there has been a substantial and 
continuing increase in participation — and 
this applies both to competitive and recrea
tional swimming.

Every recent annual report from the larger 
Baths departments reveals a continuing in
crease in total attendances. This is also true 
in those cities with extensive slum clearance 
programmes, where there have been sub
stantial reductions in the total population 
over recent years. Similarly, every post-war 
survey of recreational trends has revealed 
that swimming is the most popular of all 
physical recreations — and by a very wide 
margin. But every survey published to date
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1971 Exam results
R. I. Riley, Stafford B.C. is the winner 

of the L. F. James award in the Final 
examinations of The Institute of Baths 
Management this year; D. E. McNair, 
Wokingham B.C., carries off the H. R. 
Austin award in the Intermediate section.

not need the costly ancillaries which a public 
pool requires, such as a large car park, a 
vestibule, cash desk, extensive changing 
accommodation, changing cubicles, large 
staff rooms — and toilet and shower accom
modation sufficient to meet peak public 
demand. Community group/school pools 
could be used on a programmed basis by 
controlled groups such as swimming clubs, 
thereby diverting most specialised training 
away from public swimming pools. This 
would solve the present conflict of interest 
between general recreation and competitive 
swimming, both of which activities require 
facilities in the same restricted evening period. 
Use solely by disciplined and proficient 
groups would also eliminate the cost of 
staffing to public control standards. Further
more, the elimination of the pressures of 
public demand would enable more time to be 
provided for these activities in the early 
evening periods, which is extremely important 
in a sport where champions mature so young.

The essence of my recommendations for 
public/school pools is that dual use of 
physical education facilities should not be 
based on the provision of school-standard 
facilities for public use, but rather on public 
standard facilities for school use. The corol
lary is that management should not be 
vested in the school authority but in a 
department of the local authority which 
caters for total community interests. The 
ability to control availability might give rise 
to an unfair allocation of time for public 
use as opposed to school use, or an unfair 
restriction on the numbers of public admitted 
during the public periods by reason of 
possible head teacher or caretaker antagonism. 
It is also likely that administration vested 
in the school will result in the public being 
granted left-over availability only. It is 
essential that public/school pools should be 
professionally managed and staffed to meet 
public attendance levels. Community group/ 
school pools would essentially be for educa
tion purposes, but the need for professional 
management and supervision — although not 
direct control — would still exist for reasons 
of hygiene and safety.

Outworn and outgrown
Finally, it should be noted that more than 

55 per cent of the public indoor swimming 
pools in Great Britain were constructed before 
the first world war and of these nearly 60 
per cent were constructed in the 19th century. 
Because of the difficult environmental con
ditions peculiar to swimming pools, baths 
buildings tend to reach the end of their 
economic lives after about 70 years. After 
this time, the cost of major repairs necessary 
to prolong the life of a long since obsolete 
building tend to mount exorbitantly in view 
of its rapidly diminishing life expectancy. It 
is therefore necessary to plan now for a 
massive re-provision of user-oriented swim
ming pools within the decade.

This article by H. T. Hilchin, Manchester, 
appeared in the ( Consulting Engineer \

economic utilisation of both the essential 
ancillary facilities and the staff.

Apart from initial capital and long-term 
operating cost advantages there are some 
social gains. A study made of a university/ 
community use sports centre revealed that 
over 60 per cent of all dry sports participants 
also wished to swim on the occasion of their 
visit. As well as this cross fertilisation effect 
there is also the valuable family use aspect, 
in that children may be sent to the swim
ming pool while the parents engage in some 
other activity. To summarise briefly then, 
there are initial capital cost advantages, sub
sequent operating cost advantages, cross 
fertilisation effects enhancing all attendance 
statistics, and family and social advantages, 
in integrating both wet and dry recreational 
amenities in a single building using common 
essential ancillaries and staff.
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Evening peak usage
It might be thought that a trend towards 

the provision of recreational swimming pools 
would militate against high level training 
and competitive swimming. In fact, the use 
of existing swimming pools for training and 
competition represents a small proportion of 
their total availability time, but even so the 
times required for training create an inordinate 
demand on the limited after-work evening 
periods which would be available for public 
use. The solution to this problem is set out 
below; it is quite simple and would benefit 
both the general public and the competitive 
swimming fraternity.

Two types of shared pool
Every local education authority should by 

now be aware that every swimming facility 
provided for physical education purposes 
ought to be designed for community use. I 
envisage however that two distinct types of 
dual use pools should be provided. For 
identification purposes these could be called 
public/school pools and community group/ 
school pools. The former should be provided 
where there is no alternative public provision. 
They should be designed to public standards, 
with adult social ancillaries. Entrance to these 
premises should not be through the school 
building or its playground. Public/school 
pools would be conventional and rectangular, 
and those provided for secondary schools 
would be of a recognised competitive length. 
As the only pools available to the public they 
would be subjected to the same competing 
demand pressures as a public pool.

Teenage champions
Where alternative public swimming facili

ties do exist the other type of dual use pool, 
the community group/school pool, could be 
provided, taking advantage of lower capital 
costs and lower operating costs. This type of 
pool should be at least 20 metres in length, 

if the maximum depth is restricted to 
one metre for teaching purposes and/or 
capital cost reasons. As such pools would 

be open to the general public they would
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£9,000 takings from swimpool vendors More recreation sites for 
Thetford ForestNearly £9,000 takings were recorded in a 

12-month period from an installation of four 
automatic vending machines at Queen’s Park 
Swimming Pool, Chesterfield. One vendor 
alone, a Sankcy Sodashop, has sold over 
120,000 drinks since the pool opened in 
June 1969.

Sited in a cafe overlooking the national 
championship-size pool, the vendors offer 
eight selections of hot drinks (tea, coffee, hot 
chocolate and Bovril) from a Super-8; cola, 
lemon and still and carbonated orange from 
the Sodashop; and snacks and sweets from 
two merchandisers. All the equipment is 
from the range manufactured by the Auto
matic Vending Division of GKN Sankey 
Ltd., of Bilston, Staffs.

The pool is situated on the west side of 
Queen’s Park near the centre of the town, 
and commands 
Chesterfield’s famous crooked spire. There 
is a staff of 10 full-time, four part-time 
cashiers and four part-time cleaners.

Both staff and bathers take their refresh
ments from the vendors which are filled and 
cleaned daily by a lady member of the staff, 
with a regular weekly service carried out by 
the supervisor.

In addition to the vendors, the cafe, 
which is separated from the pool area by 
soundproofed windows, has a counter service 
area, with its own small kitchen, for cater
ing on special occasions.

Thetford Forest, England’s second largest 
in area and first for commercial timber 
production (nearly £1 million worth sold a 
year), is also being developed as an amenity.

Three new projects comprise a 90-acre 
woodland park for the growing town of 
Thetford; an 80-acre site for youth organisa
tions, camping, public caravanning, and water 
sport; and 80 acres for picnickers, in con
junction with a range of lakes and an arbore
tum. These will all be under the Forestry 
Commission’s control.

Already in the forest there are two sites 
leased to the Caravan Club of Great Britain, 
a public camping site, three school camp 
sites run by neighbouring education authori
ties, 10 picnic sites, two forest trails, 17 
forest walks, facilities for 22-mile sponsored 
walks through forest country, and a horse- 
riding trail.

The most interesting of the three new 
developments, and one which will involve 
the commission in the largest ouday for 
capital development, lies a few miles up
river from Thetford on the banks of the 
Thet, in fairly remote country. Open farm
land between the already planted area and 
the river has recently come into the com
mission’s possession.

Two fields are being set aside for school 
camps for the Norfolk and Cambridgeshire 
education committee, accommodating some
thing like 200 at a time. A wet area adjoin
ing them is to be a nature reserve. An 
artificial lake connecting with the river has 
been dug out for canoeing and other water 
sports.

Another riverside field will be a general 
recreational area for caravans. Landscaping 
and planting of ornamental trees has begun. 
The caravans will be hidden in an adjoin
ing wood of Corsican pine; each will have 
its individual bay screened in time by 
shrubs. Campers and caravanners will be 
charged for their stay here. The charges will 
be roughly in line with those of the Caravan 
Club, increasing as additional facilities are 
provided over the next wo or three years. 
The other two sites will be free, except 
possibly for car-parking when development is 
complete.

a view which includes

Brecon swimming pool
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Swim instructor dies 
at pool

A Perth swimming instructor, Henry 
Wishart, Murray Cottages, Gannochy Road, 
collapsed and died while taking a life-saving 
class at Perth Baths.

Mr Wishart, who was 60, was overcome 
by a heart attack on the edge of the pool 
minutes before his class finished.

Attendants who rushed to his aid found 
him unconscious. They applied artificial 
respiration and heart massage, but he was 
found to be dead when taken by ambulance 
to Perth Royal Infirmary.

Teaching pool from balcony area.

population of Brecon is only 8,000.
The pool is the only indoor establishment 

in the county and if local government re
organisation takes place will still be the only 
one in the new county of Powis, which will 
take in the existing counties of Breconshire, 
Radnorshire and Montgomeryshire.

K. W. Hope, S.M.Inst.B.M. is Baths 
Manager at Brecon.

The new Brecon swimming pool complex 
situated at the Penlan Campus was 
officially opened by the Secretary of State 
for Wales, Mr Peter Thomas, on 30th July.

Since the actual opening on 1st April, 
1971, the attendances have far exceeded the 
most optimistic estimates. Total users dur
ing the first two months exceeding the 40,000 
mark, a substantial figure considering the
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The famous Liverpool ‘ steamies ’

4 ft. square. The partitions stood about
5 ft. 6 in. high and fixed on brackets to the 
‘ back ’ partition were the steam and hot and 
cold water supply pipes running the length 
of the aisle and serving from five to 10 stalls 
on each side. The steam supply went only 
to the boiling trough, the hot supply to both 
troughs and the cold water supply finishing 
on a swivel pipe served all three, with 
controlling valves at the end of the aisle. 
By means of outlet pipes from the boiling 
and washing troughs, fitted with cast iron 
plugs, water could be run into the dolly tub. 
A heavy galvanised scoop, a pot stick 2 ft.
6 in. long of 2 in. by 2 in. pitch pine and 
five legged dolly pegs completed the equip
ment.

It was from these uncovered boiling 
troughs that the steam belched forth filling 
the atmosphere and on a cold winter’s day 
created such a fog that the o’ n gas lights 
and even the modern electrics imost failed 
to penetrate and the wcoh.er r,n one stall 
could barely discern the v-oma. on the next 
stall and to see what \v--s {ring on the 
attendant had constantly ?■;• the aisle.

Hydros were belt driven .' cm a main 
shaft in a tunnel running 
and always at the busiest rirv. • belt would 
break or come off the pri-ri t-slling forth 
many lurid expressions ri.e attendant 
whose duty it was to go dvV- i ~::th no more 
than a hurricane lamp cc yzzi a tallow 
candle to refix or repair the belts. It was

proportions could be built for £50/£60,000 
or less, it now costs £5/£600,000, with 
some of the * Palaces * or ‘ Monuments to 
Civic Pride ’ costing one million pounds and 
more. Whilst not wishing to decry the 
wisdom of our * Civic Fathers ’ for tying 
such a millstone round the necks of future 
generations of ratepayers, I do think this to 
be a gross extravagance of expenditure, or 
is this just the view of an ‘ Old Square ’ 
brought up in the austere 20s and the 
hungry 30s!

Let us now consider the public wash
house service where the changes have been 
equally great and just as spectacular, even 
the name having been changed to laundry 
— public or civic. The progress from the 
old ‘ Steamies ’ of the 1840s to the 1920s, 
to the modem civic laundry with its auto
matic machines and where practically no 
steam is visible has not been made as a 
result of any * Ministry ’ publication. It has 
progressed from an effort to provide a more 
economical and efficient service together with 
a genuine desire to make life easier for 
those people compelled to use this type of 
public service.

The washstall of the old steamies con
sisted of a boiling trough, a washing trough 
and a dolly tub. Over the dolly tub a 
scrubbing board fitted on brackets could be 
raised or lowered as required, the whole 
being surrounded on three sides by cast iron 
partitions forming an area approximately

Although the changes in the operation of 
the swimming bath service over the past 
50 years have been great, it is only in 
recent years that any attempt has been made 
to depart from the rectangular box type 
of swimming bath with the standard 3 ft. 
depth at the shallow end and 6 ft. at the 
deep end, together with the high pitched 
glass roof which for more than two genera
tions has been the familiar landmark of 
the public baths establishment.

Now various shapes are emerging, the 
* L ’ shaped, the * T ’ shaped, the plunge 
with two shallow ends with the deep water 
across the centre, the plunge with the shallow 
end starting from nothing. There are, of 
course, even greater differences in the 
external appearances, glass walls instead of 
the glass roof, the roof now constructed in 
assorted shapes and materials, and the build
ings themselves occupying large and costl} 
island sites with large car parks.

The old basement boiler house full of 
wet slack and everywhere covered in the dust 
of ashes is now replaced by the modem 
push-button-operated oil-or gas-fired boiler 
plant, situated at ground level with walls 
nicely tiled and in spotless condition, com
plete with qualified mechanic in white boiler 
suit to replace the brawny ex-naval stoker 
with his sweat rag.

It is a well established building fact that 
‘ Space costs Money ’ and so while in the 
1930s a bathing establishment of reasonable

.'the floor

.
:

Washing day in a northern public wash-house at the turn of the century.
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considered a great step forward when in 
1927 a new wash-house was equipped with 
water driven hydros, but with the advent of 
electrically driven hydros they did not last 
long.

clothes would have a 20 minute boil and, 
as not all the articles brought to the wash
house could be boiled, then each washer had 
the use of a wash stall as well as the 
machine which was capable of taking up to 
35 lb. dry weight of clothing, at an inclusive 
charge.

At most of the washhouses a number of 
stalls had to be retained for the use of those 
women who refused to have anything to do 
with these new-fangled machines, the excuse 
on their part being that ‘ no so-and-so 
machine can wash my clothes as good as I 
can myself’. In time, however, even the 
most ardent * rub and scrub ’ washer took

to the machine and then blamed it on the 
attendant that she didn’t use one before.

As far back as the 1870s public wash
houses were equipped with hand ironing 
facilities^ in those days it was .flat-irons 
which were heated on a three-tier octagonal 
coke stove or oven situated in the middle 
of the ironing room which was fitted with 
long heavy tables, and God help the atten
dant who let the coke fire go down low. 
Later gas-heated flat-irons were introduced 
and in the late 1920s these were replaced 
by electric irons. These, however, became 
subject to so much abuse that a deposit had 
to be levied but as electricity gradually

Drying was, and still is in many wash
houses, done by hanging the clothes on heavy 
drying racks with slotted wheels running on 
rails set in the floor, the racks having to 
be pushed or pulled in and out of hot air 
drying chambers. More than one miscarriage 
has been blamed on the effort needed to 
move these heavy racks. This type of rack 
installed in wash-houses built in the 1870s 
was still being installed in establishments 
built in the 1930s.

i

First public v/ash-house
It is of interest at this stage to recall that 

in the first public wash-house opened in 
1842 the 4 stalls ’ were all made of wood 
with the washing and boiling troughs lined 
with leadj f.r wringing the wet clothes there 
was the o! -. rind-operated mangle. At that 
time the c!:.hcs were dried overnight in the 
cellars heuby coke braziers. The clothes 
were hung o;.. rails at the end of the day, 
the fires vvthen lit and the doors locked 
for the nig'ii. The next morning the women 
would reu.\~2. to collect their clothes. On 
occasions l c temperature in the cellars when 
opened wcu'd be so high that the long 
earrings by the women of those days
would become hot and bum their necks.

The first step towards the elimination of 
these antiailuvian conditions was the fitting 
of hoods to the boiling troughs through 
which the steam was drawn off by extractor 
fans and discharged outside the building. 
This improvement began in the middle 
1920s and became standard equipment for 
all establishments built in the ’30s.

Mechanisation of the public wash-house 
service, so far as Liverpool was concerned, 
got off to a very slow start and it was 1931 
when the first washing machines were 
installed in a public wash-house and then 
only four in a 35 stall wash-house. These 
machines proved very popular for those who 
did not mind paying a litde extra and four 
years later in 1935 when two new wash
houses were opened, one in a better class 
neighbourhood had 12 machines installed 
in the hope of attracting new washers, but 
the other had only washstalls.

The advent of the second world war 
prevented any further progress and it was 
not until 1949 that a mechanisation pro
gramme really got under way and from 1949 
to 1955 no less than 24 washing machines 
were installed in the Liverpool public wash
houses. To accommodate the machines a 
row or bank of stalls was removed and 
replaced by a bank of machines varying in 
number from eight, 10, 12 and in one case 
even 14 machines. In these machines the
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A teashstall of the 1870/1930 period. '
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he had to make sure that the gate into the 
wash-house was locked and barred or the 
women would be well on with their washing 
before the staff arrived.

To overcome this ancient practice, when 
the washing machines had been installed, 
a booking system was introduced under which 
a washer booked a machine and stall at the 
same hour on the same day each week. A 
great deal of clerical work was involved 
taking names and allocating times, with 
considerable friction and argument when a 
washer could not get the particular time 
and day she wanted, the first three hours — 
8, 9 and 10 a.m.— being the most popular. 
There was always a waiting list and any 
washer who failed, for three successive weeks, 
to claim her machine at the rime booked, 
forfeited her booking and went on the 
waiting list unless she produced a doctor’s 
note or notified the Superintendent the first 
week of a valid reason for her absence. 
Eventually all these difficulties were over
come and the system tvc::ked exceptionally 
well and it was a very great achievement.

replaced gas in the homes the irons eventually 
went out of use.

Not very many of the women using the 
public wash-houses would use the irons and 
the system of finishing the clothes was by 
dry-mangling. This machine was a heavier 
type of the old wringing machine with 
heavily weighted rollers usually belt driven 
from an overhead line shaft or later by 
direct drive from an electric motor. The 
dry clothes properly folded would be passed 
through the rollers to give a semi-iron finish 
and then only the frocks and ‘ specials ’ 
would need to be hand ironed at home, even 
the best shirts would be put through the 
mangle and then only the front and cuffs 
would be finished at home with the hand 
iron.

public washhouse. With this machine a 
woman could iron almost the whole week’s 
wash in a few minutes at a cost of only 
3d. or 4d. The popularity of this machine 
created an insistent demand for similar 
machines in all the wash-houses and these 
have now become almost standard equipment 
for any modern public laundry throughout 
the country.

Two more important steps forward in the 
‘ march of time ’ were the introduction of 
a booking system and the sale of tea and 
biscuits.

In the 1920s and earlier public wash
houses opened at 7 a.m. but it was not 
uncommon for washers to be sitting on their 
large bundles long before 6 a.m. waiting for 
the doors to open. Even when the opening 
time was made 8 a.m. the queues would start 
well before 7 a.m. On cold and wet mornings 
they would still arrive early and if a soft
hearted fireman, who would be the only 
member of the staff present, let the women 
into the waiting room before the official time,

I

It was in this section of the service fol
lowing the introduction of the washing 
machines that the next important step for
ward in the mechanisation progress came 
in 1950 when the first * penny-in-the-slot ’ 
ironing machine was installed in a Liverpool

The ‘
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Wash-day blues

A welcome * cuppa ’

Under this booking system admissions 
were made only on the hour which meant 
that from five minutes past the hour the 
moneytaker had little to do until the next 
hour and so arrangements were made for a 
4 cup of tea and biscuit ’ service to be 
operated by the moneytaker at the nine 
wash-houses where no cafe facilities already 
existed. This, of course produced complaints 
from some of the moneytakers on a 4 who 
does what ’ or 4 I’m not washing dirty cups ’ 
basis, but the advantages of this regular 
supply of cups of tea quickly became ap
parent to the staff and everything was soon 
working smoothly. A charge of 3d. for a 
cup of tea was made and biscuits in 3d. 
packets presented no difficulty in handling. 
The popularity of this service is proved by 
the fact that for the year ending 31st March, 
1968, there were 96,530 cups of tea and 
59,363 packets of biscuits sold under this 
service.

In recent: years further progress has been 
made with. ihe introduction of the civic 
laundry, In '.ese new establishments hand 
washing hi been entirely eliminated, the 
washing nv. nes are completely automatic 
and drying ’ • .'one by heated tumblers. This 
type of Lr cry really meets the needs of 
the moder; ,,ung housewife who does not 
want to rub ?nd scrub like her mother and 
grandmoth:.- before her. Besides, the women 
and girls of today do not wear the same 
amount of clothing as they did 30 or 40 
years ago artd what they do wear is now 
made of vastly different materials some of 
which do not require boiling. In fact, these 
synthetic materials cannot be boiled and 
need little in the way of drying and finishing.

The old type of washer, however, still 
clings like grim death to the now ancient 
public washhouse service. They have one 
good reason, of course, because at the old 
wash-house with a 35 lb. machine and a 
washstall they can do four or five times as 
much washing for less cost. Although many 
of these old wash-houses are nearing the end 
of their useful life any suggestion that they 
should be closed produces an immediate howl 
and the local councillor has a very warm 
time until the wash-house is either reprieved 
or is closed down completely, in which case 
it is soon forgotten.

There is no doubt that while the modern 
multi-storey type of dwellings continue to 
stand up, this service will be needed just as 
much as the old ‘ steamie ’ of the 1870s, 
and the civic laundry, with no steam visible, 
no hand washing, but a bright, cheerful and 
attractive atmosphere where over a cup of 
tea, neighbours can discuss their husbands, 
their children, and their ailments while the 
washing does itself in fully automatic 
machines is certainly the laundry service 
of the future.

mmx

FREDERICK STREET WASH-HOUSE, SALFORD. The original building was opened on 
28th May, 1842, and was the first establishment of its kind in the United Kingdom. The rebuilt 
Frederick Street ivash-housc, as illustrated hi this photograph, was opened in April 1854, and 

continued in use until February 1925.

HARPURHEY BATHS, MANCHESTER —laundry.
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‘Madam, your strap is slipping’-

by Mavis and Derrick Plume

when they left the water by wearing mop 
caps of rubber or oiled silk.

Back at the pool again in 1919, after four 
years in the trenches, now as Bath Super
intendent he saw the first mixed bathing 
sessions. Only on one evening a week but it 
was a start, though it meant keeping a 
watchful eye on the younger bathers to stop 
horseplay. The following years saw most 
swimmers of both sexes wearing the cheap 
one pieces in thin stockinette, which when 
wet revealed the manhood of the male 
bathers, and clung provocatively to the 
rounded shapes of the females, showing 
clearly every curve through the tightly 
stretched material. The ‘ flapper * period of 
the early twenties caused the gay young 
things to brighten their costumes with sashes 
and bows and some wore bodices under to 
flatten their busts. And there were some who 
even wore black stockings, rolled down to 
just below the knees, though they spent 
more time promenading round the pool than 
actually swimming.

He retired in 1925, and his son took over 
at a time when all wore one piece bathing 
suits. The men’s costumes did not look much 
different to the women’s, and when the girls 
had schoolboy bobs and flattened chests they 
did not look much different, full stop.
Stockinette was still the staple material but 
the costumes were not all the same black.
Tops were often of one, two or three con
trasting colours, but the knickers were 
usually black or navy blue. A white belt 
often kept the costume trim at the waist 
and rubber bathing helmets were in vogue.
Shops in the High Street sold the costumes 
for Is. lljd. but there were those who could 
afford that litle bit better outfit and wool 
one pieces, usually with all round skirt could 
cost anything from 4s. 6d. upwards. The 
first few years of the thirties were unsettled; 
the stockinette and wool one pieces per
sisted, but there were those headstrong 
females with scissors at the ready, to hack P*c^s UP his mail and considers the
here and cut there, at first only at the back letters he must answer. There s one from a
of their costumes but soon at the sides and nudist club some 15 miles away asking for
then the fronts. The first two pieces, clumsy permission to use the pool late one evening
brassieres and loose drawers in wool caused f month. He would tear it up without reply-
some hasty reading of the regulations, and *n8> but he has read somewhere that theyve
though at first they were banned, two pieces done this sort of thing in Maidstone, or
for women were available before the second Croydon, or somewhere. Two hours of full
world war. Likewise, after a tussle with front> side and back nudes, both sexes, and
authority men slowly dispensed with their a8es together and not a casualty at the
costume tops and wore trunks. end any shape or form. Of course it

wouldn’t happen here; it couldn’t happen
The pool closed in 1939, not to reopen here. The Baths committee would never

until 1946 when many of its customers were allow it. Those long windows though; they
girls wearing either their pre-war woollens, are too high for the public to see through,
or something baggy in cotton which required 1- Local swimming clubs have got most nights 
the surrender of hard-earned coupons.ff booked, but there is an odd evening free each 
Flashes of khaki and blue announced bathersjLll ^month___

home on leave self-conscious in their early 
built-up front costumes, or solid wool trunks 
bought over the NAAFI counter. It would 
take a book larger than this to describe the 
styles that followed, or even to list the 
materials which came out of scientific experi
ments. Within a decade the ill-fitting gar
ments had gone and most girls wore figure- 
hugging one pieces or two pieces in every 
colour from jet black to near-transparent 
white.

There’s a new man in change now; he’s 
called the Pool Manager. There’s a new pool 
too; indoors, with heated water and air 
conditioning, the whole thing costing close 
to quarter of a million pounds. The more 
sedate bathers still come in their one piece 
with their menfolk in decorous trunks. The 
teenagers wear practice'!y anything, or 
nothing. Youths tear ou. of the changing 
room in briefs which ;.veiy cover their 
genitals whilst their gill c occasionally 
wear one pieces, someti" ? T;v:.c and pants 
joined by unusually-shapvc. but more
often their charms are . 
brief bikinis. There arc '• 
foyer and the baths hall rct..s:y has a terse 
notice ‘No smoking’ jvu'.V a four colour 
poster urging patron-: ct -'c •'in’. The
manager has an office iveciij :.he cafetaria, 
high above the bath hah */h :.*.•» he can see 
all, but mercifully souiid-prcotV.ig reduces 
the echoing roar from the swluimers to a 
muffled hum. Far below in the shallow end, 
a husky male lifts a bikini-clau wench on to 
his shoulders, is lifted too on the shoulders 
of a friend and all three crash down into 
the water, disappearing momentarily beneath 
the roam. The girl comes up spluttering, the 
rush of water tugging dangerously at her 
bra. Another girl enters the hall in a two 
piece, the top of which reveals the top of 
her nipples and the bottom fails to cover 
completely her backside. He must mention 
this to the women’s attendant!

The bath attendant stared moodily at the 
girls and women jumping into the cold water 
for the first time. The outdoor pool, opened 
only a month earlier to commemorate the 
crowning of King George VI was seeing the 
first of many ‘ ladies only ’ afternoon 
sessions. Most of the two dozen or so 
bathers were attired in the costumes hired 
thoughtfully by the local council, consisting 
of a twill combination with sleeves almost 
to the elbows, and legs to below the knees 
in red and white striped material. Some 
slight embellishment appeared in red binding 
at the neck, arms and legs, w’hilst the back 
was emblazoned with two capital letters, six 
inches high, to deter the wearers taking the 
costumes home, instead of surrendering them 
for the return of a small deposit at the con
clusion of their bathe.

There was an odd two piece ensemble, 
worn by elder women which reminded the 
attendant of his first days in his job at the 
old river pool, little more than an oblong 
cut into the river bank, with a wooden fence 
to pre%’ent those wading in four feet of water 
suddenly finding themselves in water four 
times the depth. Ten years ago the river 
pool had 4 ladies only ’ on some afternoons 
when ladies of the town took off their 
Victorian walking dress and changed into 
outfits of linen, flannelette or percale; a 
tunic, pantaloons, ribboned shoes and mop 
cap were general wear for the majority 
whilst a few also wore stockings and gloves, 
and, it was rumoured, a form of corset 
beneath the costume. Admittedly after a few 
lengths they emerged looking like a customer 
from a jumble sale caught in a heavy shower 
with saturated garments hanging loosely 
about their persons, and each crisp mop cap 
draped over the damp curls as limp as a 
hanging judge’s black cap. Later, about 1905 
he remembered the first combinations in 
heavy flannel, in dark sombre colours, cover
ing all but the wearer’s forearms and feet.

:ly ■ -kaged in 
:.:cns in the•C*'—

He would see more in the years to come; 
prior to the war in 1914 he would see the 
first stockinette sheaths, worn by both men 
and women, though not together of course, 
and ponder on the long list of regulations at 
the bath entrance, particularly No. 9 which 
stated ‘No bather shall be permitted to 

the bath except whilst wearing the 
costume.’ There was no description

enter 
correct
of the ‘ correct ’ costume though he knew a 
pool in a neighbouring town exhibited draw
ings of male and female figures wearing a 
costume which was correct. By the time the 
war started, he was used to the sight of girls’ 
knees for the popular bathing costume 
a one piece with short legs, a skirt and no 
sleeves, and most contrived to look attractive

V

was
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Swimwear styles of the past 70 years

•- /:
BiiiOJ

1. A quarter cf a century of swimwear. Left to right, 1900 tunic,
pantaloons, cap, stockings and shoes; 1905 combination and sun
hat; 1910 ;'rs: regulation and rubber cap; 1915 daring one piece
imported ft ;,France and oiled silk cap; 1920 thin stockinette one
piece with si:rr bandeau, roll-down stockings and shoes; 1925 similar
stockinette ' piece, but decorated with sash, and bandeau with 1large bow. ... . a2. Marie S Glasgow, Miss Blackpool 1968. \ ;
6. One pie. r in man-made fabrics could be bought from about 1950,
and these < • were common in 1954 when the photograph was taken.
The black re; station in nylon taffeta fitted like a second skin and
was ideal f;r swimming; the white nylon one piece was lined to
prevent it being transparent when wet and stayed in place when

swimming despite the halter neck cord.

w - K

apparent during the mid-nincteen twenties. It had many variations including this 
version in yellow wool with sides cutaway to give more freedom of movement 

to the wearer when swimming.
7. Not the briefest bikini seen in the pool, but one which turns a few male heads, 
Though strapless, the bikini stays in place even when the girl dives in, or stands 
iff the rush of water from the nearby cascade. Like the majority of today's girl 

swimmers she scorns wearing a cap.

3. The first stockinette sheath, probably about 1916, hailed as a ‘ decent ’ 
costume, revealed more than present-day bikinis when wet. Every curve was

revealed by the thin, clinging material.
4. 1928 thin stockinette one piece without skirt, with pale bl.te and navy blue 
striped lop, and navy blue knickers. The style persisted to the start of the second 
world war, and even after the war the costumes were brought out for use until

swimwear became freely available.
5. The one piece bathing costume in wool with all round skirt first became

\

Photographs by Studio Margaret. ■
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A potted history of public baths

was considered unmanly for the athletes. In 
their homes the Greeks had shallow baths, 
rather like large bird baths in which one 
could hardly recline, or be comfortable, but 
warm water was permitted in those domestic 
baths, and it is shown in wall paintings that 
handmaidens were provided * to soothe ’ and 
anoint the weary traveller.’ He must have 
been a commercial traveller, in the right 
anecdote but in the wrong century.

The Romans were, of course, the great 
bathers of antiquity, and there is much 
evidence all over Europe of their balneo
logical activity. The largest bathing establish
ment of all time was the great Bath of 
Diocletian which could accommodate more 
than 10,000 bathers at a time; even our 
giant multi-purpose halls cannot match this 
gargantuan palace of bathing, which was 
about 12 times the area of St. Paul’s 
Cathedral. In fact, the vestibule of this bath 
was converted into a great church by 
Michelangelo, and no doubt sanctified by 
the Pope with Holy Water. Nor was 
Diocletian’s Bath the only establishment in 
Rome, because at that time there existed 11 
public baths and 856 private baths.

The idea of baths as a social and sports 
centre seems to have come round full circle, 
for the Romans had their gymnasium, sports 
hall, if you will, and even tennis courts at 
the baths. They had vapour baths, hot air 
baths, and plunges equivalent to the Turkish 
and sauna baths which are in great vogue 
today. There is even a notice in Pompeii of 
a Miss Julia Felix, who had to let: ‘ a bath, 
shops, a bower, and a brothel ’, another notice 
reads ‘ commit no nuisance ’, both examples 
prove that there is nothing new under the 
sun, not even the names. And their estab
lishments were multi-purpose in the wider 
sense of the word.

Nothing of any significance is recorded of 
bathing from Roman times to the Norman 
conquest, so they may be called the Dirty 
Ages as well as the Dark Ages. Now the 
Normans were good plumbers, because living 
as they did in castles they had to provide a 
secure source of water in case of a siege: 
they also built sewers for the same reason. 
It is said that many castles fell not due to 
starvation, but because of the * stinke 
therein’. They built sewers and lavatories, 
but no swimming baths. They did bathe, 
however, in a ‘harfabarf’ which, as the 
name implies, is a large shallow dish, and 
they used pitchers and ladles to pour water 
over the bathers. In the 13th century the 
tub came into fashion and many mediaeval 
illustrations show men and women bathing 
together and even eating a meal at the same

time from the board placed across the tub. 
One may be charitable and say that it was 
because it was a great chore to heat and 
carry water, that forced the mediaevals to 
bathe with friends. It does not seem to have 
been rude to be nude, and fuel savings of 
up to 50 per cent must have been recorded, 
but eating in the bath docs seem a little 
insanitary, imagine eating peas, tomatoes or 
pickled onions, and the mind boggles at 
what happened if they rolled off the board 
into the bath.

I have often thought that prominent mem
bers of our Institute should be mentioned 
in the Honours List, and invested appro
priately as Knights of the Bath. After read
ing of its origin and cerenv: :?;al I am not 
sure whether our Divine.', w;*sld be pleased 
to receive this honour. The C.vder was insti
tuted in 1399 by Henry /."•/, crr.'l at initiation 
the candidate was placed reder the care of 
‘ two esquires of honor. . '.ve and well seen 
in courtship and nurtr ?:.;d also in fields 
of chivalry ’. He was <J. 
shave, was then undresse:. c.-j.i. put in a bath 
(probably cold). Whilst r> bath he was 
given instruction in ri.e C.rier by two 
‘ ancient and grave knight: h Tvho also poured 
water over the unfortunate cedinard. As a 
final indignity he was pur. to bed in this wet 
state only to be aroused later for his vigil. 
(There are some distinguished members of 
our Institute to whom I would recommend 
this treatment. It would probably lead to 
more vacancies for eager young men.)

The Bathmen’s Guild
We Baths Managers are further indebted 

to the knights of old, who were responsible 
for the introduction of the Turkish Baths, 
an idea brought back from the Crusades. 
They were an instant success and in London 
there were many ‘ stewes ‘ stayes or 
‘ stenyes ’ and an interesting sidelight on 
these present days when we are looking for 
an insignia for our Institute is the fact that 
the sign of the Bathmen’s Guild during the 
Crusade times was the Turk’s Head. Another 
amusing instance was the conflict between 
the Bathmen’s Guild and the Bakers’ Guild 
who were using the waste heat from their 
bakehouses for illicit ‘ stewes thus causing 
an infringement of trade. (It seems that the 
Parkmen’s Guild had not as yet got into the 
act.) The Turkish Bath flourished and 
‘ stewes ’ soon spread all over Europe. How
ever, in Britain things got out of hanfl and 
mixed bathing crept in again, as it did in 
Roman times. Attempts were made to restore 
order; the Church threatened to excom
municate persons entering a public bath 
naked; but it was of no avail, and the baths

Many historians agree that the fall of the 
Roman Empire stemmed from the times 
when the ancients permitted mixed bathing 
in their communal baths. (Some apologists 
blamed lead poisoning from cooking pots for 
the decline — a likely story.) The loose living 
of those days is similar in many respects to 
the modern permissive society, and it is noted 
that mixed bathing in the raw is creeping 
in again, not from Rome, but from Finland 
of all places. Therefore, in defence of what 
remains of the great Roman Empire, I would 
enjoin you, my colleagues, to resist with 
ever)' bath brush at your command the 
insidious onset of mixed bathing in the buff.

However, bathing did not begin with the 
Romans in the buff, or otherwise attired, it 
probably happened one hot day when Adam 
fell into the Euphrates, or whatever river it 
was that flowed through the Garden of Eden, 
and there is much evidence that in early 
man bathing had a religious significance as 
well as a practical purpose.

Slipper Baths followed river bathing some 
years later, and the earliest known bath was 
made some 3,600 years ago in Crete, during 
the Minoan period. This bath was no crude 
effort, but was very ornate and, moreover, 
it was set in an elegant bathroom with 
efficient plumbing. In shape if not in its 
ornamentation it strongly resembles the fire
clay baths which our Victorian forefathers 
installed in many public baths. This may be 
a comment on bath design over 3,600 years, 
or perhaps it indicates that a bath is a basic 
thing on which the design cannot be im
proved; because many patterns and patents 
have been tried, but ultimately the basic 
design has returned. Even these new reclin
ing baths with pillows, have the disadvantage 
of leaving the chest (or bosom) exposed to 
the cold atmosphere of the bathroom, and I 
predict that this design will not be popular 
with the ladies, who prefer to be warm
hearted.

It is believed that there are baths even 
older than the Cretan bath; one exists in 
India, and there is a square bath at Gaza; 
but it is possible they may have been water 
reservoirs, and I have, therefore, chosen to 
ignore them. The early Egyptians, too, were 
fairly keen bathers, and it is mentioned in 
the Bible that the Pharoah bathed daily in 
the Nile. However, it is not until the time 
of the Ancient Greeks that we first learn of 
multi-purpose establishments. In those times 
the baths were merely an adjunct to the 
gymnasium. This fact may have a message 
for us today, with the emphasis on our sports 
halls. The Greek public baths had showers 
and plunges, but cold only, as warm water

!
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Sidney Low

became so infamous that no less a 
than Henry VIII had them closed down by 
ordinance, and it was not until the late 
17th century that public baths became 
popular once again. This time the fad was 
for open-air bathing in mineral springs. Bath 
revived its popularity, lost since Roman times. 
It was made famous for its fecundating 
springs, because Mary the Queen of James 
II conceived after a visit to the Cross Bath. 
Conduct at these baths was at first most 
decorous, men and women having separate 
stations, and ladies wearing gowns of stiff 
yellow canvas, but once again this mixed 
bathing got out of control. The spectacle of 
the mixed haK- naked crowds at the ‘ shame
fully rude fu.d barbarous baths’ shocked 
Miss Fan try Furney who observed in 1780 
that the 1:/ ' ' heads at least were covered 
with bonr Another observation which 
may give x.-me consolation was that the 
spectators . . /oed rubbish, nut-shells, cherry 
stones, and :her filth into the bath. The 
scale of ci" a at some spas is illuminating, 
for instant.-.: uxton charged Is. to a yeo
man, £3 :o a duke, and for an arch
bishop £5. ! -:rhaps the punitive fee was 
intended tc- ;;scourage the archbishop who 
might ini. .7:’ the water sports of the 
yeoman. Spas did become more respectable 
in the 18th and 19th centuries and more than 
60 spas were known to exist, but it must 
be said that the water was for drinking 
instead of bathing and respectability was 
restored. The waters were famed for their 
mineral and thermal properties, sulphurous 
vapours and calcium content. And Malvern 
waters were famed for containing — nothing 
at all.

The great breakthrough in swimming 
baths came after the passing of the Baths 
and Wash Houses Act of 1846, but many 
of the London Baths had been in regular 
use long before that. St. Agnes Baths in 
Finsbury may have been Roman, and stood 
on the site of a spring which supplied 
10,000 gallons per day. Queen Elizabeth’s 
Bath at Charing Cross stood until 1831, and 
the Roman Spring Bath, Strand Lane, was 
still in use in Dickensian times and is men
tioned in David Coppcrfield. Swimming 
baths were now provided for the proletariat 
and sea bathing was becoming popular but 
the 19th century was the great age of the 
immersion bath and there was certainly more 
gadgetry, quackery, and gimmickry in that 
century than any other. Legs, arms, backs, 
bottoms, and sundry appendages were dipped, 
splashed, sprayed, daubed or immersed in 
water, mud, alkali, sand, bran, brine, steam, 
wax, sulphur, wet blankets, and many other 
nauseous solutions. The gadgets were legion,

and nothing if not ingenious. There 
devices to shower water on the unfortunate 
bather from a great height, this was very 
dangerous, and a strong hat was recom
mended. There is even a record of a man 
who was stabbed by an icicle which formed 
on the spout in frosty weather. There were 
machines in which the patient sat to be 
roasted by a spirit lamp and an immersion 
bath which was heated from underneath by 
a lamp was the cause of many painful 
accidents to the Victorian bathers. The true 
slipper bath was invented at this time and 
was, of course, very economical in hot water 
as it fitted the body pretty tightly, too 
tightly unfortunately for Marat, who was in 
no position to defend himself when he was 
stabbed to death in his slipper bath by a 
woman. (Here again we see the folly of 
mixed bathing.) The slipper bath was a 
clever idea, but could not compare with the 
Victorian inventiveness which produced con
trivances to spray, splash, or squirt water, at 
one, over one, up one, and even through 
one — or so it seemed. These devices were 
usually employed at Hydros which charged 
extortionate fees for their particular brand 
of brutalism which, of course, could not last, 
although some of the magnificent buildings, 
notably Matlock and Buxton, have outlasted 
their usefulness.

And so we come, regretfully, to the 20th 
century, and the sad decay of the Victorian 
gadgetry, although a revival of this is 
mentioned by Mr Hitchin in his description 
of an American cabinet, which doubles as a 
shower, a water closet, and a wash basin, in 
which one may carry out all the alliterative 
activities at the same time. This century has 
seen also the revival of the Graeco-Roman 
idea of the sports centre in which we Baths 
Managers have a historical stake. Another 
Roman revival, of course, is the sauna bath, 
and a Greek one is the topless costume. And 
this brings me back again to my opening 
statement, that we are living in a permissive 
age similar to that prior to the fall of the 
great Roman Empire.

It is incumbent on us, as Knights of the 
Bath, to ensure that society remains clean 
and decent.

Sidney Lozv, left, with John Hancock, ex- 
Bristol, at the Llandudno conference in 1957.

A familiar character at Baths conferences 
for many years, in fact since the start of the 
exhibitions as we know them today, Sidney 
Low, Alkal Products, Ltd., well-known 
trade associates of the I.B.M., told Baths 
Service:

‘ In 1929, I worked for a firm of chemical 
merchants in London and later with a soap, 
disinfectant and industrial cleaning materials 
manufacturer. I had considerable enjoyment 
trying to sell to public baths departments 
amongst other discerning organisations! My 
first Baths conference was at Leamington 
Spa, I think — in 1934, the second — a 
memorable one — at Edinburgh in 1936 
watching the stalwarts Frank Botham, David 
Brown and company at work!

* There was no exhibition, just attending 
the conference papers, the reception, dinner 
and dance, etc. gently introducing myself and 
my company.

‘ From 1940 until 1946 I was in the 
Army, in the R.A., and later resumed in a 
similar pattern workwise until 1955. I then 
started my own business Alkal Products. 
I have enjoyed meeting hundreds of Baths 
Managers and their staffs, and feel this is 
the opportunity for me to say ‘ thank you ’ 
for all the help, kindness and encouragement.

‘ With public baths developing as they 
have done, I have been fortunate in being 
able to introduce new lines and to diversify 
in this fast-growing industry, and at the 
same time to have fun with it. I have made 
many friends and have no regrets. Con
gratulations on your Jubilee Year. I will 
honestly regret the day I have to retire! ...’

person were
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Acknowledgement to: Lawrence Wright, 
M.A., BArch., A.R.I.B.A., who kindly gave 
permission for me to use material from his 
excellent book Clean and Decent, published 
by Routledge and Kcgan Paul.

I can well recommend this book to all 
readers, it is profusely illustrated and wittily 
written. All Baths Managers should have a 
copy to remind them of their fatuous and 
infamous past.

J. H. Hollingworth (left) and F. M. 
Brownlee, two retired members of the IBM. 
photographed at Blackpool recently. Both 
men served as national presidents and both 
played a significant role in the history of

the Institute.W.H.A.
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What's New
In Baths ■

- Keeping fit by cyclingon rental terms which include full free 
maintenance.

Ultimatic dating ticket issuing machines, 
which will also be shown, are intended for 
smaller centres. Extremely compact, the 
Ultamatic is only 11 in. high, and machines 
can stand side by side as one unit in very 
confined spaces. They are also suitable for 
moving from location to location and no 
special installation or fixtures are required. 
Each machine can handle five different types 
of ticket.

Automaticket Limited will also be showing 
its Ultimate, a portable ticket issuing 
machine for cash control when a patrolling 
attendant issues tickets. Tickets are speedily 
delivered by a thumb trigger action which 
leaves both hands free for cash collection.

The Autoslot Mark III is a highly 
flexible, secure and economic coin-operated, 
ticket issuing machine which economises the 
use of labour, offers maximum security and 
speed of service.

Wherever there is a need for a cash 
register, there is a model in the Auto
maticket Addflash range to meet the need. 
There is a choice of the number of registers 
and of itemising and non-itemising models, 
all extremely economic and reliable and 
backed by Automaticket’s nationwide ser
vicing facilities.

Automaticket range at Blackpool
A range of leading cash control systems 

for public swimming baths of every type 
and size will be exhibited at The Institute of 
Baths Management exhibition, Blackpool 
from 28th September to 1st October 1971, 
by Automaticket Limited of 197 Wardour 
Street, London, W.l.

Exhibits will include ticket issuing 
machines, change machines, cash registers, 
coin sorting and counting equipment.

The highly successful MUNICIPAL 
T.I.M. which can deliver 18 different types 
of tickets, and contains its own rotary 
printing machine, wall be a major feature of 
the stand. No pre-printed tickets are required 
with the Municipal T.I.M. and spare ticket 
material consists of coils of blank paper 
which each yield 1,500 tickets. Each ticket, 
on issue, is headed, individually priced, dated 
and printed with one of a choice of three 
time sessions.

A two-way version of the Automaticket 
Model H high speed hand-operated ticket 
issuing machine will also be shown. Unit 
construction permits users to choose Model 
H installations for the issue of from one to 
six different tickets from their cash desks. 
The cash drawer unit, with spacious 
removable coin-tray, completes the equip
ment which is available on sale or for hire

The newest thing in keeping fit 
from Finland and it’s called the Puch- 
Tunturi Executive Exerciser. The difference 
between this and an ordinary pedalling 
exercise machine is that it is scientifically 
calibrated so you can exercise progressively, 
if necessary to a medically-approved plan. 
Only 10 minutes pedalling a day restores

comes

a

■ K energy, banishes stress, ctrengthens blood 
circulation, improves oxygen intake and 
cures the odd bit of sleeplessness. Approved 
by leading Scandinavian doctors, the Puch- 
Tunturi is available from leading stores such 
as Harrods, Lillywhite’s and Selfridges and 
top-class sports shops.

Sole distributors in this country — 
Rantasalmi Saunas Ltd., Royal Mail House, 
Calthorpe Road, Birmingham B15 1QT.

★★ ★

Vertical coil boiler
Stone-Platt Crawley Ltd., have introduced 

a new model in their range of vertical coil 
tube steam generators. Known as the Type 
6960 it has an output of 7,000 lb. steam 
per hour and yet occupies only 45 sq. ft. of 
floor area.

Small size, lightweight and unit 
struction make this range of boilers parti
cularly attractive where space is at a 
premium, existing boilers are to be replaced, 
or a boiler house must be re-sited. When 
replacing traditional boilers the Stone- 
Vapor generator usually offers either vastly 
greater output from the same boiler house 
area or a very substantial saving in space.

con- r-

MUNJC1PAL ticket issuing machine from Automaticket Ltd., 197 Wardour Street,
London, W.l.

The
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A feature of this boiler is a continuation 
of the layout in which most components are 
not boxed-in but exposed for ready access. 
The electrical circuit board is now visible 
through removable covers of transparent 
plastic.

Because Stone-Vapor boilers are made 
using the unit construction principle they 
may readily be broken down into already 
tested components which can be taken 
through corridors or in service lifts and then 
reassembled and operated immediately with
out further test certification.

The Type 6960 is available in oil, gas or 
dual-fired versions and is fully automatic, 
modulating or switching on-and-off to follow 
the load. It may safely be brought into use 
remotely by a signal orignated from time, 
temperature, pressure or other devices and 
will reach full pressure from cold in less 
than two minutes.

eye-catching canister, the distinctive 
‘ power-burst ’ design indicates the strength 
of the powder in the pack. New Glitto has 
been improved to give greater stain re
moving and germ killing power and 
efficiency. The incorporation of the special 
constituent — Feldspar, means that it is less 
abrasive than most similar products on the 
market. New Glitto is kinder to hard 
working surfaces without lessening the effec
tiveness of its cleaning action.

New Glitto is suitable for use on all 
types of hard surfaces such as tiles, wood, 
formica, etc., within kitchen and cloakroom 
areas, where a high standard of hygiene 
cleaning is essential.

On sale through Lever Industrial’s normal 
channels, including the cash and carry out
lets for the smaller buyer, this new product 
is available, depending on quantity taken, in 
18 ozs. canisters from £1.09 to £1.65 per 
case of 24 canisters and in 56 lb. bulk 
packs (bags) from £1.40 to £1.92.

the new Riviera II — reversing action for 
more efficient drying and 
process for handling the new fibres which 
require cool down.

The tumbler is normally timer operated 
but can be supplied with push button or 
coin-op if required but it is available for 
high pressure steam, low pressure steam, 
town’s gas, natural gas, propane gas, hot 
water and electricity (3 phase only). The 
machine measures 3 feet 3 inches wide by 
4 feet 5 inches deep and is 6 feet 6 inches 
high — the steam model is 7 feet in height. 
The 50 lb. capacity drum is of 20 cubic 
feet and the machine has an air flow of 
900 cubic feet per minute. Excellent and 
speedy results are obtained by the air flow 
systems and the hot air is ducted into the 
front of the machine and can only exit 
after passing through the load.

The Forco Riviera II is now in full pro
duction and early deliveries can be made.

a perma-press

i

★ ★ ★★■k★
Silica problems for the boiler 

operator
Water Management Ltd., of Kidder- 

minister, Worcs., announce the publication 
of a new technical bulletin devoted to a look 
at some of the problems associated with the 
presence of silica in boiler water.

The problem is not an inconsiderable one 
since silica is to be found in most natural 
waters in proportions ranging from less than 
1 p.p.m. to over 100 p.p.m. and its existence 
in boiler feedwater can lead to the formation 
of scale on heat transfer surfaces. The bulletin 
makes it clear that while in low and moderate 
pressure steam boilers the problem of the 
calcium silicate scaling can be avoided by 
maintaining a small excess of phosphate and 
a relatively high alkalinity in the boiler 
water, in high pressure boilers complex silica 
scales may be formed which are extremely 
difficult to remove.

The bulletin covers the recommended 
treatments for this and several other prob
lems associated with silica and briefly deals 
with the slightly mysterious formation of 
silica which is occasionally found on turbine 
blades. While theories on this type of 
formation vary between the suggestion that 
the carry-over with the steam is of a purely 
mechanical nature and the assumption that 
silica is to a certain extent soluble in high 
pressure steam, it is apparent that the 
problem rarely occurs with boiler pressures 
below 400 lb/in.2. Increases in boiling water 
pH values also serve to inhibit the carry 
over of silica.

Copies of the bulletin are available on 
request to Water Management Ltd.

New tumbler dryer
A new 50 lb. tumbler dryer is announced 

by D. S. Fordyce & Co. Ltd., of Uphall 
Road, Ilford, Essex.

The new machine, known as the Forco 
Riviera II, is an extension to the Forco

1
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This BUD Chipmaker is available in a 
manually operated version, from BUD 
International, British United House, PO Box 
88, Bel grave Road, Leicester, LE4 5BX.

* ★★

‘Power-burst’ glitto
New improved Glitto, a chlorinated, hard 

surface cleaner from Lever Industrial, has 
taken on a fresh and clean new look.

Now repacked in a bright blue and white

line of drying tumblers and like existing 
smaller models utilises the unique air flow 
system designed to make up to 25 % 
economies in energy costs.

Two up to date features are standard on

I:
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Leicester Study Circle 
1971-72 session

Courses of instruction will be held at St. 
Margaret’s Baths, Leicester during the 
period September 1971—May 1972 in 
preparation for the Intermediate and Final 
examinations in May 1972.

A course will also be held for Baths 
Supervisors. This is a new course which 
has been organised to give a sound practical 
training to those employed in supervisory 
capacities, or aiming to achieve this status.

Details are as follows: —

facilities and general swimming literature for 
distribution, and the stand became the group’s 
joint contribution to the Institute’s Golden 
Jubilee year.

Copies of the Baths Service training litera
ture and other Institute publications were 
available for distribution. The stand was 
embellished by a model of the Wales Empire 
Pool, one of the Bridgwater Lido, and a 
sauna bath, and these, complete with a 
central cacti and a succulent display arranged 
by Tom Mogg of Bristol made the section 
one of the best of the exhibition. Thousands 
of baths timetables and leaflets were distri
buted and general advice given on swimming 
and swimming instruction and facilities 
within the area.

The water festival itself was opened by 
the Lord Mayor Alderman, Mrs Helen 
Bloom, who visited the Institute’s stand. A 
certain amount of inter-rivalry developed 
between the various authorities, depending on 
who was actually manning the stand at any 
given time, but all agreed that the joint effort 
was well worth while.

Baths managers seized the opportunity to 
quizically examine the other authorities’ 
advertising literature and several good ideas 
were shamelessly poached during the two day 
festival. Wilf Archer, Midland branch 
president, and doyen of publicity stunts, was 
even heard to express a desire for a copy 
of one of Bristol’s sauna posters; whether 
for use at his baths for publicity purposes 
or to adorn his office was a little obscure. 
However, a copy has been sent to him.

It is estimated that some 12,000 people 
attended the festival and it is hoped to repeat 
the event in subsequent years.

Harry Hyde, Newham
The London Borough of Newham have 

changed their catering officer who took over 
ihc catering section of the baths and catering 
department when it was separated in July 
1970, from the baths department pending 
the retirement of the General Manager.

Harry Hyde has been recalled from retire
ment to do a ‘ first aid ’ operation of 
reorganisation with a temporary holding 
appointment so that commitments might be 
met until a decision is taken as to who shall 
fill the vacancy.

:

★ ★★ Students’ and associates’ course
Will be held on Thursdays 10.30 a.m.- 

5.00 p.m. from 16th September 1971 to 18th 
May 1972 (with the exception of 23rd 
September 1971 and one Thursday in 
December and March when the Midland 
Branch meetings are held).

This course consists of weekly lectures 
covering the full syllabus for the final 
examination. Homework is set each week to 
give practice in writing reports and letters 
and also covers calori.'-.b::; of accounts, 
estimates, wages procef-r -?., Acts of Parlia
ment appertaining to t'.'.-kr. ?>r;aphs, sketches, 
and description of met ve --.red for clothes 
storage, care of valucb,\ vmtrol of cafes 
and vending machines, 
swim classes ’ and 
schemes, ticket off.-': r. jeedure, etc., 
filtration, sterilisation, ■.*. 
and laundries will be / ; vi in the same 
way and work study ter.. es, metrication, 
decimalisation and con:-.. will also be 
covered in the syllabus.

Candidates will be expected to attend 
regularly and carry out the homework set 
each week.

Whilst the course will cover the final 
examination syllabus it has been found from 
past experience that the majority of those 
taking the intermediate examination benefit 
from the more extensive coverage on all 
subjects.

Candidates expecting to sit the Inter
mediate Examination in May 1972 must 
enrol as * Registered Students \ Application 
forms and details of requirements may be 
obtained from General Secretary, Institute of 
Baths Management.

Visits to existing and new baths establish
ments and sports complexes, will be arranged 
to enable candidates to benefit from the new 
ideas incorporated in their design.

N.B. Candidates failing to carry out 
sufficient homework or attending at least 
70% of above lectures will not be permitted 
to take the examinations.

A course fee of £8.00 will be payable to 
cover administrative costs. As most authori
ties operate post entry training schemes 
whereby tuition costs, examination fees and 
travelling expenses are repaid, prospective 
students are advised to obtain approval of 
their committee before enrolling.

Gloucester trainee honoured
Trevor Morgan, a trainee in the Gloucester 

city baths department, was in a Welsh team 
which competed in a five-nations international 
swimming contest in Israel. He is a breast 
stroke swimmer.

★ ★★

Bristol water festival
Bristol held its first ever water festival in 

June. It took place in the floating harbour 
and in the adjoining wharf buildings, and 
comprised a series of water and boat activi
ties and competitions and a static exhibition 
in a nearby dock building.

The South Wales and West group partici
pated by means of an exhibition stand, six 
authorities agreeing to take part. Each 
authority provided photographs of their

A les, ‘ learn to 
instruction

3, ventilation

i

Ecu Bence —Bristol, Mrs Wiltshire — Cardiff, Bob Bentley — Bridgwater, T. Maple and
Tom Mogg —Bristol.
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Baths Supervisors’ course:
Will be held on Tuesdays from 7.00- 

9.15 p.m. from 21st September 1971 to 25th 
March, 1972.

This will be a practical course on the 
operation of public baths, and deals with the 
type of work carried out by the supervisor. 
It may be accepted as a preliminary course 
for training in all aspects of Baths Manage
ment. Candidates doing really well in this 
course could be considered for inclusion in 
the Students course the following year.

A written examination will be held at the 
end of the course followed by a practical 
viva voce test and a course certificate awarded 
to successful candidates who have attended 
at least 70% of sessions and gained a pass 
mark in both written and practical tests. 
Course Fee £8.00, Examination Fee £3.00.
Syllabus:

Will consist of six basic sections:
1. The supervisors place in management.
2. Handling the public.
3. Handling the staff.
4. Har.'i’l .g the plant.
5. Ger. ' requirements.
6. Safe.7 f:i the swimming pool.
Each tc'i will be dealt with in detail 

and covet e major practical requirements, 
likely to . . -^countered. The full syllabus 
may be ob.. id on request.

Candid for Students’ and Associate 
Members’ '.jrses will be expected to obtain 
the follow- 'g books, all of which can be 
purchased from the undersigned. Supervisors 
would also benefit by having books marked *.

I.B.i/I. Modem Baths and Laundries 
(Students price) £1.05.

* I.B./vi. Students’ Manual — Revised
Edition, £3.15.

* N.I.F.E.S. Hie Boiler Operators
Handbook, 50p.

H.M.S.O. Design Bulletin No. 4 — 
Swimming Pools, 20p.

H. M.S.O. Design Bulletin, No. 9, lOp.
I. B.M. Design Guide No. 1, 52*p.

* Now being revised — expected publication 
early 1972.

Various books will be recommended for 
metrication and decimalisation.

The enrolment form must be completed 
and accompanied by the course fee of £8.00 
sent as soon as possible to:
T. D. Anderson, M.Inst.B.M., F.I.PlantE., 

A.M.Inst.F.,
General Manager,

St. Margaret’s Baths, Vaughan Way, 
Leicester.

Telephone: Leicester 26173/4.

north side of the town. There was ample 
time for questions and members seized this 
opportunity to discuss their own particular 
problems.

Entering Tewkesbury for luncheon we 
were greeted by a township steeped in history 
and enjoying a festival year. We drove down 
gaily decorated streets to arrive at the 
Watson Hall and in this carnival atmosphere 
amidst leaded windows and ‘ olde worlde ’ 
beams we were wined and dined by the 
Mayor.

Thanks to the Mayor were conveyed by 
our branch president, Wilf Archer, who 
became so enthused by the occasion that he 
ended in a pertinent recitation from Richard

Naturally the Leeds international pool 
building created a great deal of interest and 
Tony Daggett, the general manager and his 
staff, had many questions fired at them.

The afternoon session took place in the 
Civic Hall and here branch president * Sam ’ 
Lucas of Teeside presided. Two papers were 
given. Hugh Francis, Nottingham, dealt with 
the history of baths, and did not confine 
himself to Institute affairs but covered his 
subject widely. Particularly impressive, were 
the achievements of the Institute in effecting 
important changes in national policy.

The national president was responsible for 
the second talk dealing with management. 
As usual he pulled no punches when 
discussing such matters as business con
sultants and local government reorganisation 
and it was evident that he had the coun
cillors with him. His explanation of the 
content of the Institute’s examinations 
surprised many of the local authority 
representatives.

After tea the vote of thanks was proposed 
in typical vein by R. D. Bland of Liverpool, 
supported by T. D. Anderson, Leicester.

III.
With this still ringing in our ears the 

members assembled for the afternoon session 
where once again we were welcomed by the 
Mayor of Tewkesbury, Councillor Leslie 
Webber, who spoke enthusiastically of the 
Tewkesbury venture and of the suitability 
of the venue with both the Borough and the 
Institute holding jubilee celebrations this
year.

Mr K. E. S. Smale, D.M.A., the town 
clerk, gave a talk entitled * Setting up a Trust 
for Recreational Purposes ’ with a resume of 
the Tewkesbury Guild.

Highlight of the meeting was a presen
tation to Arthur Hall, West Bromwich, on 
his last working day. He spoke emotionally 
of the support he had always received from 
his colleagues in the service and was per
sonally grateful to those responsible for the 
presence of his son, Peter, from Cardiff. The 
president wished Arthur a long and happy 
retirement in Devon which was endorsed by 
a standing farewell from the members

'»1

Obituary
S. J. H. Ellis, Sheffield

The death has occurred of Mr S. J. H. 
Ellis, M.Inst.B.M., Baths Superintendent 
with Sheffield County Borough Council. Mr 
Ellis, 63 years of age, died following a long 
illness and leaves a widow and one daughter.

Mr Ellis started his baths career as a pool 
attendant with Sheffield in 1938.

In 1952 he was appointed manager of the 
Corporation Street Baths, and subsequently 
at the Glossop Road Baths. These appoint
ments were followed by a succession of 
promotions and transfers within the cleans
ing and baths department of the corporation, 
culminating in his appointment to the 
position of assistant superintendent (baths) 
in 1965.

Following the reorganisation of the Baths 
service in Sheffield in 1969, Mr Ellis trans
ferred to the Sheffield Corporation Recreation 
Department and was appointed Baths Super
intendent, a position he held until his death.

tg*. !

present.
The Baths Manager, Vincent Foster, con

ducted us on a tour of the baths, where we 
took tea. During the tour Mr Foster spoke 
of yet another link between Tewkesbury and 
the Institute, as Blackpool is our jubilee 
conference venue and the forging of the 
famous tower taking place on the site where 
Tewkesbury Baths now stand.

We left the town much as we found it and 
look forward to our next meeting at Burnt- 
wood. 1

TREVOR WALKER, 
Wigston U.D.C.

★★★ ★★★ 1

Leeds lead Golden Jubilee 
celebrations

An attendance of 86 fully justified the 
Northern branch holding an open meeting 
at Leeds to mark the golden jubilee of the 
Institute.

Particularly pleasing was the high pro
portion of local authority representatives who 
attended, amongst them the chairman of the 
Bournemouth baths committee, with his 
general manager ‘ Gerry ’ Hawksby, who had 
flown from London.

Tom Bunyan, Edinburgh
Mr Thomas Bunyan, a former manager of 

the corporation baths service in Edinburgh, 
has died in hospital at Invergordon.

Mr Bunyan, who retired in 1957, had been 
in the baths department for more than 40 
years, starting as a towel boy. He was in 
charge of the Leith baths for many years and 
held the job of manager for 30 years.

He took a lifelong interest in boxing, and 
was at one time a member of the British 
Boxing Board of Control.

★ ★★

Midlanders at Tewkesbury
Once again in bright sunshine we visited 

the West Midlands. On this occasion 
Tewkesbury was the town selected for the 
quarterly meeting of the Midland branch.

An interesting technical visit had been 
arranged at the local water works on the

!
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erlin’s new health centre is on the grand scale

Tension, for die people of Berlin, is a constant companion; relaxation is hard to achieve in this ‘ island ’ city. Apart from the 
occasional weekend trip to ‘ the West ’ the Berliner has litde chance to escape from the rush and busde of modern city life. 
Peace and quiet are a rare and highly-prized commodity in Germany’s old capital; even the parks and swimming lakes offer 
litde in the way of real relaxation, for although the authorities have made maximum use of what open-air spaces there are, the 
supply simply cannot meet the demand. On hot summer weekends the Berlin Iakesides are full to overflowing, and there is often 
standing room only. Literally.

large-scale sauna bath in the city centre. But 
Karl-Heinz Pepper, who was the designer of 
the world famous ‘ Europa Centre ’, had

A new place to unwind and to refresh 
body and soul was in the minds of the 
authorities; their initial suggestion was for a

much bolder ideas. It is perhaps typical of 
the Berliners’ approach to problems that his 
new ideas were accepted with enthusiasm 
and the plans were changed without the 
slightest bureaucratic pedantry. From the 
beginning Herr Pepper was able to devote 
his entire attention to solving the physical 
problems rather than battling in the board- 
room.

Herr Pepper’s idea was a multi-storey 
bathing and health centre on the grand 
scale. In October 1967 when the 
started the job of realising his dream he had 
three million marks (about £335,000) at 
his disposal. Where the money came from 
is interesting, the list of investors giving the 
following percentages: 30 per cent manu
facturers, businessmen, engineers and similar 
profesional people, 1C vcv ant each law
yers and scientists, 50 tv... cent doctors. 
A sure seal of approve? irvn the medical 
profession!

excavators

{
Self-contained spa

Since January 1970 * Thermen in
Europa Centre’ has bee.: :-;c: to the public 
and has won wide acclaim i;ong the Berlin 
population as being virtually r. self-contained 
spa. Situated centrally 1-. the Niimberger 
Strafie, the five-storey health centre is easily 
reachable from all parts of the Western 
sector. Each of the storeys has its own 
particular functions: on fne ground floor is 
the main entrance hall and pay desk. The 
first floor is devoted to special treatments 
with medical baths, massage rooms and ray 
treatments. On the second floor are * Siesta

:

/j S'ffA i

. ' ' V " vw/rt
■

rooms ’ for men; similar facilities for women 
are to be found on the third floor. On the 
fourth floor, with a good view of the city, 
are the administrative offices and cloakrooms. 
Here there are 390 clothes cupboards for 
the clients and 10 changing rooms. On the 
fifth floor, 70 feet above ground level, is 
perhaps the most interesting feature — a 
3,500 sq. ft. indoor swimming pool. As an off
shoot this has an outdoor section 40 metres 
long. Both indoors and outdoors the water is 
kept at a steady 30 °C. (86 °F.) throughout 
the year. From here on the fifth floor it is 
easy to reach other facilities: four sauna 
rooms with showers and four hot and cold 
baths, two Russo-Roman baths with six hot 
and cold baths, two rest rooms with posture- 
beds and two gymnastics rooms. Various 
pieces of equipment have been installed for 
gymnastics including bicycling machines, row
ing machines, wall rungs and vibrator mas
saging machines. For the price of 10 marks 
(about £1.20) per day, the visitors can use

■

!!

‘Away from it all’ in the middle of the city. In the outdoor extension of the swimming pool 
the guests splash around in the shadow of the world-famous Europa Centre (background).
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Our latest associate

r

any or all of the facilities; the help and 
advice of doctors who are in attendance is 
free of charge.

On two days in the week modesty is cast 
to the winds and the sauna is open for mixed 
bathing. Nor is there any formality in the 
80-seat restaurant where nothing more than 
a bathing costume is demanded. But it is 
only in this respect that the restaurant 
resembles a beach cafe for the menu would 
not disgrace a first-class hotel.

Unsubsidised
The financial aspect of the new Berlin 

centre is of great importance, for it receives 
no subsidy from city or state. Since there are 
many types of transactions taking place and 
it would be difficult to keep track of the 
business by manual methods, the manage
ment has installed Anker multi-total cash 
registers at all key points for recording 
everything from the sale of entry tickets, hire 
of towels and costumes to the waitresses’ 
takings in the restaurant.

A push on the registers’ buttons at the 
end of the day tells the management exactly 
where and for what how much money has 
been taken. Hence, it is a comparatively 
simple task to keep the business end of things 
in perspective.

For accounting purposes, data and hard 
facts can be obtained, but to make a profit 
is only a pan of the task of Berlin’s new 
health centre. Its major job is to provide a 
place of relaxation for the people of a city 
which is desperately short of such amenities; 
its success in this respect is not so easy to 
express in terms of figures and percentages; 
perhaps it can best be summed up by the 
verdict of the majority of its health-seeking 
visitors: ‘ Einfach klasse!’ —‘ Simply mar
vellous ! *

Dennis Datson, 39, is the commercial sales 
engineer of the West Midlands Gas Board, 
based at their Solihull headquarters. He has 
been in the gas industry since 1947.

He was with the South Eastern Gas 
Board until 1964, when he came to the West 
Midlands as senior new buildings representa
tive. In 1966 he left to join the East Mid
lands Gas Board as technical sales super
intendent at Derby and stayed there until 
1967 when he returned to the West Mid
lands. After a short spell as domestic sales 
officer for central region east — the Birming
ham area — he was appointed technical sales 
officer for the same region, a position he 
held until May 1970 when he became com
mercial sales engineer at headquarters.

Mr Datson is married with a four-year-old 
daughter. His hobbies are golf,- badminton 
and swimming.

I

A few building details may serve to give 
an impression of the atmosphere of Berlin’s 
new health centre: the floors and staircases
througher- ~-id the benches in all the bath
ing rooms -v-: finished in marble. The walls 
in the sic ■i |•corns and in other dry places 

.any; the baths and pools on 
.• -a are connected by broad

are of rr 
various
suspended ureases. The interiors of the 
swimmir.;: ; x»ls are of specially prepared 
Italian g: 
quoise w
decorated -h a small-piece mosaic pattern. 
For the /.. viration of the water there are 
17 genei. my-sized filter units which can 
change arid sterilise the contents of all the 
baths (about 250,000 gallons) within two 
hours, the water being fed through an ozone 
unit; no chlorine is added.

mosaic in royal blue and tur- 
the Russo-Roman baths are Sales through vending 

machines in 1970
.eThe Automatic Vending Association of 

Britain has announced the results of a survey 
conducted on its behalf by the British 
Market Research Bureau into ‘ Expenditure 
on Vended Products in 1970 \

Based on a continuous sample taken 
throughout the year, the rate of gross annual 
expenditure at retail selling prices by adults 
above 16 years of age in 1970 is put at 
£174.2 million. This compares with a 1969 
figure of £168.6 million.

Sales of hot drinks through vending 
machines in 1970 were £47.1 million 
representing a 32 per cent increase above 
the comparable 1969 figure of £35.6 million. 
This confirms the continuous growth fore
cast by the trade in the placing and usage 
of hot drinks machines in the industrial 
catering market.

The results of the survey show:

:
I

Rate of gross annual expenditure on vended 
products iti 1970 

(At retail selling prices)
£28.8 millionCoffee

Tea
Hot chocolate 
Cold drinks 
Confectionery 
Ggarettes 
All other items

£10.1 »
£8.2 »
£7.9

£10.1
£99.2 >y

£9.9 »
:£174.2 million :

The 3,500 sq. ft. pool on the fifth floor is heated to 30 °C.
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I
nterviewmanship

A study of the Crafty Art

Having travelled more than 5,000 miles on 25 interviews I can be considered to be in the ‘ short list king * class, indeed the 
meals I have eaten on expenses, if consumed one after the other, would produce an extremely loud burp.

The interview is a glorious game of bingo, but losers do at least get their money back, and, dare one say, a little more. But 
how does one make friends with chairmen, and influence councillors, how does one get called in for that second magic time? 
Let us consider some of the possible factors.

I know some very successful men who use 
standard * ice breakers \ On the other hand 
I know of another man who could have the 
committee in tucks for about 20 minutes. He 
is still on Misc. 6.

The committee room
When one is new to the game, perhaps it 

is a chamber of horrors, and a hall of judge
ment all rolled in one. To the seasoned 
short-lister it is an arena, and the interview 
a battle of wits.

The length of an interview is no criterion, 
one minor appointment may take all day, 
whereas the interviews for a senior post may 
last just two hours. Some committees deliber
ate deliberately, for hour after nail-biting 
hour, and then call a candidate in, and then 
another, and another, and another.

The chairmen may bo dnoct, informing 
the applicants that ‘ W-.: a:;e not a bene
volent institution.’ They may be obtuse, 
asking what salary one be prepared
to accept. They may te ;nys;adous, not tell
ing one the conditions, j ; situation, or 
even the grade. They m ::y be diagonal, and 
try to cross you; very offer, committees are 
eccentric, but there’s or-by coo thing to do, 
have faith in God, and boyour pH high.

Of one thing I am cerium, never prepare, 
because they never ask vl-.o eight questions. 
Only too often have I memorised definitions 
like ‘ pH value is the negative logarithm 
of the hydrogen ion concentration in water ’ 
only to be asked ‘ do you keep hens?’

Appearance
This is often said to be a deciding influ

ence, but what can one do, wear a wig, high 
heels, corsets? Perhaps not, resemblances 
can be useful — or otherwise. If you 
resemble the lady chairman’s favourite 
nephew you’re in, if you resemble the rascally 
former manager, you are out.

Dress can be something of a mindbender. 
Imagine sitting next to a casually elegant 
character in loud tweed jacket, Bedford 
cords, yellow tie, check shirt, and oyster- 
green suede shoes. Would you not assume 
that he had the job in his pocket? Another 
brainwasher is the sporting cad, who checks 
up on the chairman’s regiment or club, and 
dresses in blue blazer with the appropriate 
badge or tie. Clerical grey suit, white shirt, 
and stiff collar was once de rigtieur, bowler 
and briefcase were definitely one up, but now 
it’s distinctly kinky.

Manner
This is very awkward. Be reserved and 

they will think you lacking in personality, 
be confident and you will be a ‘ cocky little 
devil’, be jocular, and you will be ‘ too 
flippant ’, be knowledgeable, and you will 
be branded as an eggheaded theorist. What 
can you do? Be yourself and see how it 
works out.

Questions and answers
Some of the questions are obscure in origin 

and purpose, e.g.
Are you a Wednesdayite or a Unitedite? 
Do you keep pets?
What do you think of Widnes?
Do you drink? (They didn’t ask whether 

pool water or alcohol.)
Do you think you could go the job?
There are of course trick questions like 

1 what are your hobbies? One can see the 
p committee conjuring up visions of your vices 
| from the replies which you give. I remember 

answer I gave to the question of opening 
at 5.30 a.m., saying that only cranks wanted 
to swim at that time. A weedy, thin-faced, 
weak-chitined gentleman went puce and 
lithped, ‘I get up for a thwim at thixth 
every morning/

Nerves
You have them or you haven’t. If you 

I haven’t you might appear too casual. If you 
are nervous, comedy can break the tension.

Memory
It is absolutely vital to be able to 

remember and recite verbatim all the half- 
truths committed to paper in the application.

Interview types
A gregarious group of oddly assorted 

birds which hunt in groups of six. They flap 
about excitedly at the mating call ‘ ex
pen-sis ’.

Firstly the interview comic or laughing 
jackass, who has either got the job, or is 
scared stiff. Personally I find the com
mittee far more amusing than this bird.

Next there is the short-list gannet, Latin 
name expensis maximus. Common bird, slow 
moving, takes two days to get from Stockton 
to Darlington, roosting overnight at both 
ends.

i

j

There is also Avis Vulgaris, who will only 
accept the top of the grade. Untrustworthy 
bird, will often settle for one grade less and 
no emoluments.

Often one encounters the Bookie Bird with 
the call ‘ 10 to one ’. Possibly the bird in 
the oyster-green shoes incites all to have 
half a crown on the lucky man, saying ‘ of 
course it will be you, Jack’, making the 
mental reservation ‘if I turn it down’. If 
you really must bet, put your money on the 
Downy Bird, or Silencis Golden. An 
enigmatic, silent bird, who speaks only to 
whisper those magic words, ‘ I’ve got the 
job.3

I

Six easy ways out
One may sometimes be offered a job not 

compatible with one’s taste, ability, experi
ence or greed, if so here are some escape 
routes.

1. Demand top of grade, emoluments, and 
car allowance.

2. When asked one’s opinion of Reesty- 
ville, tell the truth.

3. Keep addressing Madam Chairman as 
‘ Sir ’.

4. Be awkward about the conditions of 
service.

5. Remember to test for chlorine with 
Phenol Red.

6. If Nos. 1 to 5 fail, act naturally.
Warning. Never resort to rudeness, they

will think you are a strong personality, and 
just the man to deal with that awkward 
shop steward.

Afterwards
Have you noticed that after an unsuccessful 

trip everyone asks: ‘How did you get on?’

Waiting room tactics

Waiting rooms should be banned by law, 
and replaced by soundproof cubicles. Much 
psychological jockeying can be done in the 
common waiting room.

1

Needling like this can be unnerving, ‘ You 
chaps had your medical? I’ve had mine.’ 
How’s this for an opening gambit: ‘What 
was your hotel like? I stayed with the chair
man.’ Or the mine of information who has 
already been there a week. He has discovered 
from the Public Library that the atmospheric 
deposit of sulphur is 100 tons

one

per square
mile, that the chairman is a . (not dis
covered in the Public Library) and that the 
flat is infested with beetles.

■
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Book review
'

Sports Centres and Swimming Pools
Disabled people want suitable physical 

recreation just as the able-bodied do. The 
international rugby player who becomes dis
abled still wants to see rugby matches and 
perhaps to coach. The disabled sportsman, 
or woman, wants to continue in any ways 
possible the physical activity which he or 
she loves. The disabled school child may 
long to join in with his school team perhaps 
as a scorer, or go swimming with his friends. 
Unfortunately, almost all sports buildings 
and grounds to date have been designed for 
the able-bodied without considering disabled 
people; and the necessary design features 
have not been included, although often these 
would also make the building or pool more 
usable and pleasant for the rest of us. The 
major reason for the lack of consideration 
has been the absence of a manual identifying 
the architectural needs and suggesting the 
answers.

The purpose of *Sports Centres and 
Swimming Pools ’* therefore is to consider 
the attendance problems met by the 
physically handicapped who wish to join in 
or to watch; and to make recommendations. 
This study was commissioned by the Thistle 
Foundation at the request of die Panel on 
Physical Recreation of the Disabled Living 
Foundation, and was carried out in close 
association with the Access for the Disabled 
Campaign. It has been based on wide 
research and a great number of meetings, 
discussions and visits to centres in Britain, 
Finland, Norway and Sweden, to consider 
what modifications in planning and detail 
design would help disabled people to partici
pate who are now excluded from both 
playing and watching. The resulting book is 
sponsored by Professor Sir Ludwig 
Guttmann, the founder and President of the 
British Sports Association for the Disabled, 
who inaugurated the world famous Stoke 
Mandeville Games.

The study shows in letterpress and with 
illustrations that improved standards of 
general design and of detail could overcome 
the majority of the difficulties, provided the 
disabled user’s needs are fully considered at 
the design stage. (At this stage, too, there 
is no or minimal additional expense.) The 
study concludes that there is really no alter
native to complete integration of disabled 
people with the rest of the visiting public; 
the majority of the areas and amenities 
should be usable by everyone. Indeed, where

special arrangements are made for the dis
abled sportsmen and women, these can be 
used in other ways to help the public: for 
example, the spacious lavatory for the use 
of disabled of both sexes, or the large 
changing compartments for disabled people 
may be very helpful to the family where one 
parent is accompanied by children too young 
to be left on their own, either in the lavatory 
or the male or female changing area. The 
book enumerates, and relates to sports 
building, the main features to be considered 
which apply to all building, namely: car 
parking; ease of entrance; ease of use of 
each floor and of movement between floors; 
and sanitary facilities. It also lists the special 
features needed; the special changing 
arrangements, and the pre-cleansing arrange
ments for swimming. Recurring examples of 
generally sub-standard design were seen 
during the many visits made, so some design 
points helpful to the welfare of the public 
have also been included. The book ends 
with a check list so that all essentials may 
be thought of when the architect’s brief is 
being compiled and the budget agreed. 
Alternative solutions and conditions are often 
suggested, and here the building client can 
choose what is best for his own purpose.

In addition to its use in new building the 
study will prove helpful to those considering 
altering existing buildings to make them 
easier for disabled people to use.

The authors and sponsors of the book are 
aware of the need nowadays that our very 
expensive new buildings and sports facilities, 
no matter where they are placed, should 
serve the whole community; and in par
ticular that the splendid facilities of many 
of the new schools and educational buildings 
should have full time use by everybody 
instead of only part-time use by a section 
of the population. Moreover, the Chronically 
Sick and Disabled Persons Act of 1970 
specifically requires disabled people to be 
considered in this type of building as well 
as any building or premises to which the 
public are to be admitted. These sections of 
the Act are now in force. Mr Walter’s study 
should make it easier for the intentions of 
the Act to be fully carried out as far as 
sports buildings and swimming pools are 
concerned. Then the disabled child and adult 
of the future may not be cut off from what 
many of us consider to be one of the best 
parts of life, both for enjoyment and for 
health — but may go with his family and 
friends instead of being left behind.

*A study of their design with particular 
reference to the needs of the physically dis
abled. By Felix Walter, F.R.IB.A. July 1971. 
Price: £1.50. Obtainable from the Disabled 
Living Foundation, 346 Kensington High 
Street, London, W.14. Tel.: 01-602 2491.

\
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★ ★★

Teaching the disabled to swim
‘ Guide lines for the use of those wishing 

to sit for the Supplementary Certificate for 
Teaching the Disabled to Swim ’ by Elisabeth 
C. Trusscll, V.P.S.TA., M.C.SP., O.N.C., 
A.S-A. Teachers Certificate. Price 20p. Issued 
by the Swimming Teachers? Association.

•i ]

I

Miss Trussell is a physiotherapist who has 
over 20 years experience in dealing with 
swimming clubs for the disabled and so is able 
to deal well with the practical difficulties that 
must face a swimming teacher who wishes 
to help in such a club.

Medical personnel will be relieved to see 
that the author emphasises that swimming 
sessions for the disabled are to be considered 
recreational, not as remedial, as there has been 
an unfortunate tendency for some swimming 
instructors to over reach their capabilities in 
this direction.

• I

■!

1

j i
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Baths managers too will be pleased to see 
the stress placed on the safety and continual 
supervision of swimmers in the water — 
* One helper to each non-swimmer in the 

and ‘ at least one helper whose sole

1
!

water
duty it is to keep watch over all the swim
mers in the -water? Whether they will be so 
pleased with the thought of raising the pool 
temperature to 86°-90cF. with the room 
temperature ‘slightly lower than the pool 
temperature’ is doubtful.

i.

:There is always a danger in simplifying 
the description of medical conditions in that 
while it annoys the professional it may still 
be too technical for the lay person. However 
the main points of the major conditions 
encountered have been well explained and 
these together with the minimum 25 hours 
of medically supervised practical work 
required for the certificate should enable the 
teacher to be of great assistance to the dis
abled swimmer.

:

i
:
■
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structure of the new depart
ment — I wonder how the situ
ation wall look in 10 years’ 
time? However, by that time 
the damage will have been done.

It is now that chief Baths 
officers should be building their 
own case within their own 
authority to stay autonomous. 
Tomorrow may be too late.

K. GUTTER IDGE,
Warley.

scout who could swim exhausted 
himself and drowned on the way 
to the beach; the other, 
swimmer, lashed himself to the 

rope and

4. The conducted tour itself 
was a continual commentary 
on the r parks precincts e.g., 
how many bulbs were planted 
annually; how much labour was 
required to keep the grass cut; 
the responsibilities of the parks 
department for the upkeep of 
grass verges, lawns, woodlands, 
etc., and when we eventually 
reached the 
development the courier casually 
mentioned that this was the site 
of the new swimming bath. I 
should have thought that a 
project costing over half a 
million pounds could have stirred 
a little more enthusiasm out of 
him; but apparently not, for 
there was no further elaboration 
on the subject.

5. Our visit to the (central 
stores * again proved the pre
dominance of parks. Horticul
tural equipment was everywhere 
and when I asked our guide 
if they catered for the baths and 
laundries as well, he directed 
me to a small section of toilet 
soaps and soap powder which 
appeared to be the sum total. 
When I asked if they carried 
any spares for filtration or plant 
and equipment for the baths he 
was completely ignorant of the 
existence of any such equipment.

I realise that Bob Brenton, 
the newly appointed senior 
Baths assistant, due to his short 
time with the department, could 
not be expected to take any 
active part in the day’s proceed
ings, but there were other 
Sheffield Baths managers present 
who have spent their lives in 
the department and yet had not 
been given any working part in 
the organisation. The entire 
crew were parksmen!

It is obvious from the meet
ing that when two major depart
ments such as these are amal
gamated there is a bias from 
the 1 top man ’ and whether he 
be Baths or Parks the other 
department will suffer.

I have no personal criticism 
of Mr Winning, the general 
manager of recreation; there has 
for many years been need for 
improvement in the condition of 
the baths in Sheffield and he is 
making some effort; but I 
wonder how the baths side will 
fare in policy over the next four 
years?

I feel it is very wrong to 
have one man in overall control 
of the two major departments.

This idea is very new in its 
conception and although it 
would appear to be successful 
— and certainly the members of 
the Sheffield council whom I 
spoke to that day are com
pletely enthusiastic over the

a non

capsized craft with a 
was rescued.

One should remember that
panic often gives a drowning 
person almost 
strength, and many a would-be 
rescuer is sometimes dragged 
under the water.

superhuman ISheaf Valley

ARTHUR G. EVANS, 
Wednesfield, 

Staffs.Drownings
It is startling, to realise that 

this (and every) year, between 
500 and 700 Britons will lose 
their lives by drowning. Almost 
half of these will be children.

Yet there is emergency equip
ment all around us, if people 
would leam to recognise it.

Most of these deaths will 
occur in public, where rescue 
by swimmers, boatmen or by
standers should be possible.

But even people who can 
swim often stand and watch 
someone drowning because they 
fear he will pull them under 
the water. Bystanders could be 
life-savers without risk to them
selves by using simple, everyday 
things at hand.

Even the car spare wheel 
with its steel rim will float. Just 
roll it into the water for the 
struggling swimmer to grab. It 
will support two or three people 
if they keep their shoulders 
under the water.

If a family goes swimming 
in a lonely place where no help 
is likely in an emergency, loosen 
the spare wheel in the boot for 
quick use. If the victim is far 
from shore, or in rough water, 
one can swim out pushing the 
wheel ahead, resting on it when 
tired.

There are numerous other 
articles that can be used in an 
emergency. Any large plastic 
water container with a lid will 
do for a makeshift float. A 
gallon size vacuum flask, emptied 
and tightly closed, can be 
thrown to a tired swimmer or 
swum out to him.

A foam picnic case is buoyant. 
Other floatable and potential 
life-saving objects to be found 
on most summer beaches are air 
mattresses, foam rubber sun 
bathing mats, beach balls and 
wooden picnic furniture. Even a 
deck-chair can be a life preserver 
to people in difficulties. Non- 
swimmers can wade in and push 
or throw these articles to any
one in difficulty.

Most people drown because 
they panic. A year or so ago, 
two scouts were in a boat which 
capsized in North Wales. The

Sr-

Dear Sir! Problem of grass 
surrounds

From a small secluded 
which has an open-air swim
ming pool the following story 
has emerged. The pool had for 
many years been privately owned 
and operated until it was sud
denly taken over by the local 
authority. Faced with the need 
for urgent alterations the munici
pal officials concerned, with no 
previous experience of swim
ming pools (there was no Baths 
manager), welcomed a visit from 
two area representatives of the 
Central Council of Physical 
Recreation. During ah exchange 
of views the visitors urged that 
grass verges should be provided 
near the pool surrounds, which 
were flagged.

Coming from a source regarded 
as expert in such matters a 
grass verge was laid down, but 
much to their surprise, the 
officials were subjected to strong 
criticism at the next council 
meeting.

Grass is decorative but prac
tical experience of open-air 
pools shows it has decided draw
backs. First of all it requires to 
be mowed; grass clippings get 
into the water. Apart from 
unsightliness this can cause 
trouble at the strainers. If the 
grass is extensively used it 
becomes bare from the effects of 
chlorinated water carried by the 
bathers.

Having grass surrounds at 
open-air pool areas has been 
criticised for many years as pre
war conference reports show, 
but what is the answer?

The advice in this particular 
instance raises a matter of some 
importance and one which has 
exercised the minds of more 
than one member of The Insti
tute of Baths Management — 
how far in giving advice should 
such bodies as the C.C.P.R- or 
the Sports Council go? I suggest 
the answer is ‘ policy — yes; 
other advice — no. . . .*

RETIRED MEMBER.
(Name and address supplied.)

town

Sheffield
'I attended the joint meeting 

of The Institute of Baths Man
agement and the Institute of 
Parks and Recreation in Shef
field.

1Having served my apprentice
ship some years ago with the 
Cleansing and Baths Depart
ment, and having left there prior 
to that department being dis
banded I looked forward to the 
meeting with eager anticipation.

Alas! to my utter dismay and 
disappointment, as the meeting 
progressed I realised that no 
longer did a baths department 
exist at all in Sheffield; it would 
appear to have been totally con
sumed within the machinery of 
the Parks Department which 
operates under the pseudonym of 
‘ recreation ’.

I left Sheffield that evening 
feeling very dejected and despon
dent, for what I had seen that 
day forecast a very gloomy 
picture. How many other local 
authorities will follow the 
example set by Sheffield and 
allow their Baths departments to 
be ‘taken over’?

Perhaps readers will accuse 
me of over-dramatising the 
situation but may I be allowed 
to itemise my observation, for 
it was evident that although the 
meeting was supposedly a ‘ joint 
meeting ’ it was monopolised by, 
and geared to the parks 
organisation.

/. Upon arrival we were met 
by representatives of the parks 
department who provided our 
literature and identification 
badges.

2. The proceedings were 
opened by the deputy general 
manager of the parks depart
ment.

3. The couriers assigned to 
the coaches taking us on a 
conducted tour of the Sheffield 
area were all employees of the 
parks department.
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